SCANDALOUS
CATALOG
Daring love and timeless romance.
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Scandalous

Love’s Legacy
by Joan Avery

Grenada, British West Indies, 1875
English plantation owner Geoffrey Worth has misgivings about hiring an American
widow as a governess. But while Geoffrey longs to forget the past—and the daughter
who reminds him of it daily—there is still duty to consider. And Bellefleur, his
plantation. This is his life now. Warmth, family, love; these things only bring pain. And
scars he’ll carry forever…
Elizabeth Malfonte is certainly not the aged widow he had anticipated. She’s young
and beautiful, with a determination that wakes something deep within Geoffrey. Yet
Elizabeth hides her own secret? The babe within her womb. And despite Geoffrey’s
handsome, yet scarred face, her new employer has a cold and unforgiving nature that
unsettles her, even as Elizabeth’s wariness slowly heats to desire.
But the bright beauty of this land is no match for the dark, ominous clouds of the
past…

The Worth Brothers Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633751316
11/10/2014
297
2.99 USD
Historical, Boss
and Employee,
Forced Proximity,
Overcoming Odds

“If you took Jane Eyre but moved it back to the setting of Wide Sargasso Sea, subtracted
the sympathy you normally feel for the main character in novel #2, cut out all the long
and drawn out bits of JE that I tend to forget about between readings anyway, and made
Jane a secretly pregnant, newly widowed American woman--you’d have a pretty good
approximation of this novel. Since I’m on board with all of that, I enjoyed it. :)” --Becky
on Books
“Love’s Legacy had all the best points of a good Gothic novel! The penniless governess,
of course. The lonely, unloved child. The bitter, uncaring employer. Let’s not forget,
secrets all over the place. “ --Pansy, Goodreads
“If you are a historical romance fan this is your book and I cannot recommend it high
enough.” --Kelly Haggerty, Goodreads

ABOUT JOAN AVERY
Joan Avery was an award-winning writer/producer at a major national advertising
agency for over fifteen years before she retired to raise a family and write. Joan has been
blessed with a daughter, two sons and two stepsons. She and her husband now have five
grandchildren. Although she has lived in the Detroit area her entire life she has traveled
extensively for both work and leisure. She and her husband, an attorney, have visited many
fascinating parts of the world. Joan feels her travels enrich her writing. THE WORTH
BROTHERS TRILOGY takes place in three of her favorite places.
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Scandalous

Love’s Justice
by Joan Avery

London, 1879
American heiress Victoria Wentworth has spent her life blithely ignoring her father’s
wishes… until he enters her into an unwanted marriage contract with a despicable man.
She has two choices: marry the bounder or fight the archaic English laws in court. Her
only hope is Hugh Worth, the Earl Montgomery and Lord Chancellor of the Exchequer:
her judge and jury. Society paints him as stern and subdued, yet fair. Society didn’t
warn her that beneath his somber facade beats a passionate heart and soul.
Hugh finds himself irresistibly, inexplicably, drawn to the spirited American, despite
himself and his better judgment. As the inconvenient heiress takes on the fight against
the very foundation of his life and career, another battle wages in his once cold heart.
Everything about her is inappropriate, illogical, and unexpected. Yet, she is a woman he
could admire. A woman of intelligence and beliefs that challenge the existing world.
But she is forbidden.

The Worth Brothers Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:
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277
2.99 USD
Historical,
Forbidden Love,
Opposites Attract,
Overcoming Odds

“The romance did not take long to develop – there were no endless complications that
authors usually push on to their characters before,finally, getting together. I had a great
time with Love’s Justice. Recommend for Historical Romance lovers.” --Ari, Goodreads
“I absolutely adored the premise. It felt fresh and exciting, and the author told the story
in such an engaging manner.” --USA Today bestselling author, Stacy Reid

ABOUT JOAN AVERY
Joan Avery was an award-winning writer/producer at a major national advertising
agency for over fifteen years before she retired to raise a family and write. Joan has been
blessed with a daughter, two sons and two stepsons. She and her husband now have five
grandchildren. Although she has lived in the Detroit area her entire life she has traveled
extensively for both work and leisure. She and her husband, an attorney, have visited many
fascinating parts of the world. Joan feels her travels enrich her writing. THE WORTH
BROTHERS TRILOGY takes place in three of her favorite places.
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Scandalous

Love’s Revenge
by Joan Avery

Heiress Kate Barker thought she’d met the man of her dreams the night the mysterious
English viscount swept her off her feet at the masquerade. Until his real identity is
revealed—the cold, calculating scoundrel is really there to rip her world apart.
The only things that have kept widower Stephen Worth alive for the past two years are
the promise of revenge against the man who framed him for murder and the love for
Andy, his son, who was taken by the beautiful but vexing sister of his dead wife. He
didn’t know what to expect when he met Kate, but it wasn’t undeniable desire.
Torn by attraction, driven by hatred, tempered by their love for a child, Stephen and
Kate fight their growing feelings across the country to the wilds of Colorado. If he
cannot convince Kate to trust him before she learns the truth about his past, he could
lose Andy—but his demons are all the ammunition she needs to keep the boy for good.

The Worth Brothers Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622664634
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261
2.99 USD
Historical, Mistaken
Identity, Revenge

“Fast paced tale of guilt, betrayal, passion, healing, forgiveness, and love...” --My Book
Addiction and More MBA, Goodreads
“Great read! The characters came to life for me, the settings were lovely, and the
story was intense! Can’t wait to read about the other Worth brothers.” --Sarah Lewis,
Goodreads
“I really enjoyed this book. The characters were great and the pacing was wonderful. I
started reading intending to only do a few chapters. I finished this morning at four am.
I could not put the story down.” --USA Today bestselling author Stacy Reid

ABOUT JOAN AVERY
Joan Avery was an award-winning writer/producer at a major national advertising
agency for over fifteen years before she retired to raise a family and write. Joan has been
blessed with a daughter, two sons and two stepsons. She and her husband now have five
grandchildren. Although she has lived in the Detroit area her entire life she has traveled
extensively for both work and leisure. She and her husband, an attorney, have visited many
fascinating parts of the world. Joan feels her travels enrich her writing. THE WORTH
BROTHERS TRILOGY takes place in three of her favorite places.
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Scandalous

The Sins of a Few
by Sarah Ballance

Salem, 1692
The moment he steps off the boat and into his hometown of Salem, Nathanial Abbot
knows the rumors about Salem are indeed true. For in the two years since he’s left
Salem—disowned by his family and seeking a fortune of his own—the town has
changed. It is dark with discord and suspicion… and accusations of witchcraft. Now all
that remains for him is the woman he’s never forgotten.
But Faith Downing isn’t happy to see Nathanial. In his absence, his younger sisters have
ignited the chain of hysteria that resulted in twenty deaths—including Faith’s aunt, to
whom Nathanial owed his life. Yet through her acrimony, Faith can’t prevent herself
from responding to the man Nathanial has become, handsome and kind. A man who
kindles something in her that speaks of sin.

Sins of Salem Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633751026
10/13/2014
236
2.99 USD
Historical, Across
the Tracks, Enemies
to Lovers

“I highly recommend this book and series to any who enjoy historical romance mixed
with a little history.” --Bunny’s Review
“Excellent work, Sarah Ballance. I’ll be reading more of your works soon, I’m
sure. I can’t wait to see what else you write in addition to historicals. Big, five-star
recommend!” --Amelyn Randall, Goodreads
“...I found this to be a relatively quick read, with an interesting setting and engaging
characters, some steamy love scenes (don’t tell the Puritans!) and a believable romance.”
--Maria Rose, Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR SARAH BALLANCE
USA Today bestselling author Sarah Ballance and her husband of what he calls “many
long, long years” live on the mid-Atlantic coast with their six young children, all of whom
are perfectly adorable when they’re asleep. She never dreamed of becoming an author, but
as a homeschooling mom, she often jokes she writes fiction because if she wants anyone to
listen to her, she has to make them up. (As it turns out, her characters aren’t much better
than the kids). When not buried under piles of laundry, she may be found adrift in the
Atlantic (preferably on a boat) or seeking that ever-elusive perfect writing spot where not
even the kids can find her.
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Scandalous

An Unexpected Sin
by Sarah Ballance

Colonial Salem
The moment the stranger’s dark eyes meet hers, Anne Scudder’s world is immediately
overthrown by chaos. That single flare of desire is immediate, driving away all notions
of propriety. Instead, Anne is consumed with sinful thoughts – ones that no unmarried
girl should ever have for a man who isn’t her husband…
But Josiah Cromwell is no stranger.
It’s been six years since Josiah stole kisses from Anne, his best friend’s younger sister.
Six years since Josiah left after his best friend’s death, burdened by the knowledge that
he was responsible for destroying Anne’s family. Now he’s returned to claim the woman
he can’t live without. But even as their desire threatens to consume them both – body
and soul – the dark workings of suspicion and witchcraft are afoot.
Because in Salem, too much passion can lead a woman to ruin… and condemned to
death.

Sins of Salem Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622665471
4/14/2014
210
2.99 USD
Historical, Best
Friend’s Little Sister,
Forbidden Love,
Secret Baby

“Stunning book.....just loved every page.” --Charlene Botha, Amazon
“AN UNEXPECTED SIN is a well-written, American historical romance that provides
chilling insight into the tumultuous times of the Salem Witch Trials.” --BJ’s Reviews
“If you are looking for a story with an uncomplicated and straightforward plot, with
some romance, and honest characters this is the book you should read.” --Nicole,
Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR SARAH BALLANCE
USA Today bestselling author Sarah Ballance and her husband of what he calls “many
long, long years” live on the mid-Atlantic coast with their six young children, all of whom
are perfectly adorable when they’re asleep. She never dreamed of becoming an author, but
as a homeschooling mom, she often jokes she writes fiction because if she wants anyone to
listen to her, she has to make them up. (As it turns out, her characters aren’t much better
than the kids). When not buried under piles of laundry, she may be found adrift in the
Atlantic (preferably on a boat) or seeking that ever-elusive perfect writing spot where not
even the kids can find her.
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Scandalous

Her Wicked Sin
by Sarah Ballance

Salem, MA 1692
When dashing stranger Henry Dunham comes to Salem on a mysterious errand, he
ends up thrown from his horse in the dead of night and rescued by the local midwife,
Lydia Colson. Beautiful and tempting, she’s also completely off-limits.
Haunted by her past, Lydia is running from her own dark secrets, avoiding intrusive
questions by pretending her dead husband is simply...away. But when she and Henry
are caught in a compromising situation, one punishable by Puritan law, he saves her
from scandal by claiming to be her errant spouse...

Sins of Salem Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622662494
9/9/2013
154
2.99 USD
Historical,
Forbidden Love,
Marriage of
Convenience

“A thrilling romantic historical that deals with the Salem witch trials in a way that’s
never been done before. Amazing!” --NYT and USA Today bestselling author Rachel
Van Dyken
“This story is a page turner. There was one particular incident I never saw coming
when it happened I was like OMG it can’t be. This is a must read for lovers of historical
romance.” --Nadene, Goodreads
“Sarah Ballance has written a sweet romance with appealing characters...I was
entertained from start to finish.” --Diana Quincy, author of Seducing Charlotte
“What a wonderful story! I loved “Her Wicked Sin” from the first page. It is a beautiful
story of love and heartache with a touch of mystery/suspense.” --Vicki, Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR SARAH BALLANCE
USA Today bestselling author Sarah Ballance and her husband of what he calls “many
long, long years” live on the mid-Atlantic coast with their six young children, all of whom
are perfectly adorable when they’re asleep. She never dreamed of becoming an author, but
as a homeschooling mom, she often jokes she writes fiction because if she wants anyone to
listen to her, she has to make them up. (As it turns out, her characters aren’t much better
than the kids). When not buried under piles of laundry, she may be found adrift in the
Atlantic (preferably on a boat) or seeking that ever-elusive perfect writing spot where not
even the kids can find her.
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Scandalous

The Duke’s Wicked Wife
by Elizabeth Bright

Sebastian Sinclair, the Duke of Wessex, is not in love with Eliza Benton—nor anyone
else, for that matter. But he must marry and produce an heir, and love is not required
for either. His future duchess must be of high birth and good nature, a lady unlikely to
snipe at him over breakfast. In short, the complete opposite of Eliza. So who better to
help him find a bride?
Eliza Benton is not in love with the Duke of Wessex. He’s infuriating, arrogant, and an
ass of the first order. Not that she has any intention of marrying anyone now that her
secret dream is on the cusp of becoming reality. A husband would ruin all her careful
plans. But she’s all for finding her nemesis the perfect bride, anything to get him from
underfoot so she can focus on her writing.
Thank goodness Sebastian and Eliza aren’t in love. That would be disastrous.

Wicked Secrets Series, Book 4
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640638501
3/16/2020
400
3.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Friends to
Lovers

“Elizabeth Bright just killed me with the exact romance my heart has been craving for
good long while.” --The Romance Mom
“What a delightful book! My first time reading this author, but it will not be the last!!!
Love Sebastian and Eliza!!!” --Adrianna K., NetGalley
“This is a sweet and romantic historical fiction. It’s not angsty and flows beautifully
from the start until the end. I loved all the characters and enjoyed reading it a lot.”
--Fizza Y., NetGalley
“Such a nice, funny and entertaining reading! I mean, the opening of the story is
hilarious.” --Maria C., Goodreads

ABOUT ELIZABETH BRIGHT
Elizabeth Bright writes smart, passionate romance with heart, humor, and heat. “Sparkling
prose...unrelentingly sharp...unabashedly nerdy.” (Bookpage) When she’s not writing
stubborn heroines and the men who adore them, Elizabeth can be found hiking and rock
climbing. She lives in Washington, D.C. with her two daughters, who are every bit as
difficult and wonderful as the characters she writes.
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Scandalous

Wicked with the Scoundrel
by Elizabeth Bright

After ten years of adventure, Colin Smith, the bastard son of a viscount, returns to the
place he most despises ––London. But only until he can sell off some of his treasures.
He has no use for the stifling rules of the ton, but he’s more than happy to play the game
if it gets him what he wants.
Lady Claire, daughter of a marquess, is everything Colin loathes about the ton, but she
is determined to win him over. Her life is a catalogue of dances and evening gowns, and
thanks to an eidetic memory, she can remember every blasted, boring second of it. A
treasure hunt for the Cleopatra Emerald promises adventure, but Claire wants more. If
she can convince Colin Smith to take her with him as he travels the world, then she’ll
have the life she’s always dreamed of. There’s just one problem, he doesn’t seem to like
her much.
But Lady Claire loves a good challenge and the intellectual beauty may be on her way to
the grandest adventure of all.

Wicked Secrets Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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9781640636316
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284
3.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Across the
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Attract, Road
Romance

“A treasure of a book.” --Marie A., Goodreads
“This was a very delightful tale. Full of great characters with so many quirky traits. The
story evolves with much wit and a bit of wisdom too.” --Marlene S., NetGalley
“A charming regency romance!” --Erika C., NetGalley
“This book was so much fun! I’ve been on a bit of a romance binge at the moment, and
Wicked with the Scoundrel was the perfect addition to it. The romance was so sweet. I
love how Claire set out to seduce him, and Colin fell right into her trap. She may have
been innocent, but her confidence shined through.” --Isabel C., Goodreads

ABOUT ELIZABETH BRIGHT
Elizabeth Bright writes smart, passionate romance with heart, humor, and heat. “Sparkling
prose...unrelentingly sharp...unabashedly nerdy.” (Bookpage) When she’s not writing
stubborn heroines and the men who adore them, Elizabeth can be found hiking and rock
climbing. She lives in Washington, D.C. with her two daughters, who are every bit as
difficult and wonderful as the characters she writes.
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Scandalous

Lady Gone Wicked
by Elizabeth Bright

Nicholas Eastwood is finally about to get everything he ever wanted. As a reward for
his service to the Crown, he has been offered the title of marquess. All he has to do is
stay scandal-free until the papers are signed. There’s just one problem: His ex-lover,
presumed dead, is remarkably alive.
Adelaide Bursnell is determined to right her wrongs. She will be a dutiful daughter and
loving sister. Most importantly, she must marry before her scandal catches up to her.
Nicholas was once her ruin, but now he is determined to be her salvation. If he can find
her a suitable husband, their shared past can stay buried.
But old temptations prove impossible to resist and scandal can never stay secret for
long...

Wicked Secrets Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640634770
2/26/2018
250
3.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Accidental
Pregnancy, Reunited
Lovers, Secret Baby

“Lady Gone Wicked is a passionate, humorous, and decidedly wicked romance that
is full of secrets, misunderstandings, misdirection and finally being true to yourself
and your feelings for someone else. Adelaide and Nicholas are a delightful couple.”
--Marsha, Keeper Bookshelf
“This book contained a wonderful story of intrigue along with secrets, lies and of
course spies. Elizabeth Bright is a new author for my list so I will be hunting around for
more of her great and enjoyable reads.” --Patricia L., Goodreads
“Adelaide and Nick’s story is loaded with drama, secrets and sizzle.” --Deb D.,
Goodreads

ABOUT ELIZABETH BRIGHT
Elizabeth Bright writes smart, passionate romance with heart, humor, and heat. “Sparkling
prose...unrelentingly sharp...unabashedly nerdy.” (Bookpage) When she’s not writing
stubborn heroines and the men who adore them, Elizabeth can be found hiking and rock
climbing. She lives in Washington, D.C. with her two daughters, who are every bit as
difficult and wonderful as the characters she writes.
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Scandalous

Twice As Wicked
by Elizabeth Bright

Miss Alice Bursnell is determined to wreak revenge on Nathaniel Eastwood, Viscount
Abingdon, for the seduction, ruin, and death of her beloved twin sister. But how to
expose a seducer without falling prey herself? As she gets closer to Nathaniel, she finds
she is in serious danger of following in her sister’s much-too-tempted footsteps. The
man is nothing like the heartless rake she expected...and his kisses are truly divine.
Could she be wrong about him?
When a mysterious and gorgeous woman confronts Nathaniel at a fancy ball, he
suspects she has murder on her mind—his own. But the more he tries to determine
who the deceptively innocent beauty is—and what she’s up to—the deeper he falls
under her alluring spell. Nathaniel fears he’s in imminent danger of losing his life...or
worse, his heart.

Wicked Secrets Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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9781640632615
10/9/2017
348
3.99 USD
Historical, Historical
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to Lovers, Mistaken
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“This was an amazing story, so much intrigue. I read this book in one sitting!” --Candy
B., Goodreads
“What a great read. I was hooked right from the beginning. It had me laughing and
crying.” --April H., NetGalley
“Twice as Wicked was a tale of a sisters revenge that turns into a steamy historical
romance, what more could I ask for. I can’t wait to see what the next book in the series
will bring.” --Jenea W., Goodreads
“It’s an interesting story full of intrigue and romance.” --Fizza Y., NetGalley

ABOUT ELIZABETH BRIGHT
Elizabeth Bright writes smart, passionate romance with heart, humor, and heat. “Sparkling
prose...unrelentingly sharp...unabashedly nerdy.” (Bookpage) When she’s not writing
stubborn heroines and the men who adore them, Elizabeth can be found hiking and rock
climbing. She lives in Washington, D.C. with her two daughters, who are every bit as
difficult and wonderful as the characters she writes.
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Scandalous

How to Bewilder a Lord
by Ally Broadfield

Gavin Corey, the Earl of Thornbrook, has shed his rakish ways in the hope of winning
Lady Louisa Adair’s heart, but neither she nor her parents consider him a suitable
match. He convinces her to join forces with him to locate a missing family treasure by
proposing a wager: if he finds the jewels, Lady Louisa must allow him to court her, but
if she prevails, he must reveal the secret he’s keeping from her.
Lady Louisa might be the most sought after lady on the marriage mart, but she values
her independence above all else and has no interest in giving up her inheritance
to marry. As she spends more time with the charming earl, however, she starts to
wonder if he’s worth risking her inheritance and her family’s disapproval… until she’s
confronted with a scandal from his past.

How To Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

“The author did such a good job, it amazes me. I enjoyed the book, the story and
especially the sweet characters.” --Candy B., Goodreads

9781640631090
6/5/2017
231
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Victorian, Wager

“A lovely Historical Romance. I love how there was also a mystery to solve. It made the
story and their growing love more fun to read about. Great cast of characters. I think
the romance novels should read like this one.” --Sally H., Goodreads
“Our characters are all lots of fun and the story line gives them a lovely mystery to
solve. A very entertaining lighthearted romance. I loved it.” --Petula, Goodreads
“I’m in love with Ally Broadfield’s writing style!... A touch of humor, mystery and love
thrown in for good measure make this book a wonderful read.” --Brenda, Goodreads

ABOUT ALLY BROADFIELD
Ally lives in Texas and is convinced her house is shrinking, possibly because she shares
it with three kids, five dogs, a cat, a rabbit, and several reptiles. Oh, and her husband.
She likes to curse in Russian and spends most of her time letting dogs in and out of the
house and shuttling kids around. She writes historical romance set in Regency England
and Imperial Russia. She loves to hear from readers and you can find her on her website,
Facebook, and Twitter, though she makes no claims of using any of them properly.
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Scandalous

How to Bewitch an Earl
by Ally Broadfield

Edward Adair, heir to the Duke of Boulstridge, is more interested in finding a missing
family heirloom than a wife. But when his parents issue an ultimatum – marry or lose
your allowance – he reluctantly agrees to attend a house party to find a bride. Instead,
he discovers attractive but infuriating Miss Isabella Winthrop in his library, reading the
private family journal that holds clues to the location of the heirloom.
Though Isabella finds Edward haughty and arrogant, she offers to take him to the
next clue mentioned in the journal if he will pay her, which will enable her to help her
brother restore his estate. Edward counters with an offer of an even larger payment…if
she agrees to masquerade as his betrothed to deter the other ladies until the house party
ends.
As they work together to solve the mystery their mutual attraction grows, but just when
they begin to think they should make their engagement real, a secret is revealed that
could destroy everything.

How To Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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9781633755239
11/30/2015
178
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Enemies
to Lovers, Fake
Engagement

“I will tell everyone who will listen to me just how much I enjoyed this book. It will
definitely be in my keeper file one that I will read again and again.” --Night Owl
Reviews
“Ally Broadfield has created strong characters full of personality.” --Lizzie, My Read
Journal
“Loved this quick, felt-new and different romance. Ally Broadfield brings something
unique to this bulging genre.” --Nik Booklover’s Blog

ABOUT ALLY BROADFIELD
Ally lives in Texas and is convinced her house is shrinking, possibly because she shares
it with three kids, five dogs, a cat, a rabbit, and several reptiles. Oh, and her husband.
She likes to curse in Russian and spends most of her time letting dogs in and out of the
house and shuttling kids around. She writes historical romance set in Regency England
and Imperial Russia. She loves to hear from readers and you can find her on her website,
Facebook, and Twitter, though she makes no claims of using any of them properly.
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Scandalous

Say You’ll Love Me
by Ally Broadfield

All of Lady Abigail Hurst’s dreams seem to be coming true when at long last her
childhood sweetheart asks for her hand. But when a maid is found dead, and her
betrothed is the chief suspect, Abigail begins to wonder just what manner of man she’s
marrying…
The Marquess of Longcroft, Edmund Townsend, has always preferred complex
mathematical equations to the trappings of society. And love? Love is a nonquantifiable concept. Still, Lady Abigail is his sister’s friend, and he finds himself drawn
into the mystery of her affianced… even as he begins to anticipate Lady Abigail’s
company with unfathomable pleasure.
Investigating the murder may reveal more than the sordid truth. It may just reveal the
love Abigail always wanted… a little too late.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633754003
10/19/2015
176
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Older
Brother’s Best
Friend, Right Under
Your Nose

“This couple appealed to me from the very beginning and I couldn’t stop reading until
the end to see if everything would work out. If you’re a fan of the traditional Regency
historical I highly recommend this one.” --Night Owl Reviews
“SAY YOU’LL LOVE ME by Ally Broadfield is a very well written and engrossing
read. I love the unconventional hero that Edmund is and I like Abigail’s ingenuity.”
--Kimberly Rocha, Book Obsessed Chicks
“This book kept me captivated from the very beginning until the end. Love, romance
and a mystery to be solved, that and exceptional writing made this book an amazing
one.” --Books Eater

ABOUT ALLY BROADFIELD
Ally lives in Texas and is convinced her house is shrinking, possibly because she shares
it with three kids, five dogs, a cat, a rabbit, and several reptiles. Oh, and her husband.
She likes to curse in Russian and spends most of her time letting dogs in and out of the
house and shuttling kids around. She writes historical romance set in Regency England
and Imperial Russia. She loves to hear from readers and you can find her on her website,
Facebook, and Twitter, though she makes no claims of using any of them properly.
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Scandalous

How to Beguile a Duke
by Ally Broadfield

The spirited Catherine Malboeuf has just arrived in England to reclaim her ancestral
home, Walsley Manor, and a valuable missing heirloom. Nicholas Adair, the attractive
and frustratingly inflexible Duke of Boulstridge, however, is quite unwilling to sell the
estate back to Catherine. Unless, of course, she accepts a small wager…
Nick will sell Walsley Manor if—and only if—Catherine secures an offer of marriage
from an eligible member of the ton before the end of the London season.
Of course, Nick is certain he’ll win. After all, no proper gentleman would ever marry
a woman who conceals a cutlass in her skirts. Yet something about Catherine’s
unconventional disposition seems to ignite a need deep inside him. A need that won’t
just cost him the wager, but the very heart he swore to never give away…
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“The story is fast-paced, includes smart, witty dialogue, and Broadfield provides a
strong motivation that propels both the hero and heroine toward a single goal, and each
other. I recommend How to Beguile a Duke to anyone looking for a lovely Regency
romance with a strong heroine, a side of adventure, and a hero who’s easy to love.”
--Night Owl Reviews
“How to Beguile a Duke by Ally Broadfield is an adventurous, passionate, exciting
romance, with characters that will remain with me for some time.” --Fresh Fiction
“With loads of suspense, and strong-willed heroines, it’s easy to be beguiled by
Broadfield’s charming and delighftul historical romance.” --Heroes and Heartbreakers

Rights Sold in German

ABOUT ALLY BROADFIELD
Ally lives in Texas and is convinced her house is shrinking, possibly because she shares
it with three kids, five dogs, a cat, a rabbit, and several reptiles. Oh, and her husband.
She likes to curse in Russian and spends most of her time letting dogs in and out of the
house and shuttling kids around. She writes historical romance set in Regency England
and Imperial Russia. She loves to hear from readers and you can find her on her website,
Facebook, and Twitter, though she makes no claims of using any of them properly.
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Lady of Intrigue
by Sabrina Darby

London, 1814
Lady Jane Langley values logic and reason over passion and emotion. Her intellect has
given her value in the eyes of both her father and society. Logic gives way to terrible, icy
fear when Jane finds herself in a devastating carriage accident… an accident in which
she is helpless to do anything but watch as her aristocratic companion is murdered.
But this was no mere accident. This was an assassination. Spy and grandson of Lord
Landsdowne, Gerard Badeau is methodic in his dark, shadowy work, knowing that any
display of emotion could get him killed. Something about the mysterious woman and
her cool blue eyes stays Gerard’s lethal hand. Now he has both a witness and a hostage.
And if he doesn’t kill Lady Jane Langley, he risks a fate that is far, far worse…falling in
love with her.
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“I truly wish I could give it 10 stars at least!” --Sissy, Goodreads
“I can’t wait to read more by Sabrina Darby!” --Chelsea, Goodreads
“This is so unexpectedly sexy and lovey dovey at the same time. I love the love in this
romance!” --Nikkia, Goodreads

ABOUT SABRINA DARBY
Sabrina Darby has been reading romance since the age of seven and learned her best
vocabulary (dulcet, diaphanous, and turgid) from them. She started writing romance the
day after her wedding when she woke up with an idea for a Regency; she’s been back in the
early 19th century ever since.
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Lord of Regrets
by Sabrina Darby

The daughter of immigrants, Natasha Polinoff has always been on the fringes of society.
When she meets a handsome and charming young viscount, she follows her heart
and embarks on a passionate affair. After her parents throw her out, she soon depends
completely on her lover.
Living under the shadow of his late, profligate father, Marcus Templeton finds love
and peace in the arms of his new mistress––until that love conflicts with fulfilling the
obligations of his inheritance. Terrifying her with his demands, he loses Natasha into
the dark of a cold, London night.
Five years later, Marcus has finally freed himself from the strictures of his inheritance
by making his own fortune. But after years of independence Natasha won’t risk an affair
again. Determined to have her as his wife, Marcus will do whatever it takes–– even if he
must resort to a little blackmail.
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“This is a story about forgiveness. It is an emotional and compelling story where anger
leads to regrets. It’s about letting go and earning redemption and happiness. Oh, I loved
this one.” --Night Owl Romance Reviews
“Fast paced. A true page turner. Very unique, not your everyday romance!” --My Book
Addiction and More Reviews
“I loved Ms. Darby’s characters, they are all interesting and endearing, they grabbed me
and made me have a love/hate relationship with them all.” --Book Obsessed Chicks
“With former lovers forced to face the wrongs of the past, Sabrina Darby weaves
together a wonderfully angst-filled and emotional tale.” --Jeannie Lin, USA TODAY
Bestselling Author

ABOUT SABRINA DARBY
Sabrina Darby has been reading romance since the age of seven and learned her best
vocabulary (dulcet, diaphanous, and turgid) from them. She started writing romance the
day after her wedding when she woke up with an idea for a Regency; she’s been back in the
early 19th century ever since.
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One Forbidden Knight
by Nicola Davidson

Catherine Linwood is amongst the favored of Tudor Queen Mary-until her physician
father dies mysteriously. She’s distraught, shunned and desperate for answers.
Catherine’s only ally is Sir Brandon FitzAlan… who is willing to risk his life to protect
hers. While the handsome stranger’s courage and wit soon capture her heart, his true
allegiance and purpose is uncertain.
Brand is well used to the lies and shadows of court. Yet nothing prepares him for his
sizzling attraction to innocent Catherine, or the deadly plot she is tangled in, for her
father took a secret to his grave that could tear Catholic England apart. With one
chance at salvation, Brand and Catherine begin a cross-country journey that reveals the
shocking truth… and a burning passion that could save or destroy them both.

“Lots of intrigue, action , romance, and history ! Nicola deserves a 10 star for this
book!” --Bev Ross, Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
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“This is a action packed story. With some hot sex scenes. And lots of adventure...I loved
this book and will look for more from this author.” --Petula, Goodreads
“This sexy and fast paced pre-Elizabethan Era Romance was a welcome return to the
“Doublet Historicals” I used to love. Nicola Davidson has infused “One Forbidden
Knight” with the royal intrigue and British politics of Queen Mary’s court in an
incredibly racy and wanton novel.” --Char Sowers, Goodreads

ABOUT NICOLA DAVIDSON
Nicola Davidson worked for many years in media and government communications,
but hasn’t looked back since she decided writing erotic historical romance was infinitely
more fun. When not chained to a computer she can be found ambling along one of New
Zealand’s beautiful beaches, cheering on the All Blacks rugby team, history geeking on the
internet, or daydreaming. If this includes dessert--even better!
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His Forbidden Lady
by Nicola Davidson

When beautiful widow Lady Annabelle Benton-Hayes is ordered to court, she is
terrified. Henry VIII desires a sixth queen for his bloodstained throne, and her
scheming family cares not for her wishes. Annabelle yearns for love, but there is no
escaping her fate: escorting her is Rafe de Vere, the man who abandoned her to become
England’s most loyal and brutally successful soldier.
Rafe is utterly weary of war and its impossible demands. Thankfully, his final task is the
easiest: accompany a wellborn lady to London for Henry’s perusal. Until he discovers
she is Annabelle, the woman who swore to wait for him but married another. Rafe isn’t
permitted to care, yet time hasn’t dulled their sizzling attraction and his orders are
increasingly difficult to obey. To love her, he would have to risk all and cross his king to
secure the ultimate prize – Annabelle’s heart.
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Historical,
Forbidden Love,
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“I really enjoyed this book. Quick and fast pace, and man did I love how on the edge of
my seat I was, wondering what would happen with our hero and heroine.” --USA Today
bestselling author Stacy Reid
“It is an engaging tale of love. Although a short novel, it is still able to reflect the
feelings and actions of all the characters in a way which will make it a worthwhile read.
I’ll recommend it to all readers, whether you like historical romance or not, I am sure
you’ll like this one.” --Fizza, Goodreads
“A quick, light, and sweet read, His Forbidden Lady was a lovely historical romance.”
--Farrah, Goodreads

ABOUT NICOLA DAVIDSON
Nicola Davidson worked for many years in media and government communications,
but hasn’t looked back since she decided writing erotic historical romance was infinitely
more fun. When not chained to a computer she can be found ambling along one of New
Zealand’s beautiful beaches, cheering on the All Blacks rugby team, history geeking on the
internet, or daydreaming. If this includes dessert--even better!
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The Earl and the Reluctant Lady
by Robyn DeHart

From the very moment Agnes Watkins walked into his life, Fletcher Banks, Earl of
Wakefield, has wanted her. Agnes is not just beautiful, she’s clever and determined. She’s
also the sister of the man who holds Fletcher’s career as a spy in his hands. And that
makes her completely off-limits.
Tall, impossibly broad, and handsome as a sin, Fletcher Banks is a brazen scoundrel.
Known for his reputation as the greatest lover in London, he’s the only man who’s ever
proved a temptation for Agnes. Her duties with the Ladies of Virtue mean she can’t
overlook his lustful ways. The time has come to reform this rake.
With Agnes setting her virtuous sights on him, Fletcher can’t avoid her any longer.
Perhaps spending more time together will release him from his infatuation with Agnes
without falling further from her brother’s good graces. But they soon find it impossible
to deny that this may be more than lust...

Lords of Vice Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
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3.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Historical
Victorian, Bachelor
Reformed, Older
Brother’s Best Friend

“DeHart weaves her carefully crafted threads and produces a witty, romantic escapade
that will have historical romance lovers devouring as fast as they can.” --Lindsay G.,
Goodreads
“I loved Fletcher and Agnes story!!” --Amy A., NetGalley
“This beautifully written story grabbed my heart and did not let go.” --Lori D.,
Goodreads
“Wonderful writing and a great storyline, that’s what you get consistently from this
author, this book is a great one to settle in and devour on a wet day, when all you want
to do is switch off and lose yourself for a few hours.” --Maggie W., NetGalley

ABOUT ROBYN DEHART
National Bestselling author, Robyn DeHart’s novels have appeared in the top bestselling
romance and historical romance lists. Her books have been translated into nearly a dozen
languages. When not writing, you can find Robyn hanging out with her family, husband
(The Professor) a university professor of Political Science and their two ridiculously
beautiful and smart daughters. They live in the hill country of Texas where it’s hot eight
months of the year, but those big blue skies make it worth it.
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The Marquess and the Maiden
by Robyn DeHart

Harriet Wheatley is the mastermind behind the Ladies of Virtue’s quest to rehabilitate
the gentlemen of the ton. So when it comes to selecting her own target, she knows who
to choose: Oliver Weeks, Marquess of Davenport--the most extravagant wastrel in all of
London.
Known for his opulent lifestyle, Oliver isn’t surprised by Harriet’s confrontation.
It’s obvious Harriet longs for any way to take him down a notch. She says she’ll help
him find a bride, but he knows it’s only because it gives her the excuse to chastise his
indulgent ways.
Oliver has good reason for his flagrant overspending, but Harriet will hear nothing of
it. So he has no choice but to teach the lady a lesson, even if it means risking his heart to
the hard-headed and fiery woman.

Lords of Vice Series, Book 2
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Release Date:
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“A fun, light-hearted read, which has left me with a big smile on my face.” --Terrie K.,
Goodreads
“The Marquess and the Maiden is a complicated and passionate love story told
brilliantly from awe-inspiring wordsmith, Robyn DeHart. If you love your stories full of
passion, romance, and a thrilling plot you can hold close to your heart, this novel is for
you.” --Lindsey G., NetGalley
“This is a sassy, sexy and intriguing story.” --Angela D., Goodreads
“This was a lovely historical romance. The kind that sucks you in and makes you care
deeply for the characters.” --Maria D., Goodreads

ABOUT ROBYN DEHART
National Bestselling author, Robyn DeHart’s novels have appeared in the top bestselling
romance and historical romance lists. Her books have been translated into nearly a dozen
languages. When not writing, you can find Robyn hanging out with her family, husband
(The Professor) a university professor of Political Science and their two ridiculously
beautiful and smart daughters. They live in the hill country of Texas where it’s hot eight
months of the year, but those big blue skies make it worth it.
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The Scoundrel and the Lady
by Robyn DeHart

Iris Bennington is furious when she discovers her younger brother is following the
instructions found in the acclaimed advice columns on How to be a Gentleman.
The so-called “advice” is more likely to turn her brother into a scoundrel than a true
gentleman. Iris decides to locate the author of the columns and confront him.
Merritt Steel, the Earl of Ashby, cannot help but be amused by the slip of a woman who
comes calling. Unwilling to let such a delightful potential conquest go, he proposes a
wager: bring him anyone off the street and he can pass them off as a gentleman. It’s a
bargain she readily accepts—but with a twist.
Their bargain proves to be a greater challenge than either anticipated. Merritt finds it
near impossible to keep his hands off Iris, and she begins to see the undeniable appeal
of ungentlemanly behavior…

Lords of Vice Series, Book 1
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“An entertaining read! The chemistry between Merritt & Iris is apparent from the start
& only increases throughout the book.” --Janet B., Goodreads
“This was a very engrossing and enjoyable read!” --Brenda T., NetGalley
“The characters are charming, they are very loyal to their friends and family. The
descriptions help the story come alive for you. The plot is excellent with a few twists
and turns. I really loved this tale of a woman who thought she was a spinster but
there was more. Her best friends were fun and they were all young. The author did a
marvelous job!” --Candy B., Goodreads
“I loved this book, it was perfect and the plot line was truly wonderful. It made me
laugh and sigh all the same time!” --Nadine C., NetGalley

ABOUT ROBYN DEHART
National Bestselling author, Robyn DeHart’s novels have appeared in the top bestselling
romance and historical romance lists. Her books have been translated into nearly a dozen
languages. When not writing, you can find Robyn hanging out with her family, husband
(The Professor) a university professor of Political Science and their two ridiculously
beautiful and smart daughters. They live in the hill country of Texas where it’s hot eight
months of the year, but those big blue skies make it worth it.
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Eloping With The Princess
by Robyn DeHart

For as long as she can remember, Isabel Crisp has lived at St. Bartholomew’s School
for Girls. Until, that is, she’s torn from her bed and taken to the home of Viscount
Jason Ellis. A member of the Brotherhood of the Sword, Jason is duty-bound to protect
damsels in distress, and apparently, Isabel is in great jeopardy.
When Jason agreed to protect Isabel, he had no idea what exactly that would entail. But
when she turns out to be the last remaining royal of a small island nation, caught up in
a plot to usurp Victoria’s throne, both of their worlds tip upside down.
Keeping Isabel safe from those who would cause her harm is challenge enough.
Keeping his hands to himself amidst the passion igniting between them turns out to be
an even bigger challenge.

Brotherhood of the Sword Series,
Book 3
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“Robyn DeHart’s vibrant characters sweep the reader into a clever and sensual romp
that is not to be missed.” --Julia London, NYT Bestselling Author
“When a story requires perfect character development, outstanding dialog, and sizzling
romance always look for a Robyn DeHart book it never disappoints and always leaves
you wanting another one to read.” --Mary G., NetGalley
“Great light read, good romance, interesting concept! I highly recommend!” --Carol B.,
NetGalley
“I loved Isabelle’s spunk. She isn’t your typical princess… The chemistry is spot on. The
dialogue flows nicely, and the storyline keeps ahold of the reader.” - Hilda, Goodreads.

ABOUT ROBYN DEHART
National Bestselling author, Robyn DeHart’s novels have appeared in the top bestselling
romance and historical romance lists. Her books have been translated into nearly a dozen
languages. When not writing, you can find Robyn hanging out with her family, husband
(The Professor) a university professor of Political Science and their two ridiculously
beautiful and smart daughters. They live in the hill country of Texas where it’s hot eight
months of the year, but those big blue skies make it worth it.
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Dueling With the Duke
by Robyn DeHart

England, 1838. Gabriel Campbell, Duke of Lynford never intended to carry that title,
but when his reckless brother gets himself killed in a duel over a woman, Gabe has no
choice. Now he’s sworn off love, blaming the woman that broke his brother’s heart and
led to his untimely death.
Lilith Crisp, Lady Thornton, knew from a young age that pretty girls grow up and get
married off to the highest bidder. Being paraded around London as her husband’s
trophy has taught her some unique skills and now she can manipulate any man for his
darkest secrets.
Gabriel’s position in the Brotherhood of the Sword leads him directly to Lilith’s door.
For Gabe, Lilith is the one woman he’s always wanted, and Lilith is now forced to
deal with a man who seems immune to her charms. But a secret about Lilith’s niece
brings them together to face a danger that threatens not only their lives, but the fate of
England’s Crown. Resisting Lilith is getting more and more difficult and Gabe finally
recognizes that he can’t keep blaming her for his brother’s fate. Finding love means
forgiving the past and that might be the one thing they simply can’t do…

Brotherhood of the Sword Series,
Book 2
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Release Date:
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“Robyn DeHart proves that falling in love is the greatest adventure of all.” --Teresa
Medeiros, NYT Bestselling Author
“One of the best historical romance authors writing today.” --Shana Galen, National
Bestselling Author
“I loved it! It’s a historical romance novel with some flavour of mystery & intrigue.”
--Lizza, Goodreads
“This was a treat of a discovery...an enjoyable fast-paced sexy romance with mystery,
intrigue and action.” --Nicola, Goodreads

ABOUT ROBYN DEHART
National Bestselling author, Robyn DeHart’s novels have appeared in the top bestselling
romance and historical romance lists. Her books have been translated into nearly a dozen
languages. When not writing, you can find Robyn hanging out with her family, husband
(The Professor) a university professor of Political Science and their two ridiculously
beautiful and smart daughters. They live in the hill country of Texas where it’s hot eight
months of the year, but those big blue skies make it worth it.
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Undercover With The Earl
by Robyn DeHart

London, 1838
The handsome Earl of Summersby may just be the most eligible bachelor in London,
but has no interest in a wife. As a member of the Brotherhood, Bennett Haile is
far more vested in his undercover duties for the crown and protecting the Queen
from would-be assassins. For now he has the perfect tool with which to lure out the
villains—a young woman with an uncanny likeness to the queen.
The spirited Evelyn Marington is about to live out every country girl’s dream—
becoming royalty overnight. Under the tutelage of the arrogant Earl of Summersby,
she’ll have to fool the entire court that she is, in fact, the queen. But as danger threatens
from every side, Bennett realizes that his lovely little protegé isn’t just placing her life in
his hands… She’s stealing his heart.

Brotherhood of the Sword Series,
Book 1
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“Ms. DeHart weaves a story so amazing that you feel yourself standing in the room
experiencing the adventure, watching love blossom, and ready to join whatever chaos
ensues.” --Mary Gramlich, Goodreads
“Robyn DeHart is such a fun writer! She is an automatic click on my to-read list.”
--Diana Silva, Goodreads
“This book was full of adventure and intrigue. The romance between the two characters
was engaging and exciting.” --Kilts and Swords
“DeHart always delivers strong, capable and independent minded women to her
readers. This new series by Ms. DeHart has started with a bang. I can’t wait to see how
she brings a HEA to the other members of the Brotherhood.” --Buried Under Romance

ABOUT ROBYN DEHART
National Bestselling author, Robyn DeHart’s novels have appeared in the top bestselling
romance and historical romance lists. Her books have been translated into nearly a dozen
languages. When not writing, you can find Robyn hanging out with her family, husband
(The Professor) a university professor of Political Science and their two ridiculously
beautiful and smart daughters. They live in the hill country of Texas where it’s hot eight
months of the year, but those big blue skies make it worth it.
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Misadventures in Seduction
by Robyn DeHart

With five siblings to care for, Prudence Hixsby’s duty comes first, even if it means
becoming a spinster. When the eldest – and most cherished – of her younger brothers
decides to join the war, however, Prudence is determined to keep him safe. So she
strikes a bargain with an old acquaintance: her body in exchange for her brother’s
safety.
In the dead of the night, she slips into the bed of a man whose touch is both fierce and
passionate… little knowing she’s just seduced the wrong man.
Harrison Carlisle, the Duke of Sutcliffe, never imagined that the lovely Prudence
would honour his bed, or just how bewitching those lush curves could be. Yet he keeps
a gentleman’s silence. After all, a spy for the Crown can ill afford to marry. But when
Prudence’s brother is killed, they find themselves uniting to track down the traitorous
murderer. And while death lurks within the shadowy world of espionage, there is also
passion… and the unbidden thrill of a seduction!

Masquerading Mistresses Series,
Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
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Historical,
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Historical Regency,
Across the Tracks,
Forbidden Love

“One of the best historical romance authors writing today.” --Shana Galen, National
Bestselling Author
“...fast paced read with vivacious characters, witty dialogue, and romance that sizzles off
of the page...” --Harlequin Junkie
“Robyn DeHart’s vibrant characters sweep the reader into a clever and sensual romp
that is not to be missed.” --Julia London, NYT Bestselling Author
“Sizzling romance...DeHart makes the romance believable and enticing.” --Publishers
Weekly
“DeHart is a genuine treasure.” --Booklist

ABOUT ROBYN DEHART
National Bestselling author, Robyn DeHart’s novels have appeared in the top bestselling
romance and historical romance lists. Her books have been translated into nearly a dozen
languages. When not writing, you can find Robyn hanging out with her family, husband
(The Professor) a university professor of Political Science and their two ridiculously
beautiful and smart daughters. They live in the hill country of Texas where it’s hot eight
months of the year, but those big blue skies make it worth it.
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For Her Spy Only
by Robyn DeHart

England, 1814
When Winifred is rescued from her snow-stranded carriage by the notorious and
reclusive Alistair, Marquess of Coventry, she is instantly drawn to him. Jilted by her
betrothed and socially ruined by untrue rumors, Winifred is tired of paying for crimes
she didn’t commit and decides to play the seductress London society claims she is.
Thinking a night of passion shouldn’t leave any lasting effects, she instead finds her
heart marked forever.
Six years later, Alistair is working for the Regent as a spy. A search for Napoleon’s
English supporters leads him to the beguiling Winifred, recently widowed with a young
son. He hasn’t forgotten how the unconventional beauty warmed his bed, and the heat
between them rekindles immediately. The spymaster is determined to uncover all of
plucky Winifred’s secrets. Especially the one regarding her son…

Masquerading Mistresses Series,
Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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Historical, Historical
Regency, Reunited
Lovers, Secret Baby

“A quick paced, romance rich, novella that will hook you from start to finish.” --My
Book Addiction and More MBA, Goodreads
“Authoress Robyn DeHart strikes again. This time coupling brazen and undeniable
passion with secrets of a more personal nature.” --WTF Are You Reading?, Goodreads
“Explosive action, romantic interludes, and the darkest of secrets rule the books of
Robyn DeHart.” --Mary Gramlich, Goodreads
“I loved it! A quick, fun read and a great addition to the series.” --Joey Berube,
Goodreads

ABOUT ROBYN DEHART
National Bestselling author, Robyn DeHart’s novels have appeared in the top bestselling
romance and historical romance lists. Her books have been translated into nearly a dozen
languages. When not writing, you can find Robyn hanging out with her family, husband
(The Professor) a university professor of Political Science and their two ridiculously
beautiful and smart daughters. They live in the hill country of Texas where it’s hot eight
months of the year, but those big blue skies make it worth it.
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No Ordinary Mistress
by Robyn DeHart

London, 1814
Remington Hawthorne, Earl of Latham, has spent his life protecting the Crown. When
he’s assigned to play the part of lover to Emma Masterson, one of the few female spies
in England and the one woman he can’t forget, he’ll have to risk his heart as well as his
life.
It isn’t easy being an independent woman, much less a spy. Perpetually tasked with
proving she is as valuable as any man in her profession, the last thing Emma needs is to
be reunited with the one man who makes her want to forget her duties and get lost in
passion.

Masquerading Mistresses Series,
Book 1
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Release Date:
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“A sweet, lovely novella, No Ordinary Mistress was a great read. I really enjoyed reading
this quick romance.” --Farrah, Goodreads
“This was a fantastic novella. It has espionage, murder, adventure and romance all
packed into a few pages.” --Diana, Goodreads
“This story was everything that a romance novella should be. It was a fast paced,
interesting story featuring two strong characters.” --Mary, Goodreads
“Robyn DeHart has become one of my favorite authors...where she shines is in creating
character.... DeHart’s romances are tender and adventurous, and funny enough you may
laugh your nethers off.” - Fresh Fiction

ABOUT ROBYN DEHART
National Bestselling author, Robyn DeHart’s novels have appeared in the top bestselling
romance and historical romance lists. Her books have been translated into nearly a dozen
languages. When not writing, you can find Robyn hanging out with her family, husband
(The Professor) a university professor of Political Science and their two ridiculously
beautiful and smart daughters. They live in the hill country of Texas where it’s hot eight
months of the year, but those big blue skies make it worth it.

w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m

Scandalous

A Little Bit Scandalous
by Robyn DeHart

A woman in search of a gamble…
Mathematics prodigy, Caroline Jellico, plans to support herself by winning big in the
gaming hells of London—while dressed as a boy. She’s tired of waiting for the elusive
Roe to notice her. She’ll marry him or no man.
A gambler in need of redemption…
Monroe Grisham, Duke of Chanceworth, needs to marry off his beautiful young ward
and ensure she attaches herself to the right man, not an irresponsible cad like him. But
all grown up now, Caroline’s presence is an utter distraction. One he can neither act on
nor deny.
A game of seduction…
But when Roe and Caroline meet across the gaming table, all bets are off. Seduction is
in the cards and the winner will take all…or lose everything.

Forbidden Love Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622662296
8/12/2013
212
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Victorian, Across the
Tracks, Forbidden
Love, Wager

“DeHart creates such fun heartfelt stories and is quickly becoming one of my favorite
historical authors.” --Anna’s Herding Cats, Goodreads
“What can I say about this book? It was just brilliant! A card-shark of a heroine, a guilt
ridden rake of a hero, high stakes, steamy romance, and a swindler on the loose. A
Little Bit Scandalous had all that and more. Loved this book!” --Farrah, Goodreads
“Robyn DeHart, never ceases to amaze and delight her readers with tales of brazen
woman and dashing men willing to risk everything to follow the call of passion...”
--WTF Are You Reading?

ABOUT ROBYN DEHART
National Bestselling author, Robyn DeHart’s novels have appeared in the top bestselling
romance and historical romance lists. Her books have been translated into nearly a dozen
languages. When not writing, you can find Robyn hanging out with her family, husband
(The Professor) a university professor of Political Science and their two ridiculously
beautiful and smart daughters. They live in the hill country of Texas where it’s hot eight
months of the year, but those big blue skies make it worth it.

w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m

Scandalous

A Little Bit Sinful
by Robyn DeHart

Justin Rodale is the wealthy bastard son of the Duke of Chanceworth. Educated with
the rest of the aristocrats, he knows all the rules by which Society lives, but he is
beholden to no one.
Clarissa Kincaid has been raised to be the perfect English lady…in need of the perfectly
respectable English husband. She’s found her quarry, but the man won’t commit and
she finds herself seeking assistance in the form of seduction lessons from someone the
opposite of respectable…Justin.
This is a challenge the charismatic Justin cannot resist. She may think that he knows
nothing about her needs, but he’s determined to show her that he knows plenty about
her secret desires.

Forbidden Love Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622660933
4/1/2013
204
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Victorian, Opposites
Attract

“A Little Bit Sinful is full of genuine charm, emotion, and plot twists.” --Cocktails and
Books
“As always, DeHart manages to pack a lot of romance into a short read.” --Emily McKay,
Goodreads
“DeHart presents us with seduction, scandal, romance, desire and passion. It is a fast
read with characters that you are sure to fall in love with.” --Amy, Goodreads
“Fabulous follow up to A Little Bit Wicked. Robyn DeHart always writes a fast-paced,
passionate story, and this one featuring Clarissa Kincaid and Justin Rodale is no
different.” --Shana Galen, Goodreads

ABOUT ROBYN DEHART
National Bestselling author, Robyn DeHart’s novels have appeared in the top bestselling
romance and historical romance lists. Her books have been translated into nearly a dozen
languages. When not writing, you can find Robyn hanging out with her family, husband
(The Professor) a university professor of Political Science and their two ridiculously
beautiful and smart daughters. They live in the hill country of Texas where it’s hot eight
months of the year, but those big blue skies make it worth it.

w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m
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A Little Bit Wicked
by Robyn DeHart

London, 1866. Marcus Kincaid, Earl of Ashford, has returned to England after a tenyear absence to find his younger sister embroiled in a potential scandal that could ruin
her chance at marriage. His aunt has already called in reinforcements – The Paragon.
And Marcus can hardly believe how drawn he is to her, by how utterly seductive she
is…
Vivian March moves through every circle within Society, smoothing out scandals and
stopping gossip in its tracks. What they don’t know is that she uses their secrets to cover
her own jaded past. But with every kiss and every touch that Marcus thrusts upon her,
Vivian comes to want things she never dared dream for herself…

Forbidden Love Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622668168
12/3/2012
229
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Victorian, Political
Scandal

“...if you are looking for something new to read, you might want to checkout Robyn
DeHart’s A Little Bit Wicked. I enjoy her writing and you might too.” --Melody May,
Goodreads
“Pure romance… Ms. De Hart has written a fast paced, passion filled romance with a
love that transcends age.” --Romancing the Book, Goodreads
“A Little Bit Wicked by Robyn DeHart was a wonderfully written historical romance
novel in 1876 London where women are held in ‘high esteem.” --Arlena, Goodreads
“This book is more than a little bit wicked! Its a tantalizingly sweet historical romance
with characters that will make you swoon.” --Cocktails and Books

ABOUT ROBYN DEHART
National Bestselling author, Robyn DeHart’s novels have appeared in the top bestselling
romance and historical romance lists. Her books have been translated into nearly a dozen
languages. When not writing, you can find Robyn hanging out with her family, husband
(The Professor) a university professor of Political Science and their two ridiculously
beautiful and smart daughters. They live in the hill country of Texas where it’s hot eight
months of the year, but those big blue skies make it worth it.

w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m

Scandalous

The Twelve Days of Seduction
by Eva Devon

Alexander Hunt, Eighth Duke of Berresford, is aware his ward’s governess
misrepresented herself to gain employment, and he’s quite displeased, even if she is one
of the most intelligent women’s he’s ever met. His ward deserves a reputable governess,
so he threatens to give Adriana the sack mere days before Christmas.
Desperate to convince the sexy duke not to tear her from the little girl she’s grown to
adore, Adriana challenges him to prove she’s not the reputable governess he believed he
hired. If he can seduce her before the Twelve Days of Christmas have come to an end,
she will leave without protest.
But when they find the challenge more difficult than either imagined, can they face the
consequences of their decisions?

“This is a perfect treat for the holidays.” --Ramblings from this Chick
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622664368
12/30/2013
120
0.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Holiday
Romances, Bait and
Switch

“The Twelve Days of Seduction is a nearly perfect novella. Why nearly? Because I
needed it to be longer, or even a full length novel! The duke’s seduction of his governess
was over far too quickly. It was delicious, tortuous, and should have been dragged out
more! “ --Angie, Goodreads
“It was cute, heartfelt, touching, and just absolutely wonderful all around story.”
--Tiffany, Goodreads
“This sweetly romantic tale is one for the keeper shelf...This is a sweetly sensual
romance that I wanted to keep to reread whenever I need a happy bit of tears.”
--Brenda, Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR EVA DEVON
USA Today bestselling author, Eva Devon, was raised on literary fiction, but quite
accidentally and thankfully, she was introduced to romance one Christmas by Johanna
Lindsey’s Mallory Novella, The Present. A romance addict was born. She devoured every
single Lindsey novel within a few months and moved on to contemporary and paranormal
with gusto. Now, she loves to write her own roguish dukes, alpha males and the heroines
who tame them. She loves to hear from her readers.

w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m

Scandalous

The Gentleman’s Promise
by Frances Fowlkes

A social pariah due to her scandalous activities, Lady Sarah Beauchamp yearns for
redemption to obtain a husband. The assistance of Society darling Mr. Jonathon
Annesley gives her hope of success. However, the more effort he puts into helping
her, the more she realizes the only esteem she wishes to earn is that of the handsome
Jonathon. However, her reputation would potentially ruin his political aspirations.
Offering a gentleman’s promise to help his sister’s friend regain the favor of the ton
should be easy for son of a viscount, Jonathon Annesley. After all, he’s well liked and
considered a rising star in Parliament. Until he learns Sarah’s ultimate goal is a husband.
No man is good enough and could ever appreciate her for all she is. But she is not for
him—his focus rests solely on gaining reforms for society’s weakest members. Yet, a
promise made cannot be broken…

Daughters of Amhurst Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633759442
4/17/2017
244
3.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Friends to
Lovers, Right Under
Your Nose

“Fowlkes delights us once again with her complex and thrilling plot.” --Lindsey Gray,
author of Fireworks
“It’s a lighthearted historical romance, and I loved reading it.” --Intellectual Vixens
“We fall in love with her, him and both of them together. An intelligent man and an
intelligent woman falling in love...How can you say no to that?” --Samurdhi, Goodreads
“This was a sweet story that I enjoyed reading...I liked Jonathon and Sarah together. It
was a slow, sweet build-up to the romance and it was well written.” --Book Binge

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR FRANCES FOWLKES
When not writing, USA Today bestselling author, Frances Fowlkes, loves spending time
with her family, fangirling, and planning her next vacation. Frances Fowlkes, originally
a northern mid-westerner, now lives in the southeast with her ardent hero of a husband,
three playful and rambunctious boys, and one spoiled standard poodle.

w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m

Scandalous

To Win a Viscount
by Frances Fowlkes

England, 1820. To gain a certain marquess’s notice, Lady Albina Beauchamp aims to
win the derby. What she hadn’t planned for is the price handsome Mr. Edmund White
asks in payment to train her to race: each lesson for a kiss. A first place finish isn’t the
only thing worth racing for.
Lady Albina Beauchamp is in love with the Marquess of Satterfield. Unfortunately, his
only interest is in horses, and doesn’t know she exists. But when the marquess confesses
he will bestow his undying admiration on the jockey racing the winning horse at
Emberton Derby, Albina sets out to win his affections by training to race.
Mr. Edmund White is a master groomsmen for the Earl of Amhurst in line for a
viscountcy, should he abandon his passion for horses and become a respectable sheep
owner. But horses are his love--until he meets Lady Albina and her silly notions of
racing. When she affirms she will enter the derby with or without his assistance,
Edmund not only instructs his student in racing, but seduction as well.
For Albina, a first place finish isn’t the only thing at stake. She must decide whether to
take her place in society...or follow her heart and love a groom.

Daughters of Amhurst Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633757288
7/25/2016
275
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Bait and
Switch, Right Under
Your Nose

“Frances Fowlkes does a fine job with this one! I can’t wait for the next installment in
The Daughters of Amhurst!” --Melanie, NetGalley
“The title doesn’t make the man, the heart does. Beautiful message with a charming
story.” --Isha Coleman, Goodreads
“As a fan of regency romance, Ive read a lot of different twists and turns within
the genre. In To Win a Viscount, Frances Fowlkes takes a completely different and
refreshing take on a great premise.” --Romancing the Book, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR FRANCES FOWLKES
When not writing, USA Today bestselling author, Frances Fowlkes, loves spending time
with her family, fangirling, and planning her next vacation. Frances Fowlkes, originally
a northern mid-westerner, now lives in the southeast with her ardent hero of a husband,
three playful and rambunctious boys, and one spoiled standard poodle.

w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m

Scandalous

The Earl’s New Bride
by Frances Fowlkes

England, 1819
The Earl of Amhurst has returned to his estate in search of a wife and, more
importantly, an heir. Simon Devere isn’t interested in some comely, simpering creature.
A beautiful woman only brings heartbreak and ruin, and Simon’s disfigured visage is
proof enough of that. No, he wants a wife who is unattractive and undesirable-and the
homelier, the better.
But nothing about Lady Henrietta Beauchamp is homely. She is lovely and sweet… and
struggles to mix with polite society when she would so much rather have plants for
company. And yet Simon is her only hope for keeping Plumburn Castle in her family’s
possession. Even if it means marrying a man she doesn’t love.
It’s an impossible and unlikely match… unless this awkward beauty can bring hope
back into a solitary beast’s life.

Daughters of Amhurst Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633753983
9/7/2015
174
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Fish out of
Water, Marriage of
Convenience

“Alison Larkin narrates this one with a sweetly tittering voice, and outstanding accent
that charmed me.” --Fangs, Wands & Fairy Dust
“From whispered gossip meant to elicit excitement from the ton to misunderstandings
galore, this novel is truly “unputdownable”.” --Kira’s NetGalley Book Blog, Goodreads
“This was a good solid historical romance, very Jane Austen-esque in nature. I think it
will make historical romance “purists” happy - those who don’t like the current trend
to get really steamy in the story. Frances Fowlkes is a new-to-me author, and one that I
will be reading more of in the future.” --Bambi Unbridled, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio & Japanese

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR FRANCES FOWLKES
When not writing, USA Today bestselling author, Frances Fowlkes, loves spending time
with her family, fangirling, and planning her next vacation. Frances Fowlkes, originally
a northern mid-westerner, now lives in the southeast with her ardent hero of a husband,
three playful and rambunctious boys, and one spoiled standard poodle.

w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m

Scandalous

Miss Winters Proposes
by Frances Fowlkes

Juliet Winters has come up with a wonderfully devious plan to avoid marrying her vile
cur of a cousin. First, she’ll propose marriage to her handsome, reclusive neighbor, Lord
Colwyn. Then, once she has both name and financial support, she’ll be able to pursue
her true (if rather unladylike) passion—breeding dogs. But when Lord Colwyn rejects
her proposal…Juliet must take matters into her own hands.
The last thing Benjamin Colwyn expected was for the spirited Juliet to blackmail him
into marriage—especially not by kidnapping his beloved canine companion. Yet despite
his yearning for peace and isolation, he finds himself wanting to help her, if only to
protect her from a marriage to a disreputable scoundrel. He certainly doesn’t expect the
woman who pilfered his dog to steal his heart, as well…

“Amazing historical fiction! I loved it and recommend to all book lovers.” --Intellectual
Vixens
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633751743
2/9/2015
205
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Blackmail,
Marriage of
Convenience

“A satisfying historical romance that will take the reader on an emotional ride. Plan to
read it in one sitting!” --B.W., NetGalley
“Amazing historical fiction! I loved it and recommend to all book lovers. It is a story
about a recluse viscount, who never wants to get married and an unconventional Miss,
who is desperate to do just that.” --Fizza, Goodreads
“I absolutely loved it! A fantastic story that kept my attention from start to end...This
story was very well written. Great read! I look forward to reading more from this very
talented author.” --Cheryl Sanders, Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR FRANCES FOWLKES
When not writing, USA Today bestselling author, Frances Fowlkes, loves spending time
with her family, fangirling, and planning her next vacation. Frances Fowlkes, originally
a northern mid-westerner, now lives in the southeast with her ardent hero of a husband,
three playful and rambunctious boys, and one spoiled standard poodle.

w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m

Scandalous

The Duke’s Obsession
by Frances Fowlkes

London 1818
An American Heiress Who Must Swallow Her Pride
Miss Daphne Farrington despises three things: England’s dreary weather, the grimy
streets of London, and most especially the English aristocracy. Despite her misgivings,
she must persuade the very English Duke of Waverly to save her family shipping
business. If only she could ignore the way he makes her pulse race whenever she’s near
him.
A Duke Who Must Overcome Her Prejudice
Edward Lacey, the Duke of Waverly, is convinced that the lovely Miss Farrington, with
her penchant for numbers, is the woman he’d like to make his Duchess. But unless he
can convince her that not all English lords are callous, calculating rakes, a dark secret
will ruin his chance at happiness.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622665983
5/12/2014
239
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Across the
Tracks, Enemies to
Lovers

“A sweet tale of love and bitterness, that may cost Daphne and Edward their HEA! Well
done!! I look forward to Ms. Fowlkes’ next grand adventure. Received for an honest
review.” --My Book Addiction and More MBA
“A lovely, sweet, and engaging historical romance, The Duke’s Obsession was a
wonderful read. I really liked this book. It was a light romance that I enjoyed reading.”
--Farrah, Goodreads
“This was a fairly quick read, filled with interesting characters, lots of witty dialog,
and even enough plot twists to keep the story moving at a steady pace.” --Krystal,
Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR FRANCES FOWLKES
When not writing, USA Today bestselling author, Frances Fowlkes, loves spending time
with her family, fangirling, and planning her next vacation. Frances Fowlkes, originally
a northern mid-westerner, now lives in the southeast with her ardent hero of a husband,
three playful and rambunctious boys, and one spoiled standard poodle.

w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m

Scandalous

Christmas Past
by Susanna Fraser

Time-traveling PhD student Sydney Dahlquist’s first mission sounded simple enough—
spend two weeks in December 1810 collecting blood samples from the sick and
wounded of Wellington’s army, then go home to modern-day Seattle and Christmas
with her family. But when her time machine breaks, stranding her in the past, she must
decide whether to sacrifice herself to protect the timeline or to build a new life—and
embrace a new love—two centuries before her time.
Rifle captain Miles Griffin has been fascinated by the tall, beautiful “Mrs. Sydney”
from the day he met her caring for wounded soldiers. When he stumbles upon her
time travel secret on Christmas Eve, he vows to do whatever it takes to seduce her into
making her home in his present—by his side.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622663880
11/9/2015
47
0.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Time Travel,
Holiday Romances,
Forbidden Love,
Overcoming Odds

“While I enjoyed the characters, the dialogue, and the internal struggles, I also loved
reading about the time machine itself. For me, the mix of science and romance was
well-balanced, giving me a greater appreciation for what Sydney was losing by choosing
to stay.” --Written Love Reviews
“Worth grabbing if you a looking for a little escapism for an hour or so over the
Christmas period.” --Claire Robinson, Goodreads
“Ms. Fraser has packed quite a punch with this short novella. You will enjoy it from
beginning to end.” --DelAnne Frazee, Goodreads
“Christmas Past is a delightful holiday novella with a Science Fiction twist!” --Angie,
Goodreads

ABOUT SUSANNA FRASER
Susanna Fraser wrote her first novel in 4th grade. In high school she started, but never
finished, a succession of tales of girls who were just like her, only with long, naturally curly
& often unusually colored hair, who, perhaps because of the hair, had much greater success
with boys than she ever did. Susanna grew up in rural Alabama. After high school she left
home for the University of Pennsylvania & has been a city girl ever since. She worked in
England for a year after college, using her days off to explore history. Susanna lives in the
Pacific Northwest with her husband & daughter. When not writing or reading, she goes to
baseball games, sings alto in a local choir & watches cooking competition shows.
w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m

Scandalous

How to Capture a Duke
by Tina Gabrielle

Lady Olivia, the youngest sister of the Earl of Castleton, has no patience for the boring
gentlemen of aristocratic society. She longs for a more adventurous life like the ladies
who visit the Raven Club. But her plans are thwarted when her family drags her to a
country house party to meet the elusive Duke of Keswick.
Tristan Cameron, the Duke of Keswick, finds Olivia in his stables. She believes him
to be the stable master, and he doesn’t dissuade her of the notion. He has no interest
in entertaining one of the spoiled, self-indulgent ladies who’ve invaded his home.
Except, Olivia is neither of those things, and their shared kiss during a ride results in
combustible passion. And a potential scandal. Olivia is relieved when the handsome
stable master comes to her aid as her alibi, but that relief fades to anger when she
suddenly finds herself betrothed to the harsh, foul-tempered duke.
Tristan believes he’s been trapped by a scheming, title-seeking lady. To make matters
worse, she’s utterly captivating. He plans on leaving her behind in the country
immediately after their vows, but Tristan soon finds himself battling temptation and
Olivia’s stubborn determination to be the Duchess he doesn’t believe he deserves...

Raven Club Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682814864
10/14/2019
282
3.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Accidental
Marriage, Enemies
to Lovers, Mistaken
Identity, Opposites
Attract

“You will totally love this amazing couple’s love story!” --Suzette P., NetGalley
“Fabulous setting and a wonderful storyline make this one you wouldn’t want to miss,
loved it!” --Ann L., Goodreads
“An excellent love story revolving around Tristan and Olivia. The characters are well
written and entertaining. I would recommend this book as an excellent read.” --Jill G.,
NetGalley
“I absolutely loved this beautiful, heartfelt historical romance from Tina Gabrielle. She
is an auto buy author for me!” --Erika C., NetGalley

ABOUT TINA GABRIELLE
Bestselling author Tina Gabrielle is an attorney and former mechanical engineer whose
love of reading for pleasure helped her get through years of academia. She often picked up
a romance and let her fantasies of knights in shining armor and lords and ladies carry her
away. She is the author of adventurous Regency historical romances for Kensington and
Entangled Publishing. She also writes cozy mysteries as Tina Kashian.

w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m

Scandalous

How to Best a Marquess
by Tina Gabrielle

When a handsome boxer kisses Lady Ellie Swift for good luck during a match, it turns
her world upside down. Because the rogue isn’t just anyone…it’s the Devil Marquess
returned. Thanks to Hugh Vere, Marquess of Deveril, Ellie learned at an early age that
men are more trouble than they’re worth. Now, instead of a husband, she wants to take
over her brother’s infamous gambling club—the Raven Club. And apparently the devil
wants it, too.
From the moment Hugh sees Ellie again sparks fly, but battle lines have been drawn.
Whoever is the most successful overseeing the club in one month’s time will win. And
Hugh intends to win. And he intends to stay very close to Ellie to make sure she follows
the rules. What he discovers, though, is that Ellie is no longer the sweet girl he knew
years ago—and winning won’t be easy. But the nearly combustible chemistry between
them is hard to ignore, and soon the club is not the only prize he wants…

Raven Club Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640638358
6/10/2019
350
3.99 USD
Historical, Regency,
Enemies to Lovers,
Reunited Lovers

“Ahhhhhhh this was just such a wonderful book and I just thoroughly enjoyed myself. I
didn’t want to put this book down!” --Leah W., NetGalley
“What a fun, sexy romp with Ellie and her rival Hugh and life inside the Raven Club!”
--Lori Z., Goodreads
“I thoroughly enjoyed this well-written and well-plotted addition to the series.”
--Barbara R., Goodreads
“A charming historical romance that will make you swoon!” --Erika C., Goodreads
“This book starts will a stellar first kiss and never lets up. It is fast paced, fun, and ohso-romantic!” --Bridgette P., NetGalley

ABOUT TINA GABRIELLE
Bestselling author Tina Gabrielle is an attorney and former mechanical engineer whose
love of reading for pleasure helped her get through years of academia. She often picked up
a romance and let her fantasies of knights in shining armor and lords and ladies carry her
away. She is the author of adventurous Regency historical romances for Kensington and
Entangled Publishing. She also writes cozy mysteries as Tina Kashian.

w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m
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How to Tempt an Earl
by Tina Gabrielle

London society is cruel for a young woman whose father is an avid gambler. Miss Grace
Ashton is not one to stand idly by while her family becomes destitute. Donning a mask,
she slips into the night and attends the infamous Raven Club to confront the proprietor.
But nothing prepares her for the sinfully attractive and wealthy Ian Swift.
Ian is intrigued when Grace walks into his gambling club but refuses her offer of a
few jewels to pay her father’s large debts. Unbeknownst to anyone, Ian has inherited
the Earldom of Castleton, and he must reluctantly take his place in Society. But Ian’s
manners as a gentleman have suffered. He needs a tutor, and he knows the exquisite
lady standing before him is the answer.
But soon tutoring turns to flirting, which unfortunately lands both of them in...
marriage?

Raven Club Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640634077
5/14/2018
280
3.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Accidental
Marriage, Bachelor
Reformed, Enemies
to Lovers, Forbidden
Love

“It’s a great historical romance novel. I liked the story, it’s well-written and keeps readers
interested from the very beginning until the end. Definitely a must read for historical
fiction’s fans.” --Books Eater
“I absolutely loved Grace and Ian’s story!!” --Historical Romance Lover
“This is a great love story and the book is well written. I would highly recommend the
book.” --Jill, Goodreads
“Loved this book! So well written that I truly felt their emotions. I cried with her,
laughed, and shared her frustrations and uncertainties. A great HEA novel worth
reading” --Cosima D., Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT TINA GABRIELLE
Bestselling author Tina Gabrielle is an attorney and former mechanical engineer whose
love of reading for pleasure helped her get through years of academia. She often picked up
a romance and let her fantasies of knights in shining armor and lords and ladies carry her
away. She is the author of adventurous Regency historical romances for Kensington and
Entangled Publishing. She also writes cozy mysteries as Tina Kashian.
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The Duke Meets His Match
by Tina Gabrielle

The daughter of an infamous art forger, Chloe Somerton grew up poor. Desperate to aid
her sisters, she’d picked a pocket…or two. Now circumstances have changed, and Chloe
has a chance to marry a young, wealthy lord. Only his mentor—a dark, dangerous
duke—stands in her way. The duke knows about her past, and she’ll do anything to keep
him from telling.
The moment Michael Keswick, the Duke of Cameron, sees Chloe Somerton, he
recognizes her as a fraud. The stunning beauty with sapphire eyes and golden hair now
appears to be a proper lady, but he knows better. What begins as a battle of wills soon
escalates into a fierce attraction. In Chloe, Michael finds peace from the memories of
war, but he refuses to marry…and she won’t settle for anything less.

Infamous Somerton Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631182
7/10/2017
257
3.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Military/
Men in Uniform,
Enemies to Lovers,
Forbidden Love

“I can only write that I believe this book is wonderful. It has the elements of
compassion, passion, life, romance, love, sacrifice, betrayal. It has logic and wonderful
characters.” --Anna S., Goodreads
“This beautiful story is one of redemption and love. You couldn’t help but feel for
Michael, Chloe, and Emily. Michael is a hero worthy of being your next fictional
boyfriend.” --Jessica N., NetGalley
“This is the first book I’ve read by Ms. Gabrielle and it was such an enjoyable read…
Fans of Regency romance will definitely enjoy this book.” --Debra L. Martin, author of
Assassin’s Curse

ABOUT TINA GABRIELLE
Bestselling author Tina Gabrielle is an attorney and former mechanical engineer whose
love of reading for pleasure helped her get through years of academia. She often picked up
a romance and let her fantasies of knights in shining armor and lords and ladies carry her
away. She is the author of adventurous Regency historical romances for Kensington and
Entangled Publishing. She also writes cozy mysteries as Tina Kashian.
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Real Earls Break the Rules
by Tina Gabrielle

1816 England
Brandon St. Clair, the Earl of Vale, has never been one to follow the rules. Even though
he must marry a wealthy heiress so that he can be rid of the pile of debt he inherited
with his title, he can’t stop thinking of another. Amelia Somerton is the daughter of a
forger and is not a suitable wife. But that doesn’t stop Brandon from making Amelia a
different offer, the kind that breaks every rule of etiquette…
Sin runs in Amelia’s family. And even though she now rubs elbows with the aristocracy,
she knows the truth—she has the ability to forge priceless works of art. She’ll never
be seen as an acceptable wife, not that she wants to marry, anyway. So when the earl
scandalously offers her the one thing she’s always dreamed of, she can’t help but take it.
But what begins as a simple arrangement, soon escalates into much more, and as the
heat between them sizzles, each encounter becomes a lesson in seduction…

Infamous Somerton Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758100
11/21/2016
216
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Across the
Tracks, Forbidden
Love

“This nicely written sensual romance all comes together to prove that love does conquer
all.” --RT Book Reviews
“The romance between them developed nicely, had the right blend of sweetness and
sensuality, and was quite believable. Ms. Gabrielle’s writing is also wonderful and
she hooked me from the first chapter until the very end.” --Stacy Reid, USA TODAY
bestselling author of Accidentally Compromising the Duke
“The story is well-written with some interesting twists. Both the hero and heroine are
intelligent and compelling people, and all the characters are well drawn. This is part of a
series, but stands alone well.” --Pamela J., NetGalley

ABOUT TINA GABRIELLE
Bestselling author Tina Gabrielle is an attorney and former mechanical engineer whose
love of reading for pleasure helped her get through years of academia. She often picked up
a romance and let her fantasies of knights in shining armor and lords and ladies carry her
away. She is the author of adventurous Regency historical romances for Kensington and
Entangled Publishing. She also writes cozy mysteries as Tina Kashian.
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An Artful Seduction
by Tina Gabrielle

1815 London
His lust for revenge will be his downfall…
Eliza Somerton has a dangerous secret. As the daughter of the infamous art forger who
duped half the ton, she’s rebuilt her life under a new name. But when an old forgery
goes up for auction, her father’s enemy, Grayson Montgomery, outbids her and presents
her with an unimaginable choice: help him find her father or he’ll ruin her.
For years, Grayson, the Earl of Huntingdon and one of London’s top art critics, has
sought justice. His well-laid plans finally come to fruition when he learns of his enemy’s
beautiful daughter. But Eliza possesses a sensuality and independent spirit that weakens
his resolve, and as the heat between them sizzles, what started as revenge soon blossoms
into something sinful…

Infamous Somerton Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633756748
6/20/2016
301
3.99 USD
Historical, Enemies
to Lovers, Revenge

“Fast-paced, fun, and fantastic!” --NY Times Bestselling Author, Madeline Hunter
“...sweet, sexy, and satisfying.” --Lily Maxton, author of the Sisters of Scandal Series
“This was a real treat and joy to read.” --Sissy’s Romance Book Review For You
“Tina’s writing is a pleasure to read, the dialogue is crisp, her descriptive writing
takes you into the heart of story and the love scenes are amazing and hot!!!” --Jaci,
Goodreads
“Read the book to find out what happens, but be ready not to be able to put it down.
The writing is smooth and the story will grab you. The characters are delicious.”
--Michael Stern, bestselling author of Storm Portal

ABOUT TINA GABRIELLE
Bestselling author Tina Gabrielle is an attorney and former mechanical engineer whose
love of reading for pleasure helped her get through years of academia. She often picked up
a romance and let her fantasies of knights in shining armor and lords and ladies carry her
away. She is the author of adventurous Regency historical romances for Kensington and
Entangled Publishing. She also writes cozy mysteries as Tina Kashian.
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At the Spy’s Pleasure
by Tina Gabrielle

London 1821
After years of marriage to a selfish man who preferred gambling to his young bride,
Jane, the widowed countess of Stanwell, now seeks what she was long denied-a
satisfying lover. Naturally, a lady needs a list of eligible candidates, which doesn’t
include the dangerously handsome (if far too arrogant) Gareth Ramsey…until he steals
a sinful kiss from Jane’s all-too-willing lips.
Reputed as an arrogant barrister, Gareth’s real occupation is as a spy in the service of
His Majesty, and his suspect is on Jane’s list of possible lovers. With her life in danger,
there’s no safer place for Jane than with him-and in his bed. But Jane is as distracting as
she is infuriating, and keeping her by his side while he pursues his mission might just
endanger them both…

In The Crown’s Secret Service Series,
Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633752818
5/26/2015
281
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Enemies
to Lovers, Second
Chance

“A devilishly entertaining read, with plenty of sizzling sensuality and dangerous
exploits, to keep the reader’s attention....” --Fresh Fiction
“Passionate and fast-paced...Tina Gabrielle kept me turning the pages.” --USA Today
bestselling author, Sally MacKenzie
“It is such a great book, it will hook you from page one...Get it today!” --Chrissy
Whelan, Goodreads
“The chemistry sparking between Gareth and Jane is practically combustible.” --April
Hollingworth, Goodreads

ABOUT TINA GABRIELLE
Bestselling author Tina Gabrielle is an attorney and former mechanical engineer whose
love of reading for pleasure helped her get through years of academia. She often picked up
a romance and let her fantasies of knights in shining armor and lords and ladies carry her
away. She is the author of adventurous Regency historical romances for Kensington and
Entangled Publishing. She also writes cozy mysteries as Tina Kashian.
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A Spy Unmasked
by Tina Gabrielle

London, 1820
The mission did not go quite as Robert Ware–known in society as the new Earl
of Kirkland–planned. A spy in the service of His Majesty, Robert is a “guest” at a
masquerade party as he retrieves vital information for a murder investigation. Until he’s
quite unexpectedly interrupted by an exquisite, masked woman with glittering green
eyes. And a pistol she has cocked and aimed right at him…
Lady Sophia Merrill has defiantly taken up justice’s shining sword, determined to
expose the brigand who murdered her eccentric but brilliant father, and stole his latest
invention. Now she must masquerade as Robert’s betrothed in order to infiltrate the
Inventor’s Society and find the killer. But the undeniable potent attraction between
them not only imperils the investigation, but Sophia’s reputation… and both of their
lives.

In The Crown’s Secret Service Series,
Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633751330
11/10/2014
285
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Coworkers,
Fake Engagement

“This book is everything you hope for in a historical romance novel - love, a great
mystery, adventure and a very satisfying ending!” --Kilts and Swords
“Gabrielle does an exquisite job of writing this romance and weaving it into the danger
and intrigue that follows our couple.” --The Reading Cafe
“With sweet romance mixed with an intriguing mystery, A Spy Unmasked was an
enjoyable read.” --Farrah, Goodreads

ABOUT TINA GABRIELLE
Bestselling author Tina Gabrielle is an attorney and former mechanical engineer whose
love of reading for pleasure helped her get through years of academia. She often picked up
a romance and let her fantasies of knights in shining armor and lords and ladies carry her
away. She is the author of adventurous Regency historical romances for Kensington and
Entangled Publishing. She also writes cozy mysteries as Tina Kashian.
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To Seduce a Lady’s Heart
by Ingrid Hahn

Lord Jeremy Landon, Earl of Bennington, spent the last ten years rebuilding the ruined
earldom he inherited from his scandal-ridden uncle. He has one final debt to repay. In
lieu of money, though, he is manipulated into marrying a spinster…
Lady Eliza Burke is tired of living under the rule of a tyrannical mother. She’ll do
anything to escape, even marry a man she doesn’t know—and a man her mother
despises. Eliza doesn’t believe herself destined for love. Lord Bennington doesn’t believe
he’s destined for happiness. Both are about to be tested by a scandal that could tear
them apart forever.

The Landon Sisters Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631168
7/10/2017
250
3.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Bait and
Switch, Marriage
of Convenience,
Overcoming Odds,
Redemption

“This book is why I love historical romance. I loved the characters and the plot.”
--NookBookLady
“I truly love Ms. Hahn’s writing and hope to see another out soon by her.” --Sissy’s
Romance Book Reviews
“...I love that the romance between the main couple is not forced. There’s that attraction
thing, but it’s played rather nicely and I actually believe it with all my heart when the
main couple confessed their feelings for each other.” --Sharing My Passion
“A lovely gentle romance with interesting characters...I loved it.” --Petula, Goodreads

ABOUT INGRID HAHN
Ingrid Hahn is a failed administrative assistant with a B.A. in Art History. Her love of
reading has turned her mortgage payment into a book storage fee, which makes her the
friend who you never want to ask you for help moving. Though originally from Seattle, she
now lives in the metropolitan DC area with her ship-nerd husband, small son, and four
opinionated cats. When she is not reading or writing, she loves knitting, theater, nature
walks, travel, history, and is a hopelessly devoted fan of Jane Austen.
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To Covet a Lady’s Heart
by Ingrid Hahn

After a lifetime of rakish behavior, Lord Maxfeld must pretend he’s reformed and find
a fake wife. And there is nobody more suitable than Lady Phoebe. Trouble is, Phoebe
will not agree to a false engagement and leaves Max no option but to blackmail her into
agreeing to his scheme.
Phoebe will go to great lengths to avoid anything remotely dishonourable and
blackmails Max right back—directly to the altar. Once married, though, Phoebe wants
more than just Max’s ring -- she wants his heart, something he can never give....

The Landon Sisters Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758360
2/20/2017
302
3.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Blackmail,
Fake Engagement

“I enjoyed every moment of this novel and look forward to seeing what Hahn might
have in store for the other two Landon sisters. Whatever she dreams up, it’s sure to be
an adventure!” --Lindsey Gray, author of Fireworks
“I really liked this book, Phoebe was the perfect woman for Max.” --Heather A.,
Goodreads
“I had so much fun reading To Covet a Lady’s Heart. Ms. Hahn wrote her characters
beautifully, creating a unique and enthralling story for her readers... A truly lovely book
any historical romance reader would love!” --OMG Reads

ABOUT INGRID HAHN
Ingrid Hahn is a failed administrative assistant with a B.A. in Art History. Her love of
reading has turned her mortgage payment into a book storage fee, which makes her the
friend who you never want to ask you for help moving. Though originally from Seattle, she
now lives in the metropolitan DC area with her ship-nerd husband, small son, and four
opinionated cats. When she is not reading or writing, she loves knitting, theater, nature
walks, travel, history, and is a hopelessly devoted fan of Jane Austen.
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To Win a Lady’s Heart
by Ingrid Hahn

England, 1811
When John Merrick, the Earl of Corbeau, is caught in a locked storeroom with Lady
Grace, he has but one choice—marry her. He cannot bear to tarnish any woman’s
reputation, least of all Lady Grace’s.
Lady Grace Landon will do anything to help her mother and sisters, crushed and
impoverished by her father’s disgrace. But throwing herself into the arms of her dearest
friend’s older brother to trap him in marriage? Never.
Corbeau needs to prove that he loves her, despite her father’s misdeeds. After years
of being an object of scorn, not even falling in love with Corbeau alters Lady Grace’s
determination to not bring her disrepute upon another. However, if they don’t realize
that the greatest honor is love given freely without regard to society’s censure, they
stand to lose far more than they ever imagined.

The Landon Sisters Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633756144
3/21/2016
255
2.99 USD
Historical,
Historical Regency,
Overcoming Odds,
Redemption

“This is a debut book from Ingrid Hahn. I loved the characters from Grace and
Corbeau to Grace’s mother and sisters. Corbeau is going on my “book boyfriend” list.
He was the perfect man for Grace. I loved that he wasn’t afraid to admit to her that he
hated the endless entertainments of the ton and the crowds. This was an amazing read.
If I had a real bookcase, it would go next to Eloisa James. It was sensual without being
sexual.” --Laura, Goodreads
“I really liked this story! Grace held out against John much longer than I would have
been able to, LOL! Even though he was a little different (he didn’t like to bein big
crowds), I loved that when he was with just Grace he was able to open himself up and
be the man that he wanted to be with her.” --Amy A., Goodreads

ABOUT INGRID HAHN
Ingrid Hahn is a failed administrative assistant with a B.A. in Art History. Her love of
reading has turned her mortgage payment into a book storage fee, which makes her the
friend who you never want to ask you for help moving. Though originally from Seattle, she
now lives in the metropolitan DC area with her ship-nerd husband, small son, and four
opinionated cats. When she is not reading or writing, she loves knitting, theater, nature
walks, travel, history, and is a hopelessly devoted fan of Jane Austen.
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A Rogue for Emily
by Catherine Hemmerling

Emily Moss cannot stand the roguish Alexander Bredon. As this season’s most desired
debut, she could have any man she wants. Unfortunately, Lady Lancaster pairs her up
with none other than the incorrigible man himself.
With mutual dislike and contempt, Alex would rather be doing anything other than
escorting the high and mighty Emily, until a secret about her falls into his lap. Suddenly,
he realizes there may be more to the lady than he originally thought.
Perhaps the only thing that can keep them from killing each other is falling for each
other instead.

Lady Lancaster Garden Society Series,
Book 5
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640636293
7/9/2018
315
3.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Enemies to
Lovers

“What a wonderful feel good, do good love story!” --Carol B., Goodreads
“A heartwarming, sweet read that hooked me from page one and never let go.” --Erika
C., NetGalley
“I really enjoyed Emily and Alex’s story! This was a great conclusion to an awesome
series!!” --Amy A., NetGalley
“Sweet romance and a brewery explosion ripped right from real history! Who would’ve
guessed this would be my favorite read of the year! I love Catherine Hemmerling’s
writing style and cannot wait to read more from this author!” --Marartet C., NetGalley

ABOUT CATHERINE HEMMERLING
Catherine Hemmerling has spent most of her career as a technical writer in the software
industry,but in the last few years has realized her dream of becoming a novelist. Every day
she pinches herself to make sure her new life is real. Living with her family in the hills of
southern California, Ms. Hemmerling spends her days devising plot twists, agonizing over
titles, and making a lot of new imaginary friends; and loves it. Lady Lancaster and her
Garden Society have become some of Catherine’s closest friends. She hopes you fall in love
with them as much as she has.
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Enticing Her Unexpected Bridegroom
by Catherine Hemmerling

London, 1814
Sarah Jardin has been quite dreadfully in love with David Rochester her whole life.
As the youngest of five daughters, her family and society neglect her. She’s outspoken,
brash, and terribly ungraceful. In short, not at all a lady…until she’s taken under
the benevolent wing of Lady Lancaster and invited to join the Young Ladies Garden
Society.
But Sarah’s new life—filled with the mysteries and intrigues of high society—is
interrupted by an unexpected scandal. Her scandal. In a moment of kindness, David
comforts her…and they are discovered and forced to marry. Even as the newlyweds
must come to terms with their new arrangement, they find themselves drawn into the
investigation of a dangerous conspiracy.
With life and love on the line, their unexpected marriage will either end in rapture…or
ruin.

Lady Lancaster Garden Society Series,
Book 4
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633753990
1/25/2016
254
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Marriage
of Convenience

“...Enticing Her Unexpected Bridegroom brings more than romance...I’d certainly read
more in this series...” --Nicola, Goodreads
“If you’re looking for an easy historical read with a touch of mystery and nice
characters, mixed in with a marriage of convenience, then this fits the bill.” --Book
Gannet, Goodreads
“I have read all of the Lady Lancaster Garden Society book and this one is my favorite.”
--Angela, Goodreads
“I truly enjoyed this book and hope to get the other books in the series since this one
was so good.” --Sissy, Goodreads

ABOUT CATHERINE HEMMERLING
Catherine Hemmerling has spent most of her career as a technical writer in the software
industry,but in the last few years has realized her dream of becoming a novelist. Every day
she pinches herself to make sure her new life is real. Living with her family in the hills of
southern California, Ms. Hemmerling spends her days devising plot twists, agonizing over
titles, and making a lot of new imaginary friends; and loves it. Lady Lancaster and her
Garden Society have become some of Catherine’s closest friends. She hopes you fall in love
with them as much as she has.
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Tempting Her Reluctant Viscount
by Catherine Hemmerling

London, 1814
Hope Stuckeley has lusted after the handsome and charismatic Michael Ashmore, the
Viscount Lichfield, for ages – never mind that she’s never actually spoken to him. When
the two join forces to investigate a London stock market scandal, pretending he is
courting her gives her the chance to prove she’s more than the bookworm he takes her
for.
After years of service as a soldier and newly titled as a viscount, actual marriage and
settling down are the last things on confirmed bachelor Michael’s mind. But when
their investigation puts the delectable Hope in danger, discovering the truth about the
scandal could jeopardize the future he didn’t know he wanted.

Lady Lancaster Garden Society Series,
Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622667451
7/21/2014
286
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Fake
Engagement

“An enjoyable historical romance, Tempting Her Reluctant Viscount was a lovely read.”
--Farrah, Goodreads
“This historical romance was really good. It had intrigue, a lovely romance and
betrayal.” --Maria, Goodreads
“This is an interesting area of history that Hemmerling has chosen. I don’t think I’ve
ever read a HR that is so focused on the stock market, which gave it an unusual twist
for me. I’ll be looking out for more titles by this author!” --Maggie Hessling, Goodreads

ABOUT CATHERINE HEMMERLING
Catherine Hemmerling has spent most of her career as a technical writer in the software
industry,but in the last few years has realized her dream of becoming a novelist. Every day
she pinches herself to make sure her new life is real. Living with her family in the hills of
southern California, Ms. Hemmerling spends her days devising plot twists, agonizing over
titles, and making a lot of new imaginary friends; and loves it. Lady Lancaster and her
Garden Society have become some of Catherine’s closest friends. She hopes you fall in love
with them as much as she has.
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Romancing His English Rose
by Catherine Hemmerling

Rose Warren and Simon Trumbull may have been betrothed since birth, but that
doesn’t mean they have to like each other. Rose is sure the notorious playboy Simon
will never willingly settle down, and Simon, well…he agrees. Never one to be forced
into anything, he’d rather drink and gamble with his mates than spend time with the
bookish, bespectacled Rose.
When the two are thrown together to investigate a potential poisoning mystery, neither
expects the sparks that fly. Simon discovers that Rose is, in fact, a brilliant sleuth and—
even better—hides a delectable body beneath her flowing skirts. Suddenly, falling into
bed may be the best idea either has heard, but can Simon convince Rose his romancing
is forever?

Lady Lancaster Garden Society Series,
Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622662470
9/9/2013
181
2.99 USD
Historical,
Historical Regency,
Forced Proximity,
Opposites Attract

“All-in-all a wonderful historical romance with a mystery to solve added in for extra
spice.” --A Voracious Reader
“With thrilling mystery and steamy romance, this book was definitely a great read.
Loved it!” --Farrah, Goodreads
“Romancing His English Rose was so cute! It has the right balance of sweet and steamy
romance and compelling mystery.” --Angie, Goodreads
“What an amazing historical mystery romance!” --Cheryl Sanders, Goodreads

ABOUT CATHERINE HEMMERLING
Catherine Hemmerling has spent most of her career as a technical writer in the software
industry,but in the last few years has realized her dream of becoming a novelist. Every day
she pinches herself to make sure her new life is real. Living with her family in the hills of
southern California, Ms. Hemmerling spends her days devising plot twists, agonizing over
titles, and making a lot of new imaginary friends; and loves it. Lady Lancaster and her
Garden Society have become some of Catherine’s closest friends. She hopes you fall in love
with them as much as she has.
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Taming Her Forbidden Earl
by Catherine Hemmerling

Everyone knows William Bredon, the earl of Pembroke, has a reputation as a
captivating rogue, determined to never marry until his duty to produce an heir requires
it. So when he invites Lady Hannah Rochester to dance, Hannah vows to keep her
distance. After all, it’s clear her mother would forbid a match with the devil-may-care
ladies’ man. But the undeniably gorgeous William, with his dark humor and seductive
gaze, draws her in nonetheless.
Of course, Lady Hannah is not completely what she seems, either. A member of
the dowager Lady Lancaster’s Garden Society, she secretly spends her days solving
mysteries and uncovering intrigues, and when she brings William into the fold, a
sinister plot develops that throws the two together. William’s protective nature ensures
he remains by Hannah’s side, but he will not surrender his anti-marriage stance. Can
intrigue, passion, and maybe even a little bit of scandal reform the most notorious of
rakes?

Lady Lancaster Garden Society Series,
Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622668175
12/3/2012
250
2.99 USD
Historical,
Historical Regency,
Bachelor Reformed,
Forbidden Love

“Taming Her Forbidden Earl is a rather short but fun story where the women do all
the fact finding while still maintaining their (somewhat) spotless reputations.” --Adria’s
Romance Reviews
“I’m looking forward to reading more from the author on the rest of the Garden Society
ladies. Intrigue, romance and historic happenings make my day.” --Nicole Peterson,
Goodreads
“A must read for anyone who enjoys Regency,historical romance, danger,romance with
a twist or two.” --My Book Addiction and More MBA, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Greek

ABOUT CATHERINE HEMMERLING
Catherine Hemmerling has spent most of her career as a technical writer in the software
industry,but in the last few years has realized her dream of becoming a novelist. Every day
she pinches herself to make sure her new life is real. Living with her family in the hills of
southern California, Ms. Hemmerling spends her days devising plot twists, agonizing over
titles, and making a lot of new imaginary friends; and loves it. Lady Lancaster and her
Garden Society have become some of Catherine’s closest friends. She hopes you fall in love
with them as much as she has.
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His Pirate Seductress
by Tamara Hughes

With her son’s life in the balance, Catherine Fry is forced to locate and steal the
priceless Ruby Cross of the Knights Templar. She knows who has it–it’s just a matter of
coercing Thomas Glanville, the handsome and incredibly stubborn captain of the ship
she’s captured, into telling her the exact location. Fortunately, Catherine knows that
there are many ways to get a man to talk…
Captain Thomas Glanville has the cross and he’ll be damned if he’s going to hand it
over now that he finally has the means to buy a ship of his own. He’s at the mercy of a
fiery woman who will stop at nothing to achieve her goal. But Catherine has no idea
who she’s dealing with–and Thomas has his own means of charming a woman into his
mercy and his bed…

Love on the High Seas Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633754362
11/9/2015
210
2.99 USD
Historical, Enemies
to Lovers

“I ABSOLUTELY LOVED THIS AUTHOR’S STYLE OF WRITING - because this book
has absolutely everything - a strong, freaking strong heroine who while she understands
her limitations, is never set by them and a hero who iscocky, narcissistic yet somehow
on a deeper level connects with theheroine.” --For The Love of Fictional Worlds
“If you are looking for passion and rousing action His Pirate Seductress is a wonderful
way to experience both at their best!” --Jenerated Reviews
“Tamara Hughes always does a fantastic job at making you feel asif you truly are on the
high seas or sucked back in time. It’s fantastic.” --Tangled Up in Books

ABOUT TAMARA HUGHES
A small town girl with a big imagination, Tamara Hughes had no idea what to do with
her life. After graduating from college, she moved to a big city, started a family and a job,
and still struggled to find that creative outlet she craved. An avid reader of romance, she
gave writing a try and became hooked on the power of exploring characters, envisioning
adventures, and creating worlds. She enjoys stories with interesting twists and heroines
who have the grit to surmount any obstacle, all without losing the ability to laugh.
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Beauty’s Curse
by Tamara Hughes

England, 1722
Amelia Archer will be the ruin of her family. Her extraordinary bad luck is burden
enough, but her sweet, trusting nature often lands her in impossible scrapes. After the
last straw, Amelia’s harried father ships his unfortunate daughter off to the Colonies to
live with her aunt. But wherever Amelia goes, bad luck is sure to follow…
Pirate David Lamont is taken with the lovely young Englishwoman the moment she’s
pulled aboard from her sinking vessel. But sailors are already a superstitious lot and
Amelia is unwelcome. In a feat of chivalry, David defends and claims her for himself…
Now their fortunes-for good or ill-are invariably tied. But as much as she longs for him,
Amelia cannot allow a romance. For a lady of misfortune can only bring ruin to those
she loves…

Love on the High Seas Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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9781633752955
6/9/2015
175
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Historical, Bad
Boy Reformed,
Redemption

“Beauty’s Curse was intense from start to finish. It starts out on a sinking ship and
immediately had me on the edge of my seat and rarely let up on the intensity from
there.” --Tangled Up in Books
“The plot was one adventure after another and there were more than a few times I had
to remind myself this was a romance novel and our heroes would be just fine.” --Plot
Twist Reviews
“Engaging characters that draw you in with their loyalty and simmering passion this is
an excellent story.” --Jenerated Reviews

ABOUT TAMARA HUGHES
A small town girl with a big imagination, Tamara Hughes had no idea what to do with
her life. After graduating from college, she moved to a big city, started a family and a job,
and still struggled to find that creative outlet she craved. An avid reader of romance, she
gave writing a try and became hooked on the power of exploring characters, envisioning
adventures, and creating worlds. She enjoys stories with interesting twists and heroines
who have the grit to surmount any obstacle, all without losing the ability to laugh.
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Tempting the Pirate
by Tamara Hughes

Charity Goswick thinks she is escaping an arranged marriage to a brute when she slips
onto a ship unnoticed. Little does she realize that this is no honorable vessel of the
King’s Navy – it is a pirate ship. It’s just a matter of time before she is discovered by a
handsome rake of a pirate, who locks her in his cabin. And while she should be scared,
her captor sparks the most unladylike feelings within her…
James Lamont is on the ship for one reason, and one reason only: to track down his
brother. However, his spirited little stowaway certainly affords plenty of distraction with
her many (failed) attempts to escape. And each time, the unspoken – and unbidden –
passion between them grows stronger. But as violence and danger mount on the high
seas, Charity will have to put all of her trust in the most untrustworthy of men… the
arrogant pirate who just might steal her heart.

Love on the High Seas Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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9781633751699
1/12/2015
241
2.99 USD
Historical, Bad Boy
Reformed, Forced
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“Simply entertaining, Tempting the Pirate is also a fun, easy to read story with a
wonderful historical romance flare.” --Tome Tender
“With thrilling action and sweet romance, Tempting the Pirate was a great historical
romance.” --Farrah, Goodreads
“This book was an adventure and James was just the cherry on top.” --Heather A.,
Goodreads
“Tempting the Pirate is a wonderful high seas adventure.” --Midwest Book Review

ABOUT TAMARA HUGHES
A small town girl with a big imagination, Tamara Hughes had no idea what to do with
her life. After graduating from college, she moved to a big city, started a family and a job,
and still struggled to find that creative outlet she craved. An avid reader of romance, she
gave writing a try and became hooked on the power of exploring characters, envisioning
adventures, and creating worlds. She enjoys stories with interesting twists and heroines
who have the grit to surmount any obstacle, all without losing the ability to laugh.
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Once Upon a Masquerade
by Tamara Hughes

New York City, 1883
A Prince Charming meets his match… Self-made shipping magnate Christopher Black
first spies Rebecca Bailey at a masquerade ball and is captivated by her refreshing
naiveté and sparkling beauty. She’s a stark contrast to the hollow behavior of the ton
and the guile of his former fiancee, but the closer he gets to her secrets, the further she
pushes him away.
A Cinderella with a secret… Rebecca is drawn to the charismatic Christopher from the
first, but she cannot risk him discovering that she is really a housemaid impersonating
an heiress. Her father’s life depends on it.
A Happily Ever After that could never be… When Christopher’s investigation of the
murder of his best friend leads him straight to Rebecca, he fears his ingenue may be a
femme fatale in disguise. Now he must decide if he can trust the woman he’s come to
love, or if her secrets will be his downfall.

“It’s a fast paced, tightly woven romance/historical/mystery and suspense all rolled into
one!” --Author Barbara Longley
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622664511
2/10/2014
293
2.99 USD
Historical, Across
the Tracks, Bait and
Switch, Enemies to
Lovers, Fish Out of
Water, Forbidden
Love

“...an exciting Victorian Historical Romance/Suspense. Filled with passion, danger, and
romance.” --My Book Addiction and More
“Cinderella with a twist; an enchanting read that will hold your attention from start to
finish...” --Lil Miss Vix Reads
“I was hooked from the beginning until the very last page...” --Stitch Read Cook

ABOUT TAMARA HUGHES
A small town girl with a big imagination, Tamara Hughes had no idea what to do with
her life. After graduating from college, she moved to a big city, started a family and a job,
and still struggled to find that creative outlet she craved. An avid reader of romance, she
gave writing a try and became hooked on the power of exploring characters, envisioning
adventures, and creating worlds. She enjoys stories with interesting twists and heroines
who have the grit to surmount any obstacle, all without losing the ability to laugh.
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A Scot to Wed
by Callie Hutton

Highlander Laird Evan MacNeil cannot believe Mistress Katie Sterling just shows up
at the MacDuff castle with this faded piece of parchment laying claim to the lands he
just legally inherited. Not that he really wants to be here in the lowlands, but he has
responsibilities to his clan and the exasperating Katie has uprooted the remnants of
her father’s clan and moved them across the country to live here. There’s no way he can
leave to go back home now.
Katie has nowhere else to go and she refuses to bow down to the arrogant yet
undeniably handsome Highlander. She’s had enough with men trying to control her
and she is quite capable of handling herself.
Now that Evan must spar with a beautiful lass for the rights to the lands, he will fight
to the end. This battle is nothing like the ones his ancestors fought with crossbows and
boiling oil. They never wanted to bed the enemy.

Scottish Hearts Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682816103
6/8/2020
350
3.99 USD
Historical,
Highlander,
Historical Regency,
Enemies to Lovers

“This was a very entertaining read. I liked the characters of Katie Stirling and Evan,
Laird McNeil.” --Cheryl, Goodreads
“I loved these two strong characters and was so entertained until the end. I always enjoy
this author’s stories and am looking forward to the next one. I have to add the cover is
beautiful!” --Lori D, Goodreads
“Magnificent read. Katie is a feisty Scottish Lass used to being in charge of her own life.
Gavin is a brawny highland Laird. The two are immediately on a collision course. This
is an exciting read with the two characters engaging in conversations of quick wit and
snappy comebacks.” --Suzette, Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR CALLIE HUTTON
Callie Hutton, USA Today bestselling author writes both Western Historical and Regency
romance with “historic elements and sensory details” (The Romance Reviews). Callie
lives in Oklahoma with several rescue dogs, two adult children, a daughter-in-law, twin
grandsons and her top cheerleader husband (although thankfully not all in the same
home!). Living in the Midwest provides plenty of opportunities for Callie do pursue her
interests: researching history, meeting readers, spending time with her adorable two year
old twin grandsons, and discovering new adventures.
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His Rebellious Lass
by Callie Hutton

He wants to marry her off quickly. She says absolutely not.
When the Marquess of Campbell inherits a fiery, red-headed Scottish beauty as his
ward, it’s his job to marry her off. No problem. She comes with a fortune. Lady Bridget
MacDuff will have suitors falling all over themselves to wed her.
Not so fast. Lady Bridget has plans for that fortune and they involve helping
unfortunate women. And she has no intention of helping her devastatingly handsome
guardian in his quest to get her off his hands. He doesn’t plan to marry, either. Why
should she?
Bridget and Cam are now on opposite sides of a war that neither one plans to lose. Even
if Cam’s rakish presence throws Bridget’s heart into turmoil and the marquess can’t
deny that his ward sets his heart afire. And then Cam makes a bold proposal...

Scottish Hearts Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640637825
7/8/2019
276
3.99 USD
Historical,
Highlander,
Historical Regency,
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to Lovers, Opposites
Attract

Rights Sold in Audio

“Very well written and captivating! The chemistry between Cam and Bridget is palpable
from the beginning and their interactions only get hotter...A romance that will keep
you entertained and intrigued to the end.” --Kathy B., NetGalley
“A delightful and funny story with a fiery Scottish Lass.” --Suzette P., Goodreads
“His Rebellious Lass is book one in Callie Hutton’s Scottish Hearts series. I adored
this book. It has some truly wonderful moments. I found myself laughing out loud all
through it.” --Suzanna C., Goodreads
“This was an easy read for me as the story flowed smoothly from scene to scene. I found
the dialogue especially delightful and I fell in love with both Cam and Bridget. I really
enjoyed this book.” -Cheryl P., Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR CALLIE HUTTON
Callie Hutton, USA Today bestselling author writes both Western Historical and Regency
romance with “historic elements and sensory details” (The Romance Reviews). Callie
lives in Oklahoma with several rescue dogs, two adult children, a daughter-in-law, twin
grandsons and her top cheerleader husband (although thankfully not all in the same
home!). Living in the Midwest provides plenty of opportunities for Callie do pursue her
interests: researching history, meeting readers, spending time with her adorable two year
old twin grandsons, and discovering new adventures.
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Captivating the Earl
by Callie Hutton

To escape her traitorous father’s reputation, Lady Elizabeth has left behind the glittering
balls of London Society to act as a governess. For the first time in her life, she’s
independent and taking care of herself. All is fine...until the irresistible Lord Hawkins
arrives at her employer’s house.
Lord Hawkins is a rake of the highest order, but the beautiful governess working for
his cousin makes him want to act like a gentleman. After an attempt on her life, Hawk
discovers who Elizabeth really is. Now under orders from the Home Office to bring her
in, he vows instead to protect her.
Hawk may be handsome and honorable, but falling for him will surely bring Lizzie
heartbreak. Especially when he proposes the only way to keep her safe is to marry her.
She doesn’t want his name if he’s only doing it out of a sense of duty. But someone in
the Home Office wants Lizzie dead, and even becoming his countess may not save her
life…

Lords & Ladies in Love Series, Book 5
Digital ISBN:
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“Captivating the Earl has action and danger, secrets, and suspense. I like that you can’t
guess who the villain is until the story reveals the scoundrel’s identity. This is also a
story of romance and passion!” --Peggy C., NetGalley
“To say I was captivated by this story puts it lightly!!” --Lori D., Goodreads
“This one will have you transported, transfixed and captivated with all the ins and outs
of a dashing romance filled with danger especially when the two characters in question
have all the right stuff to keep us on our toes.” --Denise V., Goodreads
“It is an absolutely amazing historical fiction novel. I loved everything about it, the
story, the characters, the starting, and the ending. I think it’s perfect in every way!”
--Fizza Y., NetGalley

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR CALLIE HUTTON
Callie Hutton, USA Today bestselling author writes both Western Historical and Regency
romance with “historic elements and sensory details” (The Romance Reviews). Callie
lives in Oklahoma with several rescue dogs, two adult children, a daughter-in-law, twin
grandsons and her top cheerleader husband (although thankfully not all in the same
home!). Living in the Midwest provides plenty of opportunities for Callie do pursue her
interests: researching history, meeting readers, spending time with her adorable two year
old twin grandsons, and discovering new adventures.
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Wagering for Miss Blake
by Callie Hutton

Mr. Giles Templeton, third son of the Earl of Wexford, is a rake of the highest order and
a confirmed bachelor. Yet, marriage-minded-mamas continue to drag their daughters to
his attention. He’s everything a young lady of the ton could want—handsome, wealthy,
charming, and kind. For Miss Suzanna Blake, though, Giles is missing the one thing her
parents require in a potential son-in-law—a title.
Giles has a golden touch—investments, horses, connections but when he falls…hard for
Suzanna, she turns him away, despite the passion sparking between them. At wit’s end,
Giles wagers her that not only will she marry him but he’ll make her fall in love with
him. If Suzanna wins, she gains a sizable fortune for her favorite charity but she faces a
loveless marriage to a titled man. Though her heart yearns for a true love-match with
Giles, she has never gone against her parent’s wishes. All bets are off when happiness
lies in losing a wager.

Lords & Ladies in Love Series, Book 4
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Release Date:
Page Count:
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“I loved the lively banter and the chemistry between Giles and Susanna was truly
heartwarming and had me championing them throughout the book. I’m looking
forward to the next book in the series!” --Lori M., Goodreads
“A witty story with lovely characters. A lighthearted, enjoyable and romantic read.”
--Petula W., BookBub
“A very charming and lighthearted Regency romance...A lovely story and one I will
recommend to all my friends.” --Inishowen C., Goodreads
“Callie Hutton is a reliable go-to for a fun and romantic read. The characters are
interesting, well drawn and passionate.” --Pamela J., NetGalley

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR CALLIE HUTTON
Callie Hutton, USA Today bestselling author writes both Western Historical and Regency
romance with “historic elements and sensory details” (The Romance Reviews). Callie
lives in Oklahoma with several rescue dogs, two adult children, a daughter-in-law, twin
grandsons and her top cheerleader husband (although thankfully not all in the same
home!). Living in the Midwest provides plenty of opportunities for Callie do pursue her
interests: researching history, meeting readers, spending time with her adorable two year
old twin grandsons, and discovering new adventures.
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Denying the Duke
by Callie Hutton

Four years ago, Alex, a second son, had planned a life together with Lady Patience.
However, when Patience was betrothed to his brother, the heir, Alex left his family’s
estate and joined the military.
Alex returns to assume the title Duke of Bedford when his brother unexpectedly dies.
He is unprepared for both his new responsibilities and the reunion with Patience. The
horrors of war are a heavy burden, and when he learns that Patience never married his
brother, he is stunned.
Patience withstood the bullying of her fiancé and her father for four long years. She
refuses to marry Alex just because he’s the duke, especially if he no longer loves her.
How would that be better than what she has already endured? Promises made in their
youth are not enough to overcome the changes life has wrought for them but love can
grow and transform, if only Patience could believe that.
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“Callie Hutton never fails to bring to the pages characters that are entertaining to read.
Ms Hutton is my go-to-author for historical romance for this reason.” --Talking Books
“There is drama, danger, and romance. Steamy tension!” --Sally, Goodreads
“Callie Hutton has written a remarkable second chance romance with this newest
addition to the Lords and Ladies in love series…I found the characters in this story
endearing and memorable.” --Brenda T., NetGalley
“I really enjoyed this--I loved the tension between the two main characters, and the
drama of the storyline.” --The Genre Reader
“This was a beautifully written story.” --Jessica N., NetGalley

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR CALLIE HUTTON
Callie Hutton, USA Today bestselling author writes both Western Historical and Regency
romance with “historic elements and sensory details” (The Romance Reviews). Callie
lives in Oklahoma with several rescue dogs, two adult children, a daughter-in-law, twin
grandsons and her top cheerleader husband (although thankfully not all in the same
home!). Living in the Midwest provides plenty of opportunities for Callie do pursue her
interests: researching history, meeting readers, spending time with her adorable two year
old twin grandsons, and discovering new adventures.
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Marrying the Wrong Earl
by Callie Hutton

Lady Arabella Danvers is happy with her life just the way it is. She is free to be herself
and take care of broken and abandoned animals. Her mother is desperate for her
to marry, and has decided to take things into her own hands. There is just one little
problem with her plan.
Nash, the Earl of Clarendon has determined it is time to take a wife. He has selected
a woman to whom he intends to propose. However, the annoying Lady Arabella has
stumbled into his life at the wrong time, and in the wrong place.
But he of all people should know if Lady Arabella is involved, plans will go awry.
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“It’s an absolutely fantastic read....I loved this book. It’s one of the best historical novels
I’ve read this year.” --Intellectual Vixens
“Absolutely in love with this story! Callie has outdone herself! Witty, fast paced,
heartwarming, everything a good read should be! I highly recommend!” --Carol B.,
NetGalley
“Oh my! What a refreshing read! Marring the Wrong Earl was such a fantastic read.
Right from the beginning I was lured into this beautiful story that captivated my
attention throughout my entire read.” -- Veronica A., Goodreads
“Charming historical romance! If you’re an animal lover, then MARRYING THE
WRONG EARL will be perfect for you.” --Books & Benches

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR CALLIE HUTTON
Callie Hutton, USA Today bestselling author writes both Western Historical and Regency
romance with “historic elements and sensory details” (The Romance Reviews). Callie
lives in Oklahoma with several rescue dogs, two adult children, a daughter-in-law, twin
grandsons and her top cheerleader husband (although thankfully not all in the same
home!). Living in the Midwest provides plenty of opportunities for Callie do pursue her
interests: researching history, meeting readers, spending time with her adorable two year
old twin grandsons, and discovering new adventures.
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Seducing the Marquess
by Callie Hutton

London, 1819. Richard, Marquess of Devon is satisfied with his ton marriage. His wife
of five months, Lady Eugenia Devon, thought she was, too, until she found the book.
Their marriage is one of respect and affection, with no messy entanglements such as
love. Devon’s upbringing impressed upon him that gentlemen slake their baser needs
on a mistress, not their gently bred wives. However, once married, he was no longer
comfortable bedding a woman other Eugenia. When she stumbles onto a naughty book,
she begins a campaign to change the rules.
Lady Eugenia wants her very proper husband to fall in love with her. But her much
changed and undeniably wicked behavior might inadvertently drive her confused
husband to ponder the unthinkable—his perfect Lady has taken a lover. But the only
man Eugenia only wants is her husband. The book can bring sizzling desire to the
marriage or it might cause an explosion.

Lords & Ladies in Love Series, Book 1
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“Callie Hutton does an outstanding job in melding political, gender bias, romance, and
comedy into Regency Fiction and is able to keep it light... it’s gold!” --Lightning City
Book Reviews
“Reigning Regency Romance Regent, Callie Hutton, writes another scintillating tale to
woo readers everywhere! I can say with no hesitation, I loved every moment reading
this novel. This will be one I will enjoy over and over again.” --Lindsey Gray, author of
Fireworks
“The romance was super hot and sexy and I loved the heat between them...I for one
would recommend this story to who love regency romances for all seasons.” --The
Travelogue of a Book Addict

Rights Sold in Audio & Japanese

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR CALLIE HUTTON
Callie Hutton, USA Today bestselling author writes both Western Historical and Regency
romance with “historic elements and sensory details” (The Romance Reviews). Callie
lives in Oklahoma with several rescue dogs, two adult children, a daughter-in-law, twin
grandsons and her top cheerleader husband (although thankfully not all in the same
home!). Living in the Midwest provides plenty of opportunities for Callie do pursue her
interests: researching history, meeting readers, spending time with her adorable two year
old twin grandsons, and discovering new adventures.
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The Earl’s Return
by Callie Hutton

London, 1819. Four years ago, Darius, the Earl of Redgrave fled London two weeks
before his wedding to Lady Mary’s sister and married another woman. Now a widower,
he has returned to seek a new wife.
One woman catches his eye...
At first, Lady Mary doesn’t recognize the handsome lord as the cad who ran out on her
sister. After giving him the cut direct in a London ballroom, she finds herself running
into him everywhere she goes, and fighting a forbidden attraction. Not only has Mary
sworn off men, Redgrave is so very wrong for her. But she cannot stop thinking of his
kisses. Redgrave means to stay away from Mary but it is impossible. Passion between
two people who can never be together is a dangerous game.
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“The Earl’s Return is a riveting read...with passion that sizzles on the pages! As always,
Callie Hutton absolutely mesmerizes!!” --USA Today best selling author Christi
Caldwell
“This book is an enjoyable and well written read that will make you run the gamut of
emotions whilst watching William and Mary reach for their HEA.” --Book Obsessed
Chick
“I absolutely love this one! It wasn’t too angsty but it had all the ingredients for a great
and entertaining decency romp!” --The Dark Romance Junkie

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR CALLIE HUTTON
Callie Hutton, USA Today bestselling author writes both Western Historical and Regency
romance with “historic elements and sensory details” (The Romance Reviews). Callie
lives in Oklahoma with several rescue dogs, two adult children, a daughter-in-law, twin
grandsons and her top cheerleader husband (although thankfully not all in the same
home!). Living in the Midwest provides plenty of opportunities for Callie do pursue her
interests: researching history, meeting readers, spending time with her adorable two year
old twin grandsons, and discovering new adventures.
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The Highlander’s Accidental Marriage
by Callie Hutton

The Scottish Highlands, 1815
Lady Sybil Lacey is every inch an English woman. She’s horrified her best friend is
wedding a barbarian Scot. For aren’t Scots naught but brutish, whiskey-swilling lechers?
So to find herself secretly attracted to the tall and devastatingly handsome Scottish laird
of Bedlay Castle is quite disconcerting...
Liam MacBride is convinced that English ladies are silly sassenachs who think of
nothing but social events and clothes. So why is he intensely drawn to Lady Sybil? All
they do is quarrel...until loathing turns into undeniable lust.
A tempestuous, fiery romance between an English lady and a Scottish laird cannot end
well.

Marriage Mart Mayhem Series, Book 6
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“I cannot recommend this series highly enough and so far this particularstory is my
favorite” --Night Owl Reviews
“THE HIGHLANDER’SACCIDENTAL MARRIAGE by Callie Hutton is everything I
hoped it would be, and I highly recommend it to all romance fans.” --Fresh Fiction
“A lovely regency romance that had me laughing and crying all in onebreath. It was
unique to the genre and i would love to read more from CallieHutton.” --Alica L.,
NetGalley
“Callie Hutton’s Marriage Mart Mayhem series is delightful.” --Lisa S., NetGalley

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR CALLIE HUTTON
Callie Hutton, USA Today bestselling author writes both Western Historical and Regency
romance with “historic elements and sensory details” (The Romance Reviews). Callie
lives in Oklahoma with several rescue dogs, two adult children, a daughter-in-law, twin
grandsons and her top cheerleader husband (although thankfully not all in the same
home!). Living in the Midwest provides plenty of opportunities for Callie do pursue her
interests: researching history, meeting readers, spending time with her adorable two year
old twin grandsons, and discovering new adventures.
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The Highlander’s Choice
by Callie Hutton

The Scottish Highlands, 1815
Lady Sybil Lacey is every inch an English woman. She’s horrified her best friend is
wedding a barbarian Scot. For aren’t Scots naught but brutish, whiskey-swilling lechers?
So to find herself secretly attracted to the tall and devastatingly handsome Scottish laird
of Bedlay Castle is quite disconcerting...
Liam MacBride is convinced that English ladies are silly sassenachs who think of
nothing but social events and clothes. So why is he intensely drawn to Lady Sybil? All
they do is quarrel...until loathing turns into undeniable lust.
A tempestuous, fiery romance between an English lady and a Scottish laird cannot end
well.
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“...one of the best highland romances that I have ever read.” --Fresh Fiction
“This book was just so well written and the story itself I totally loved. I believe that a
sign of a truly great book is one where the author can transport someone to another
place without leaving home, and this one fits the bill.” --Romancing the Book
“Fast paced, cleverly set twists and turns truly set tests for Sybil and Liam...” --I am,
Indeed Book Reviews
“A fast paced story of intrigue and romance. Highly recommend to those who enjoy the
historical genre.” --Morgan’s Musings

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR CALLIE HUTTON
Callie Hutton, USA Today bestselling author writes both Western Historical and Regency
romance with “historic elements and sensory details” (The Romance Reviews). Callie
lives in Oklahoma with several rescue dogs, two adult children, a daughter-in-law, twin
grandsons and her top cheerleader husband (although thankfully not all in the same
home!). Living in the Midwest provides plenty of opportunities for Callie do pursue her
interests: researching history, meeting readers, spending time with her adorable two year
old twin grandsons, and discovering new adventures.

w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m

Scandalous

The Baron’s Betrayal
by Callie Hutton

It’s been two years since Lady Marion Tunstall lost her husband at sea. Two years of
sorrow and grief. Only now has the young, comely widow finally re-entered society. It
isn’t until she and her family attend the merriment of a country dance that Lady Marion
sees her dead husband, alive and well...and faints dead away.
Lord Tristan Tunstall has no choice but to confess—he is alive, yes, but not a whole
man who can be a husband and father. When he offers her a divorce, however, Marion
stubbornly refuses. Now she has forced herself back into his life, and into his home
and (oh, God forgive his weakness) his bed. He cannot stop himself from wanting her.
Loving her. But can he live with the secret she is keeping from him?
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Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
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249
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Historical, Historical
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Lovers, Secret Baby

“Another delightful instalment in the Marriage Mart And Mayhem Series by Callie
Hutton.” - Talking Books review, Goodreads
“ I am so glad I found this fantastic book! It captured my attention from the first page
and kept me enthralled all the way to the end. “ Vicky, Goodreads
“A heart-warming journey!! I read Historical Romances for the intensity and passion
that usually ensues with these journey’s and Ms. Hutton did not disappoint. I was
intrigued from page 1.” -- Kimberley, Goodreads
“This is my first novel by Callie Hutton but it won’t be my last. That was a thoroughly
enjoyable journey with Lady Marion and Lord Tristan.” --Kimberley, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio & French

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR CALLIE HUTTON
Callie Hutton, USA Today bestselling author writes both Western Historical and Regency
romance with “historic elements and sensory details” (The Romance Reviews). Callie
lives in Oklahoma with several rescue dogs, two adult children, a daughter-in-law, twin
grandsons and her top cheerleader husband (although thankfully not all in the same
home!). Living in the Midwest provides plenty of opportunities for Callie do pursue her
interests: researching history, meeting readers, spending time with her adorable two year
old twin grandsons, and discovering new adventures.

w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m

Scandalous

The Lady’s Disgrace
by Callie Hutton

A lady is nothing without her reputation. Jilted and humiliated by her once-betrothed,
Lady Abigail Lacey is the laughingstock of London. Worse still, the humiliation is now
reflecting badly on her family. Now her brother, the Duke of Manchester, is desperate...
until he finds a way to rescue his sister’s damaged reputation, and remove her from the
glare of disapproving society.
He must marry her off. Quickly.
When Rector Joseph Fox drops by the Lacey household, he certainly didn’t expect to
leave as a man engaged to a long-time family friend! Yet while he never could have
aspired to have her, Lady Abigail always ignited a forbidden longing in him. But Abigail
has one condition—their marriage is to be void of passion or physical pleasures. Faced
with a platonic marriage of convenience, Joseph is determined to embark on a sensuous
adventure with only one goal: to seduce his new wife...

Marriage Mart Mayhem Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633750647
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258
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Friends to
Lovers, Marriage of
Convenience

“I’ve come to the conclusion that Callie Hutton has a special knack forwriting historical
romance, and I’ve become a fan of hers. The humour, witty banter, romance and overall
storyline she creates before your very eyes sweepsyou back in time and carries you away
on a fun filled and sometimes dangerous adventure.” --The Reading Café
“The Lady’s Disgrace brings a welcome complexity to the”left at the altar scenario.”
--WTF Are You Reading?
“This was a really short, quick and fun read. I had so much fun reading it and I loved
both of the main characters. Abigail and Joseph were amazing together!!!” --Lisa,
Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio & French

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR CALLIE HUTTON
Callie Hutton, USA Today bestselling author writes both Western Historical and Regency
romance with “historic elements and sensory details” (The Romance Reviews). Callie
lives in Oklahoma with several rescue dogs, two adult children, a daughter-in-law, twin
grandsons and her top cheerleader husband (although thankfully not all in the same
home!). Living in the Midwest provides plenty of opportunities for Callie do pursue her
interests: researching history, meeting readers, spending time with her adorable two year
old twin grandsons, and discovering new adventures.

w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m

Scandalous

The Duke’s Quandary
by Callie Hutton

London 1814…
Drake, Duke of Manchester is searching the Marriage Mart for a perfect bride. He
wants a woman who is poised, sophisticated, and worthy of the title Duchess. But most
of all, he wants a woman who does not want the useless emotion of love.
Socially awkward Miss Penelope Clayton isn’t meant for marriage. A serious botanist,
she has no desire to wed, so being forced by her guardian to participate in the Season to
find a husband is torture. She’ll never fit in with the ton, especially if they discover she’s
been pretending to be a man within the scientific community.
As Drake’s family makes over Penelope, turning her from naive bluestocking to
enchanting debutante, he is put upon to introduce her to society and eligible bachelors.
Despite dance lessons and new gowns, Penelope is the opposite of poised and
sophisticated as she stumbles from one mishap to the next. Why then, does he find it so
hard to resist her?

Marriage Mart Mayhem Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:
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3/10/2014
285
2.99 USD
Historical,
Historical Regency,
Forced Proximity,
Opposites Attract

“A sweet, enjoyable, lovely romance, The Duke’s Quandary was a wonderful read.”
--Farrah, Goodreads
“If you want an AA+ read then The Duke’s Quandary fits that bill - it is a must read!”
--Talking Books, Goodreads
“Every so often I come across a book that I know I will want to read over and over.
The Dukes Quandary is exactly one of those books. I was enchanted from almost the
beginning.” -Suzannah, Goodreads
“This story tugged at my heartstrings as well as tickled my funny bone. I highly
recommend this book.” --Brenda Hughes, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio, French, &
Indonesian
ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR CALLIE HUTTON
Callie Hutton, USA Today bestselling author writes both Western Historical and Regency
romance with “historic elements and sensory details” (The Romance Reviews). Callie
lives in Oklahoma with several rescue dogs, two adult children, a daughter-in-law, twin
grandsons and her top cheerleader husband (although thankfully not all in the same
home!). Living in the Midwest provides plenty of opportunities for Callie do pursue her
interests: researching history, meeting readers, spending time with her adorable two year
old twin grandsons, and discovering new adventures.

w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m

Scandalous

The Elusive Wife
by Callie Hutton

Jason Cavendish, the Earl of Coventry, needs to discreetly locate his unwanted and
abandoned bride among London society to request an annulment. Too bad he can’t
remember what she looks like because he was blind drunk at his arranged wedding and
hasn’t seen her since. And there’s the lovely Lady Olivia that he can’t seem to get off his
mind…
Newly arrived from the country for the Season, Lady Olivia is appalled to discover that
her own husband, Lord Coventry, doesn’t even recognize her. She’s not about to tell the
arrogant arse she’s his wife. Instead, she flirts with him by night and has her modiste
send her mounting bills to him by day.
Hell hath no fury like a woman scorned…too bad this woman finds her husband nearly
irresistible.

Marriage Mart Mayhem Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622661022
5/20/2013
254
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Mistaken
Identity, Unrequited
Love

“...it was a well written plot and the characters were likeable.” --Night Owl Reviews
“In my experience I’ve had a few hits but more misses with historical romance so I
was really pleasantly surprised to be hooked from the start by obviously good writing.”
--Book Chick City
“The historic elements and sensory details of each scene make the story come to life,
and certainly helps immerse the reader in the world that Olivia and Jason share.” --The
Romance Reviews
“You will not want to miss The Elusive Wife.” --My Book Addiction

Rights Sold in Audio, French, Indonesian,
& Japanese
ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR CALLIE HUTTON
Callie Hutton, USA Today bestselling author writes both Western Historical and Regency
romance with “historic elements and sensory details” (The Romance Reviews). Callie
lives in Oklahoma with several rescue dogs, two adult children, a daughter-in-law, twin
grandsons and her top cheerleader husband (although thankfully not all in the same
home!). Living in the Midwest provides plenty of opportunities for Callie do pursue her
interests: researching history, meeting readers, spending time with her adorable two year
old twin grandsons, and discovering new adventures.
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Scandalous

Vanquishing the Viscount
by Elizabeth Keysian

Emma Hibbert will never again trust a good-looking man. They offer nothing but
heartbreak and humiliation. But her conscience won’t let her abandon a sinfully
handsome stranger needing help—even if he ignites an unwelcome passion in her. She
soon realizes she should have left him in the mud where she found him, for he has the
power to ruin everything...
Viscount Tidworth is anything but grateful for being rescued after a tumble from his
horse. His pretty savior may be well-meaning, but forcing him to delay his journey
completely wrecks his engagement plans. And Tidworth cannot let that stand. But when
he discovers Emma’s true identity, he must choose between his desire for revenge...and
his baffling attraction to her.

Wayward in Wessex Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640634954
4/9/2018
280
3.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Across the
Tracks, Enemies
to Lovers, Second
Chance

“This was a slow burn to great romance story. I always know I will enjoy a book by Ms.
Keysian, so I was excited to see this one for sure!” --Sissy’s Romance Book Review
“I loved the humour and the twists and turns that make this a great story and one I very
much enjoyed reading.” --Patrica L., Goodreads
“The author brings the characters alive with her beautiful yet unique style.” --P. Leslie,
Goodreads
“I can honestly say at this point I know if Elizabeth has written it I will definitely love it
without even knowing the synopsis.” --Gwessie T., Goodreads

ABOUT ELIZABETH KEYSIAN
Elizabeth Keysian is an international bestselling author who adores history and
archaeology, and writes romances that give the reader an experience of travelling back in
time. She’s very British-despite her Viking ancestry-and loves creating rich backdrops for
her stories based on real places and actual experiences. She used to be a re-enactor and has
sampled the living conditions, clothing, and smells of the past first-hand. Her characters
battle their problems with both tears and laughter, but are always guaranteed a Happy Ever
After, no matter what they’ve been through.
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Scandalous

Unmasking the Earl
by Elizabeth Keysian

Oxfordshire, England, 1821
Devastated by the disappearance of his sister, the Earl of Stranraer has gone to
extraordinary lengths to find the notorious rake responsible, and enters his household
incognito to wreak his vengeance. But his enemy has an unexpected protector--the
innocent but headstrong Miss Cassandra Blythe.
Cassie is determined to learn the art of seduction. But she is blindsided by her body’s
thrilling response to the wrong man--a mysterious servant who shows up at the most
inauspicious moments to spoil her lessons in love with warnings of her imminent ruin.
When she learns the handsome servant’s identity and the reason for his deception, she
resolves to help Stranraer, but only if he abandons his vow to destroy his enemy.
The earl is sorely tempted to give the meddlesome beauty a lesson in seduction she’ll
never forget. But she turns the tables, and he gets his own lesson in forgiveness...and
love.

Wayward in Wessex Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633759725
5/15/2017
306
3.99 USD
Historical,
Historical Regency,
Bodyguard,
Forbidden Love

“I was completely captivated by this book and enjoyed it very much indeed, every
aspect of this book I loved -from the settings described to each character and how the
book itself unfolds.” --Gwessie T., Goodreads
“Overall a wonderfully written historical. Good strong characters. Enjoyed!” --Too
Many Romances
“Loved the book. The love story between Cassie and Ned is well written and a good
read.” --Jill, Goodreads
“I sincerely enjoyed the humor of reading a nobleman acting in a servant capacity. I
must say that was a splendid way of putting this plot line together! I liked the hero and
the heroine. It is a romance with passion and heart.” --Anna S., Goodreads

ABOUT ELIZABETH KEYSIAN
Elizabeth Keysian is an international bestselling author who adores history and
archaeology, and writes romances that give the reader an experience of travelling back in
time. She’s very British-despite her Viking ancestry-and loves creating rich backdrops for
her stories based on real places and actual experiences. She used to be a re-enactor and has
sampled the living conditions, clothing, and smells of the past first-hand. Her characters
battle their problems with both tears and laughter, but are always guaranteed a Happy Ever
After, no matter what they’ve been through.
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Scandalous

Distracting the Duke
by Elizabeth Keysian

Devonshire, England, 1820
Determined to avoid the strife-filled marriage of his parents, Marcus, the Duke of
Ulvercombe, wants an amenable, biddable wife, and has set his cap for a certain pretty
miss. Unfortunately, her vastly opinionated, frustrating, and lamentably beautiful
guardian, Lady Clara Tinniswood, keeps distracting him, tempting him to consider a
far more tempestuous—and passionate—union.
Recently widowed Lady Clara Tinniswood wants only to organize a quiet new life for
herself, beyond the control of any man. But one shockingly unguarded moment while
confronted by Marcus’s gloriously naked body catapults her headlong into a forbidden
passion and threatens to undermine all her well-laid plans.
Even if Marcus abandons his sweet ideal and surrenders to his growing desire for Clara,
there’s one unalterable issue which could destroy their hopes forever...

Wayward in Wessex Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758469
2/20/2017
297
3.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Enemies to
Lovers

“It’s so freaking romantic.” --definitely, possible, maybe
“I couldn’t put it down once I started reading and read the whole thing in one sitting. I
quite enjoyed the story, as well as Marcus and Clara’s banters. Their constant bickering
was quite entertaining. I found it full of humor, romance, and lots of fun. Definitely a
must read for all historical romance readers.” --Books Eater
“Spot-on perfection with this historical romance!” --Katrina B., Goodreads
“Their verbal sparring is highly entertaining & the chemistry between them goes from
warm to hot. Marcus is everything you want in a hero, gorgeous, understanding &
compassionate.” --Janet, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Japanese

ABOUT ELIZABETH KEYSIAN
Elizabeth Keysian is an international bestselling author who adores history and
archaeology, and writes romances that give the reader an experience of travelling back in
time. She’s very British-despite her Viking ancestry-and loves creating rich backdrops for
her stories based on real places and actual experiences. She used to be a re-enactor and has
sampled the living conditions, clothing, and smells of the past first-hand. Her characters
battle their problems with both tears and laughter, but are always guaranteed a Happy Ever
After, no matter what they’ve been through.
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Scandalous

Torch in the Forest
by Marcie Kremer

Eleanor of Strathcombe is stunned to realize she has a powerful attraction to Hugh of
Wykeham, the arrogant, neighboring lord returned from the Crusade. But he wants to
marry her sister, and when he learns that poachers are running rampant he blames her
and feuds with her over the control of their forest boundaries. As she struggles to keep
control of her forests and find the poachers, unsettling feelings confront her when she
deals with Hugh, feelings she never felt in her brief, loveless marriage.
When she finds herself in the midst of a net of intrigue and lies, she needs to find the
courage to capture the conspirators, save herself and her sister, and overcome her
feelings for Hugh…even though that’s the last thing she wants to do.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622668809
4/24/2013
216
2.99 USD
Historical, Enemies
to Lovers

“The love story told within Kremer’s pages is at once both sweetly innocent and
steamily enticing, allowing the reader to use their own imagination to let the seductions
fully unfold.” --Newport Beach Independent Newspaper
“Page turning historical romance novel...It has all the elements of a great book, love,
intrigue, romance, a beautiful young female protagonist and a page turning plot.”
--Susan Bien, Goodreads
“The book was a quick, fun read, with lots of fun historical details and a plot that kept
me turning the pages.” --Meradeth Houston, Goodreads

ABOUT MARCIE KREMER
Growing up in Europe and seeing castles on a daily basis made Marcie sure she wanted
to live back in the Middle Ages. Since that wasn’t likely to happen, being a child of the
20th century, the next best thing she could try to do was to write about this enthralling
period in history. Having studied medieval history in college, she loved doing the research
about how people really lived and spoke and dreamed and loved, and so TORCH IN THE
FOREST came to be, thanks to her dear husband, who encouraged her to write about
Eleanor and Hugh.

w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m

Scandalous

Diamond in the Rogue
by Wendy LaCapra

In an act of revenge, Lord Rayne kissed Lady Julia and was sent packing to America.
But now he’s back to settle his affairs and give away his sister in marriage, until he meets
up with the alluring yet innocent Lady Julia again. He doesn’t regret their first kiss, but
he was never good enough for her.
Lady Julia had two years to forget the moody and mercurial Earl of Rayne. But one
look, and she knows they’re meant to be together. Be damned with his and her brother’s
objections, she’ll just jump on the back of Rayne’s departing carriage and compromise
them both thoroughly.
Only, Julia never expected her forbidding Lord to be so good at resisting temptation...

Lords of Chance Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640638785
11/11/2019
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3.99 USD
Historical, Regency,
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Romance

“Wonderful, that is the word for this exciting journey for these two, who cannot deny
the spark that ignites between them. The banter back and forth and the situation they
find themselves in is priceless. Wendy LaCapra at her best with her amazing storytelling
and creation of characters you cannot help but love as they melt your heart....” --Lori D.,
Goodreads
“It’s so wonderful finding a new to you author that melts your heart. I adored the steam
in this novel. I highly recommend her!” --Becky J., NetGalley
“A Swoon worthy read, that grabbed my complete attention all the way through!”
--Gwendalyn Reads
“I found this story to be incredible. I loved every part of it!” --Michelle V., Goodreads

ABOUT WENDY LACAPRA
Wendy LaCapra has been reading romance since she sneaked into the adult section at
the library and discovered Victoria Holt & Jane Aiken Hodge. From that point on, she
dreamed of creating fictional worlds with as much richness, intrigue and passion as she
found within those books. She lives in NYC with her husband and loves to hear from
readers.
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Scandalous

Heart’s Desire
by Wendy LaCapra

Lady Clarissa has decided to live life on her terms. After the end of a ten-year betrothal,
she wants nothing to do with marriage or the men of the ton. Least of all her friend’s
brother, the very charming Lord Markham, or Hearts, as many ladies call the oh-sohandsome earl.
Markham pursues relationships with no ties that bind. Acting the rake leaves everyone
satisfied...until he overhears a wager that could lead to Clarissa’s ruin. He can’t help but
step in and claim she’s his intended bride.
Clarissa is appalled. She did not need to be saved. Reluctantly, she agrees to the fake
courtship, if only to experience what the rakish Markham can offer. But when lust
becomes love, Clarissa must make up her own terms and bet it all on Hearts.

Lords of Chance Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640637962
5/13/2019
324
3.99 USD
Historical, Regency,
Best Friend’s
Little Sister, Fake
Relationship, Wager

“Definitely swoon-worthy!” --S.H., Goodreads
“I absolutely loved Clarissa and Markham’s story!! I think it is probably my favorite of
the year!!” --Amy A., NetGalley
“When I pick up one of Wendy La Capra’s book I’m never disappointed, her writing is
so descriptive so passionate and emotionally stimulating , I can’t get enough.” --Maggie
W., NetGalley
“A deeply captivating tale with a refreshingly dominant heroine.” --Pages Book Blog

Rights Sold in Gaming

ABOUT WENDY LACAPRA
Wendy LaCapra has been reading romance since she sneaked into the adult section at
the library and discovered Victoria Holt & Jane Aiken Hodge. From that point on, she
dreamed of creating fictional worlds with as much richness, intrigue and passion as she
found within those books. She lives in NYC with her husband and loves to hear from
readers.
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Scandalous

Scandal in Spades
by Wendy LaCapra

The Marquess of Bromton has just learned that he’s a bastard. Feeling his honor is at
stake, he attempts to bestow his estate upon a rightful heir by manipulating a highstakes card game. But the winner demands more than Bromton bargained for—a
marriage…to his spinster sister. Lady Katherine may be the least marriageable lady in
all of England, but a child of their union would be a rightful heir…
Scandal has hardened Lady Katherine and narrowed her world to duty and family.
There’s nothing to be trusted in the Society she left behind…especially not the
imperious marquess with his single-minded pursuit. Or his knee-weakening kisses.
Except, the more their connection deepens, the more Bromton surprises Katherine. But
the truth about their courtship could destroy everything…

Lords of Chance Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640634961
4/9/2018
289
3.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Marriage
of Convenience,
Redemption

Rights Sold in Japanese

“It had my heart beating and my mind conjuring elaborate pictures, totally wonderful
and brilliant writing.” --Maggie, Goodreads
“This was a fantastic story, well written, flowed great, had probably the most realistic
sibling interaction that I have ever read in a book, steamy love scenes, great secondary
characters, secrets, some groveling and an ending that gave me goosebumps and made
me teary eyed.” --Flippin’ Pages Book Review Blog
“This story had me on pins and needles throughout it! I didn’t want to put the book
down!!” --Historical Romance Lover
“Ms. LaCapra has given us a book that is well-written and packed with amazing, lovable
characters.” --Deb, BookLikes

ABOUT WENDY LACAPRA
Wendy LaCapra has been reading romance since she sneaked into the adult section at
the library and discovered Victoria Holt & Jane Aiken Hodge. From that point on, she
dreamed of creating fictional worlds with as much richness, intrigue and passion as she
found within those books. She lives in NYC with her husband and loves to hear from
readers.
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Scandalous

Duchess Decadence
by Wendy LaCapra

London, 1784
Thea Worthington, Duchess of Wynchester divides her time between social
engagements and playing her luck against fickle fortune. Yet every gamble is only a
bluff-a means to hide from the pain deep within her, and the loss of a babe she never
held in her arms. Now Thea’s luck is about to run out. Her estranged husband has
returned and seeks a reunion…
Plagued with guilt over what happened to his wife three years ago, the Duke of
Wynchester has kept his distance. The duke is resolved to piece his family back together,
especially now that he’s discovered his beloved brother-long thought dead-still lives.
But Thea’s lovely, porcelain facade is on the verge of cracking…spurred on by the duke’s
brother’s secretive, malevolent animosity.

The Furies Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633754010
10/19/2015
173
2.99 USD
Historical, Reunited
Lovers, Second
Chance

“As her audience grows, she will be a must have for most readers of historical romance.
She already is for me!” --Amy A, Historical Romance Lover, Goodreads
“I fell in love with this series because it dares to journey down the roadless traveled.”
--Julie, The Book Review, Goodreads
“Author Wendy LaCapra is one of the newer voices in historical romance andshe is
most definitely one of those voices worth paying attention to.” --Kimberly R, Book
Obsessed Chicks, Goodreads

ABOUT WENDY LACAPRA
Wendy LaCapra has been reading romance since she sneaked into the adult section at
the library and discovered Victoria Holt & Jane Aiken Hodge. From that point on, she
dreamed of creating fictional worlds with as much richness, intrigue and passion as she
found within those books. She lives in NYC with her husband and loves to hear from
readers.
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Scandalous

Lady Scandal
by Wendy LaCapra

London, 1784
Sophia Baneham has lived in the poison of her dead father’s shadow for longer than she
cares to admit. Now she exists outside of polite society’s influence, holding gambling
parties for London’s most dangerous men. When a man walks into one of her soirees, a
compelling mix of charisma and icy control, he offers the lady of sin a wager she can’t
refuse…
Lord Randolph is a spy in the service of His Majesty, but he’s given an oath to protect
the daughter of his mentor. Even as his gamble of marriage starts to spiral out of control
and his passions ignite, Randolph is determined that he’ll handle things his way…
But when danger closes in, Randolph won’t just have to protect Sophia from an
intended killer. He’ll have to protect her from himself…

The Furies Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633752979
7/14/2015
298
3.99 USD
Historical, Forced
Proximity, Wager

“Incredibly explosive, Lady Scandal is a daring romp that combines enough wit, sex and
intrigue to knock your garters off. I loved it!” --USA Today Bestselling Author, Delilah
Marvelle
“The characters and the plot were so compelling. I particularly loved Randolph. He was
just amazing.” --Kilts and Swords Blog
“A sensual, gripping tale that held me from the first page.” --Jennifer, Goodreads
“Once I started this book I couldn’t seem to put it down. The author had me on the
edge of my seat with each page...” --Tracey, Goodreads

ABOUT WENDY LACAPRA
Wendy LaCapra has been reading romance since she sneaked into the adult section at
the library and discovered Victoria Holt & Jane Aiken Hodge. From that point on, she
dreamed of creating fictional worlds with as much richness, intrigue and passion as she
found within those books. She lives in NYC with her husband and loves to hear from
readers.
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Lady Vice
by Wendy LaCapra

Lady Lavinia Vaile knows what happens to a woman who puts her faith in society. For
her, it was a disastrous marriage to a depraved man—one she threatened to shoot when
she left him. Now Lavinia lives outside of society’s strict conventions, hosting private
gambling parties. It’s only when her husband is shot dead that Lavinia finds herself in
terrible danger…
A former judge in India’s high court, Maximilian Harrison will do anything he can to
help Lavinia. In the darkest of times, he held on to thoughts of her and the love they
once shared. Now he risks his own position in society—along with his ambitions—in
order to clear her name. Yet as desire reignites between them, Lavinia remains caught
up in secrets and shame. Her only salvation is to do the unthinkable…and trust in both
Maximilian and love.

The Furies Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633752078
3/10/2015
324
2.99 USD
Historical, Reunited
Lovers

“Elegant, shadowy, gorgeous.” --Gaelen Foley, NYT Bestselling author of The Secrets of
a Scoundrel
“LaCapra has crafted a high-stakes romance full of twists that will keep readers
turning the page late into the night. A sensual story of lost love and redemption with
a smoldering hero who will sacrifice anything to regain his first love, LADY VICE is a
historical romance readers will treasure.” --Elizabeth Essex, Award Winning Author of
The Reckless Brides Series
“A terrific read filled with intrigue, suspense, and true love.” --Mary Behre, Awardwinning Author of the Tidewater Series
“...equal parts sweet and sensual, witty and entertaining. “ --Bookworm 2 Bookworm

ABOUT WENDY LACAPRA
Wendy LaCapra has been reading romance since she sneaked into the adult section at
the library and discovered Victoria Holt & Jane Aiken Hodge. From that point on, she
dreamed of creating fictional worlds with as much richness, intrigue and passion as she
found within those books. She lives in NYC with her husband and loves to hear from
readers.
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Falling for the Pirate
by Amber Lin

London, 1820
After the deaths of his parents and a dark, troubled childhood, Captain Nate Bowen
vowed he would have his revenge. But he never expected to have the tool of his revenge
dropped so neatly into his lap. Juliana Hargate is not only the daughter of his enemy,
but is destitute, very much alone – and exquisitely desirable.
And now that Nate has saved her life, she’s at his complete mercy…
Captive. All Juliana wanted was to clear her father’s name. Instead, she’s been struck
with amnesia – unable to recall even her name – and imprisoned by a tall, imposing,
and entirely unscrupulous pirate. A pirate whose eyes seem to look past her skirts and
many petticoats, and whose touch sends delicious ripples of desire through her. With
every passing day, she finds herself tempted to give him the very thing he’s determined
to take…

Men of Fortune Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622667475
7/21/2014
235
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Mistaken
Identity, Revenge

“I love steamy tales of revenge, and this one was well done, especially since it was sweet
and romantic too. Ms. Lin (her alter-ego too!) is a talented storyteller with an engaging
writing style I always enjoy.” --Book of Secrets, Goodreads
“Ms. Lin did it again & gets my tope score of 5 fingers up & 10 toes for another
romance full of hilariousness & pantie dropping aplenty!” --Patty McKenna Van Hulle,
Goodreads
“A little bit of mystery, and a whole lot of romance, Falling for the Pirate is a great read
for any romance novel lover.” --Diayll, Goodreads

ABOUT AMBER LIN
Amber Lin writes edgy romance with damaged hearts, redemptive love, and a steamy ever
after. Her debut novel, Giving It Up, received The Romance Review’s Top Pick, Night Owl
Top Pick, and 5 Blue Ribbons from Romance Junkies. RT Book Reviews gave it 4.5 stars,
calling it “truly extraordinary.” Since then, she has gone on to write erotic, contemporary,
and historical romances.
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Letters at Christmas
by Amber Lin

London, 1815
Three London Seasons. Three Christmases come and gone. Jilted Sidony Harbeck is
done waiting for the inconstant Captain Hale Martin to return. Despite their whispered
adolescent promises, he never wrote her a single letter. Now the scoundrel has returned,
professing his love and a thoughtless bet to woo her, but she only wants him to suffer.
After three years at sea, Hale finally has the means to marry his best friend’s sister and
the love of his life. But he only has three days to convince her of his devotion because
he stupidly proposes a wager - he’ll convince Sidony to marry him by Christmas or he’ll
leave her alone forever.
When Hale sets out to seduce her, the stakes are raised by a passion so intense that
Sidony must risk her heart no matter the odds.

Men of Fortune Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622667437
7/7/2014
59
0.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Holiday
Romances, Best
Friend’s Little Sister,
Wager

“I thoroughly enjoyed this delightful story from the first page. Hale’s campaign to win
back Sidony’s heart entranced me and I was rooting for him throughout the book.”-Romantic Historical Reviews
“Ms. Lin gets my top score of 5 fingers up & 10 toes for this troublemaking kitty
romance read!” --Patty McKenna Van Hulle, Goodreads
“...it was very touching, had a very heartwarming HEA, but also had some very steamy
love scenes so it was a winner all around.” --Connie, Goodreads

ABOUT AMBER LIN
Amber Lin writes edgy romance with damaged hearts, redemptive love, and a steamy ever
after. Her debut novel, Giving It Up, received The Romance Review’s Top Pick, Night Owl
Top Pick, and 5 Blue Ribbons from Romance Junkies. RT Book Reviews gave it 4.5 stars,
calling it “truly extraordinary.” Since then, she has gone on to write erotic, contemporary,
and historical romances.
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Claiming the Highlander’s Heart
by Lily Maxton

Georgina Townsend has never behaved like a “proper” lady. Her family accuses her
of being impulsive, sometimes to the point of recklessness. And they must be right.
Because when a band of Highland outlaws steals Georgina’s late mother’s music box,
instead of letting the proper authorities take care of the matter, she disguises herself
as a Highland lass and joins the group of outlaws to find the stolen item. She certainly
doesn’t plan on falling for their charming leader…
Malcolm Stewart has never met a more bold and captivating woman than the
mysterious lass who suddenly shows up to join his small band of outlaws. But while she
fits in easily, she’s more distracting than he expected. When he returned from the war to
find his life destroyed, Mal decided to get revenge on the Highland landlords, whom he
blames for the death of his family. Falling in love isn’t part of that plan—especially not
with the sister of one of the very landlords he’s sworn to fight against.

The Townsends Series, Book 4
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640636309
7/9/2018
260
3.99 USD
Historical,
Highlander,
Historical Regency,
Enemies to Lovers,
Redemption,
Revenge

“I absolutely adore this series! If you like your romances far from boring and clichéd,
with strong, independent females and men who wouldn’t even dream of holding
them back, give this series a try. I cannot recommend it highly enough!” --Andrea D.,
Goodreads
“The attraction between Mal and George is palpable from the beginning. I loved the
tension! Such wonderful characters!” --Linda T., Goodreads
“Their story is both heartwarming and heartbreaking and I enjoyed it very much.”
--Norah G., Goodreads
“This is a well written, well paced story with an unusual storyline as well as a heroine
with a unique problem.” --Flipping Pages Blog

ABOUT LILY MAXTON
Lily Maxton grew up in the Midwest, reading, writing, and daydreaming amidst cornfields.
After graduating with a degree in English, she decided to put her natural inclinations to
good use and embark on a career as a writer. When she’s not working on a new story, she
likes to tour old houses, add to her tea stash, and think of reasons to avoid housework.
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A Scot’s Surrender
by Lily Maxton

When his brother leaves him in charge of Llynmore Castle, Robert Townsend is
determined to make everything go smoothly. What does it matter if he’s inexplicably
drawn to Ian Cameron, the estate’s stoic steward? Robert is sure he can ignore the way
the Highlander’s apparent dislike of him gets under his skin. They’ll muddle along just
fine so long as they avoid one another. An excellent plan…until a fire forces Ian into the
castle—and Robert’s personal space.
Ian Cameron has worked for everything he owns, unlike spoiled Robert Townsend.
And he may not have friends, but he has the Highlands and the stars, and what more
could he really need? But when a guest’s stolen possession appears in his room, he
doesn’t have much choice but to admit to the handsome and aggravatingly charming
Townsend brother that he needs help. To solve this mystery, they’ll have to put aside
their differences. And as Ian learns more about Robert, he’ll have to guard his heart…or
it may be the next thing stolen.

The Townsends Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640634947
3/12/2018
261
3.99 USD
Historical,
Highlander,
Historical Regency,
Bachelor Reformed,
Enemies to Lovers,
Opposites Attract

“This was a slow burn kind of romance and I really loved how the trust slowly built
between them. I look forward to reading more from this author in the future!” --Julie
M., NetGalley
“A Scot’s Surrender was a really charming and fun read. A great read and definitely not
the last book I’ll read by this author.” --Nina D., Goodreads
“It was quirky and fun and heartbreakingly tender... I will look for more books by this
author.” --Liv R., NetGalley
“A delightful forbidden love tale of two gentlemen.” --Romantic intentions Quarterly

ABOUT LILY MAXTON
Lily Maxton grew up in the Midwest, reading, writing, and daydreaming amidst cornfields.
After graduating with a degree in English, she decided to put her natural inclinations to
good use and embark on a career as a writer. When she’s not working on a new story, she
likes to tour old houses, add to her tea stash, and think of reasons to avoid housework.
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The Rogue’s Conquest
by Lily Maxton

Wallflower Eleanor Townsend is not like most women. She has no interest in marriage,
the ton, or fashion. Instead, her heart lies with science. And when the opportunity to
present a paper arises, she takes it, even though it means dressing as a man. But her
disguise doesn’t quite work. Someone notices—and the brute intends to blackmail her!
Former prizefighter James MacGregor wants to be a gentleman, like the men he
trains in his boxing saloon. His first step is gaining a beautiful, wealthy wife. Eleanor
Townsend is not that woman, but a chance encounter gives him the leverage he needs.
She’ll gain him entry to high society and help him with his atrocious manners, and in
return, he won’t reveal her secret. It’s the perfect arrangement. At least until the sparks
between them become more than just their personalities clashing. But there’s too much
at stake for James to give in to his growing attraction.

The Townsends Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640632608
9/25/2017
226
3.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Blackmail,
Mistaken Identity,
Opposites Attract

“This was wonderfully written. Lily Maxton’s soul-stirring description of the characters’
struggle for acceptance was affecting. Their wordplays were fantastically witty. It’s
poignant. It’s beautiful. Five stars.” --Luci L. Goodreads
“I am really loving Lily Maxton’s story telling. She writes beautifully!” --Sarah D.,
NetGalley
“It takes a lot of make me emotional when reading a book but the author is so skilled in
her writing that she drew me in and I actually could feel the angst and joy.” --Victoria
R., NetGalley
“What a great read I so enjoyed this book it had love some mystery and overall a fab
connection between the characters.” --Heidi R., Goodreads

ABOUT LILY MAXTON
Lily Maxton grew up in the Midwest, reading, writing, and daydreaming amidst cornfields.
After graduating with a degree in English, she decided to put her natural inclinations to
good use and embark on a career as a writer. When she’s not working on a new story, she
likes to tour old houses, add to her tea stash, and think of reasons to avoid housework.
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Enchanting the Earl
by Lily Maxton

Llynmore Castle is the only place Annabel Lockhart has ever considered home. For
years, she’s been able to live as she wished, freely roaming the wild moors. Now there’s a
new earl, as arrogant as he is handsome, and he wants her out. But if he thinks she’ll go
quietly, he’s in for a surprise.
Theo Townsend returned from war a changed man. After unexpectedly inheriting an
earldom and a secluded castle in the Scottish Highlands to go with it, he thinks he’s
found the perfect place to hide from the world—until he arrives to find a spirited,
beautiful woman already in residence. He can’t just throw her out, but surely there’s a
way to get her to leave on her own. The sooner she’s gone, the better, especially when he
realizes there’s more than just mutual dislike between them.

The Townsends Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633759466
4/17/2017
259
3.99 USD
Historical,
Highlander,
Historical Regency,
Enemies to Lovers,
Opposites Attract

“I loved this book. Story is amazing and there are enough surprises that it won’t bore
readers at all. Ending is perfect.” --Intellectual Vixens
“Prepare for a wonderfully written story, with drama, mystery, danger and all the
wonder that makes a story worth telling. And yes, there will be some tears...they were
mostly mine!” --G.A. Hurst, author of Heart of an Alpha
“Enchanting the Earl was a very fast and great read. The descriptive writing made me
feel like I was one of the characters watching Theo and Annabel’s story unfold.” --Stacy
M., NetGalley

Rights Sold in Japanese

ABOUT LILY MAXTON
Lily Maxton grew up in the Midwest, reading, writing, and daydreaming amidst cornfields.
After graduating with a degree in English, she decided to put her natural inclinations to
good use and embark on a career as a writer. When she’s not working on a new story, she
likes to tour old houses, add to her tea stash, and think of reasons to avoid housework.
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The Improper Bride
by Lily Maxton

Cold, arrogant, and demanding Lord Henry Eldridge, Marquess of Riverton, would
never dally with a mere servant. But when Henry is injured in a horrible fire, his pretty
housekeeper Cassandra nurses him back to health, throwing them together day and
night. As he slowly heals from his burns, their friendship blossoms, and the class
walls between them start to crumble. Cassandra is surprised by glimpses of a kind
and thoughtful man beneath her employer’s hard façade—and even more surprised
when she develops tender feelings for him. But anything between lord and servant is
impossible…and besides, as a widow, she knows love only leads to heartbreak.
Henry is changing, as well. His close brush with death has opened his eyes to his selfimposed emotional isolation…and has urgently reminded him of his duty to marry
a well-bred lady and produce an heir. Determined to do right by his family name, he
immediately begins searching for a suitable bride. But Cassandra is the only woman
who is never far from his mind or his heart. Contrary to everything he’s been taught to
believe, he realizes his lovely housekeeper might just be his perfect match. Now, if only
he could convince everyone else of that. Especially Cassandra…

Sisters of Scandal Series, Book 5
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633755482
1/25/2016
209
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Across the
Tracks, Forbidden
Love

“Lily Maxton has completely won me over with her writing.” --Nicola, Goodreads
“...so full of intelligent humor,complex emotional development, and whimsical romance
that readers can’t help being swept away...” --Frishawn, Goodreads
“A delightful and heartwarming story.” --Maria, Goodreads

ABOUT LILY MAXTON
Lily Maxton grew up in the Midwest, reading, writing, and daydreaming amidst cornfields.
After graduating with a degree in English, she decided to put her natural inclinations to
good use and embark on a career as a writer. When she’s not working on a new story, she
likes to tour old houses, add to her tea stash, and think of reasons to avoid housework.
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The Mistake
by Lily Maxton

Infamous courtesan Julia Forsythe is the former mistress of a ruthless marquess. She’s
also expecting his child. But while she longs to flee from his cold clutches, the welfare of
her unborn babe prevents it. Now she must find a way to remain a “mistress” in name,
if not in deed. And her plans are only complicated by a growing affection for the estate’s
head gardener…
Fifteen years ago, Adam Radcliff once shared a close friendship with Julia. Now they
stand worlds apart in both lives and statuses, sharing only the memory of that old
friendship. But even as Julia slips out of the marquess’s lascivious clutches, she finds
herself seeking the pleasure of Adam’s company. Now Adam is falling more deeply for
Julia, even knowing that wanting another man’s mistress will only bring ruin upon
them both…

Sisters of Scandal Series, Book 4
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633752566
4/14/2015
225
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Friends
to Lovers, Second
Chance

“I LOVED THIS! It was hot, heart warming and just overall a great read.” --Brittany
Gass, Goodreads
“This is a love story in its truest form.” --WTF Are You Reading?
“I really enjoyed this story and found myself captivated by the characters and the plot
from the very beginning.” --Maria Rose, Goodreads

ABOUT LILY MAXTON
Lily Maxton grew up in the Midwest, reading, writing, and daydreaming amidst cornfields.
After graduating with a degree in English, she decided to put her natural inclinations to
good use and embark on a career as a writer. When she’s not working on a new story, she
likes to tour old houses, add to her tea stash, and think of reasons to avoid housework.
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The Love Match
by Lily Maxton

Hampshire, 1818
To her family, Olivia Middleton is a problem of the most vexing sort. With her eldest
two sisters married off, Olivia is now the target of her mother’s matrimonial scheming.
Shy and somewhat plain, Olivia prefers the thrill of a gothic novel to the hunt for a
husband. And as far as her family is concerned, something must be done… But Olivia
has no interest in the men paraded before her.
Only the charming and infuriating Mr. William Cross (a rake in the making, and
certainly not a suitable husband) holds the slightest fascination for her…
After watching his father die of a broken heart, William has sworn never to wed for a
love match. Yet he’s intrigued by the bookish Olivia. And though he tried, staying away
from her turns out to be impossible. But a scandalous liaison lands them both on the
marriage block, William is shocked when Olivia refuses to wed for anything less than
love – propriety be damned.
Now William must do the unthinkable… learn to love his reluctant fiancee.

Sisters of Scandal Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633751033
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0.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Marriage
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Opposites Attract

“Engaging, funny, sweet, and so so readable...I adored (William and Olivia’s) flirtation,
their rich, unexpected dialogue, and every moment spent with them from page one
until the end.” --Night Owl Reviews, Top Pick
“I loved the story! Olivia was charming and William was a great match for here. I
thoroughly enjoyed this little gem.” --XxTainaxX Curvy and Nerdy, Goodreads
“Ms. Maxton can spin a Scandal of NAUGHTINESS with the best of them & made me
laugh so hard I cried, so she earns my top score of 5 fingers up & 10 toes for her twisted
tale of lovers of the written word!” --Patty McKenna Van Hulle, Goodreads

ABOUT LILY MAXTON
Lily Maxton grew up in the Midwest, reading, writing, and daydreaming amidst cornfields.
After graduating with a degree in English, she decided to put her natural inclinations to
good use and embark on a career as a writer. When she’s not working on a new story, she
likes to tour old houses, add to her tea stash, and think of reasons to avoid housework.
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The Wager
by Lily Maxton

London, 1818
Anne Middleton never plays by the rules. She is willful when she should be obedient
and unabashed when she should be decorous. Worse still, she can never resist a
good wager… or a very naughty book. And Confessions of a Courtesan is about as
sensational and risque as a book can be.
Michael Grey – Earl of Thornhill – had once courted Anne’s sweet and modest sister.
But whilst Anne is certainly no lady of decorum, her bold impulsiveness slips through
his armor, and propriety is forgotten. Now he too is immersed in the book of forbidden
delights, where each page is an invitation to sin and a guide to pleasures unknown…
Roused by heady desire, Michael tempts Anne in a way she cannot resist – a wager.
Thus begins a game of chance, where coins have been replaced by a currency that is far
more illicit. And the stakes of seduction are dangerous indeed…

Sisters of Scandal Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
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79
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Regency, Opposites
Attract, Overcoming
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“The Wager is historical romance at its finest...” --Romance Junkies, 4.5 Blue Ribbons
“A VERY successful novella!! I liked Anne and Michael A LOT!” --Zoe, Goodreads
“I was grinning from ear to ear while reading The Wager...It all starts with the theft
(or borrowing) of a naughty book that pairs together an impish heroine and a stuffy
hero. Hilarity and LOTS OF FEELS quickly followed.” --Amanda, Goodreads
“Those letters, the naughty book references, the final wager, LOVED IT.” --Herdys,
Goodreads

ABOUT LILY MAXTON
Lily Maxton grew up in the Midwest, reading, writing, and daydreaming amidst cornfields.
After graduating with a degree in English, she decided to put her natural inclinations to
good use and embark on a career as a writer. When she’s not working on a new story, she
likes to tour old houses, add to her tea stash, and think of reasons to avoid housework.
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The Affair
by Lily Maxton

When a beautiful stranger ducks into his bookshop during a rainstorm, Cale Cameron,
well-known rake, is instantly attracted to her. Elizabeth, Lady Thornhill, is restless and
hungers for something she cannot name. Society would never accept a countess and a
mere bookseller, so they agree to a one week affair to indulge their desire.
As their passion ignites and their connection grows, Elizabeth threatens the one thing
Cale has protected above all else – his heart. Letting her go is the only solution… and
the one thing he is not prepared to do.

Sisters of Scandal Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
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“A well-written novella is like a happy sigh...and Lily Maxton’s historical novella The
Affair is a very, very happy sigh indeed.” --Becky on Books...and Quilts
“The Affair is a delightful debut...” --Confessions from Romaholics
“This lovely little historical novella hit the spot!” --Meags, Goodreads
“Highly recommended, definitely a keeper to reread.” --Maria Rose, Goodreads

ABOUT LILY MAXTON
Lily Maxton grew up in the Midwest, reading, writing, and daydreaming amidst cornfields.
After graduating with a degree in English, she decided to put her natural inclinations to
good use and embark on a career as a writer. When she’s not working on a new story, she
likes to tour old houses, add to her tea stash, and think of reasons to avoid housework.
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The Highlander’s Unexpected Proposal
by Heather McCollum

A lass begging to marry him might top the list of “oddest things to happen,” but Chief
Adam Macquarie is desperate. And no matter how much he hates to do it, he’s not
above lying to get what he wants. Starting with the fact that he just omitted the truth
about the situation back at his home—where there are no women and only a handful
of other people. Because he has a secret need for a wife himself, one she won’t be too
happy about when she finds out.
Lark Montgomerie is thrilled the brawny chief agrees to save her from her drunken
father’s machinations of wedding her off to the first fool that agrees. He’s easy on the
eyes and no one can be worse than her current options. Now a new life awaits her, on
an exciting Scottish isle no less, and nothing will dampen her spirits. That is, until she
arrives in her new homeland and realizes more than a few things are amiss…

The Brothers of Wolf Isle Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781649370594
10/19/2020
271
3.99 USD
Historical,
Highlander,
Marriage of
Convenience,
Overcoming Odds

“This book is filled with mystery, adventure, love, hot ‘sexy times’, hope, strength &
adversity. Great book and I can’t wait for the rest of the series!!” --Carey H., NetGalley
“I was hooked from the beginning, and this is definitely a book I could see myself
reading again and again. I knew I made a good choice requesting this when as soon as I
finished, I went to see when the next one will be coming out!” --Books I Love Blog
“The Highlander’s Unexpected Proposal by author Heather McCollum steals your
attention from the get-go. Intriguing characters, a few twists in the plot and some
returning characters from past stories by Ms. McCollum ensure that the pages keep
turning. A story that turned out to be an entertaining read.” --Talking Books Blog

ABOUT HEATHER MCCOLLUM
Heather McCollum is an award winning, historical paranormal and YA romance writer.
She earned her B.A. in Biology, much to her English professor’s dismay. When she is not
creating vibrant characters & magical adventures on the page, she is roaring her own battle
cry in the war against ovarian cancer. Ms. McCollum recently slayed the cancer beast and
resides with her very own Highland hero, rescued golden retriever & 3 kids in the wilds of
suburbia on the mid-Atlantic coast.
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The Devil of Dunakin Castle
by Heather McCollum

Englishwoman, Grace Ellington, has made a home in Scotland, but to escape from
the meddling people around her who seem to think she needs to wed right away—
because women need saving, right? —she volunteers to journey north to aid a friend in
childbirth.
Keir MacKinnon, the younger brother of the MacKinnon clan chief, has been raised to
strike fear in people, on and off the battlefield. Trained to uphold MacKinnon law, he
has hardened into a lethal warrior. Caught in a Highland blizzard with the feisty Grace,
Keir realizes the beautiful woman who saved him can also save his nephew’s life.
Sparks fly when he takes her against her will to his home, and Grace’s courage is put
to the ultimate test. Is Keir MacKinnon the passionate, kind man she saved in the
Highland blizzard, or is he truly the cruel executioner who seeks to solve all issues by
the sword?

Highland Isles Series, Book 4
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640633728
11/13/2017
268
3.99 USD
Historical,
Highlander,
Forced Proximity,
Redemption

“What a fantastic historical read! I was looking forward to Grace’s story since she first
appeared on the scene and wow, did Ms. McCollum deliver! A must-read!” --Katrina
B., Goodreads
“A wonderfully exciting historical adventure!” --Petula W., Goodreads
“Another fantastic romp through the Scottish Highlands! This story grabs the reader’s
attention and doesn’t let go!” --Mary A., NetGalley
“This was such a great story, the book is well written and flows great, has lots of action,
steamy love scenes and a great ending.” --Tracy, Flipping Pages

Rights Sold in Audio & French

ABOUT HEATHER MCCOLLUM
Heather McCollum is an award winning, historical paranormal and YA romance writer.
She earned her B.A. in Biology, much to her English professor’s dismay. When she is not
creating vibrant characters & magical adventures on the page, she is roaring her own battle
cry in the war against ovarian cancer. Ms. McCollum recently slayed the cancer beast and
resides with her very own Highland hero, rescued golden retriever & 3 kids in the wilds of
suburbia on the mid-Atlantic coast.
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The Wolf of Kisimul Castle
by Heather McCollum

Mairi Maclean is kidnapped on her wedding day by the enemy ofher dead husband.
Taken north to the water-surrounded Kisimul Castle, she is held captive in the name of
retribution. But The Wolf of Kisimul Castle soon learns Mairi is not a docile pawn in
this game of war between neighboring Scots. Nor will she be frightened into walking
down the aisle to wed the fierce Highland chief.
Alec MacNeil is set on revenge. When he finds his enemy dead, he takes his wife to
replace the one that was murdered. An eye for an eye. A bride for a bride. But Mairi
is more tiger than kitten and refuses to bend to his will. Set stubbornly against one
another, the passion that flares between them threatens to tear Alec’s strategy to shreds.

Highland Isles Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631199
8/14/2017
265
3.99 USD
Historical,
Highlander, Revenge

“The Wolf of Kisimul Castle was a delight to read. It was heartwarming, had me
laughing and crying. This book is a must read!” --USA Today bestselling author,
Madeline Marin
“Truly rapturous and exhilarating to read!” --Talking Books Blog
“I just loved this book! I’m going to go back and read the rest of the Highland Isles
series because I’m addicted. A new go-to author for me for a sweet and sexy highland
romance!” --Michaelene M., Librarian
“An exceptionally written historical romance with a great plot. Enjoyed!” --Lori B.,
Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio & French

ABOUT HEATHER MCCOLLUM
Heather McCollum is an award winning, historical paranormal and YA romance writer.
She earned her B.A. in Biology, much to her English professor’s dismay. When she is not
creating vibrant characters & magical adventures on the page, she is roaring her own battle
cry in the war against ovarian cancer. Ms. McCollum recently slayed the cancer beast and
resides with her very own Highland hero, rescued golden retriever & 3 kids in the wilds of
suburbia on the mid-Atlantic coast.
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The Rogue of Islay Isle
by Heather McCollum

Cullen Duffie, a Highland warrior and charming rogue, is the new chief of Clan
MacDonald. Determined to prove he’s not his father, Cullen works to secure his clan
against the English. When a woman washes onto Islay’s shores, Cullen protects her
from his uncles’ schemes.
Waking up not knowing who she is or where she comes from, Rose is at the mercy of
the man who found her. Unable to speak from the swelling around her throat from
a rope tether, she learns as much as she can about the new world around her and the
powerful, sword-wielding Highlander who has sworn to protect her.
Through dreams and flashes of her past, Rose begins to rebuild her memories. But the
more she recalls about the horror she escaped, the more she realizes the jeopardy she is
bringing to Islay, Clan MacDonald and the Highlander who has captured her heart.
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5/15/2017
274
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Historical,
Highlander, Enemies
to Lovers, Forbidden
Love, Opposites
Attract

“The Rogue Of Islay is one of thosebooks where you want to shut out the world, curl up
under a blanket and justread! Heather McCollum transported me back to 16th Century
Scotland, and for a while, I was more than happy to stay there!” --Mary’s Bookcase
“This was a fun and intriguing read with twists and turns and a lot of love in between!
Heather’s characters are always fun, sweet, brave and sexy!” --Anissa, Goodreads
“This was a really good story. The plot was unique, and Heather McCollum’s great
writing skills made it difficult to put the book down.” --Lisa, Goodreads
“Cullen and Rose were a delight to read. The twists in the story held this reader captive
to the antics and challenges faced by the characters.” --Talking Books Blog

Rights Sold in Audio & French

ABOUT HEATHER MCCOLLUM
Heather McCollum is an award winning, historical paranormal and YA romance writer.
She earned her B.A. in Biology, much to her English professor’s dismay. When she is not
creating vibrant characters & magical adventures on the page, she is roaring her own battle
cry in the war against ovarian cancer. Ms. McCollum recently slayed the cancer beast and
resides with her very own Highland hero, rescued golden retriever & 3 kids in the wilds of
suburbia on the mid-Atlantic coast.
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The Beast of Aros Castle
by Heather McCollum

Ava Sutton is on the run from a dangerous man and makes her way safely to Scotland.
Masquerading as a titled, English lady, she must convince the darkly handsome chief of
the Macleans of Aros to wed her before she is tracked down.
Tor Maclean, the new chief of Aros Castle, has sworn off marriage. Despite his efforts
to scare away the Englishwoman his father arranged for him to wed, Tor is nonetheless
drawn to her passion and beauty. But he doesn’t know if he can forgive the untruths
that have come to light for a chance at a once in a lifetime love...

Highland Isles Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758810
2/20/2017
266
3.99 USD
Historical,
Highlander, Enemies
to Lovers, Marriage
of Convenience

“Tor, from the start, added a few beats to this reader’s heart ;) Even the secondary
characters in the story were stand-outs in what was a stellar start to the Highland Isles
series.” --Talking Books Blog
“I loved it! A fun romp through the highlands with enjoyable characters.” --Karen S.
Goodreads
“One of those books that keep me reading till all hours of the night (morning!) because
I couldn’t put it down… Tor and Ava’s romance is so beautifully written.” --Linda,
Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio, French, & Japanese

ABOUT HEATHER MCCOLLUM
Heather McCollum is an award winning, historical paranormal and YA romance writer.
She earned her B.A. in Biology, much to her English professor’s dismay. When she is not
creating vibrant characters & magical adventures on the page, she is roaring her own battle
cry in the war against ovarian cancer. Ms. McCollum recently slayed the cancer beast and
resides with her very own Highland hero, rescued golden retriever & 3 kids in the wilds of
suburbia on the mid-Atlantic coast.
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How to Forgive a Highlander
by Michelle McLean

William MacGregor will lie, spy, and happily die to protect his clan from their greatest
enemy. But when he kidnaps the wrong woman, he triggers the very events he’d been
working so hard to prevent. And puts everyone in danger.
Rose Thatcher will do anything to protect her lady and return them both safely to
English soil. But the damn Highlander who snatched her off the docks has done
nothing but get in her way. She’d love to ditch the bastard, but if they want to save their
respective loved ones, they are going to have to stay together.
Somewhere along the grueling journey to Scotland, their constant bickering turns into
something more. Something worth fighting for. But how can an English lady’s maid,
who longs for the safe, comfortable life she had in London, find love with a Highlander
who can’t wait to wipe England’s dust off his feet? If they can’t defeat the enemy they
accidentally led home, they might not live long enough to find out.

The MacGregor Lairds Series, Book 4
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640638365
7/8/2019
350
3.99 USD
Historical,
Highlander,
Opposites Attract,
Redemption, Road
Romance

“This is a very amusing story even though it’s full of danger. Our heroine is incredibly
brave, our hero is strong and brave as well but also a little too impulsive. A fabulous
adventure with great characters. I loved it.” --Petula W., Goodreads
“I really enjoyed reading this book! The story is quite thrilling and packed with action.”
--Fizza Y., NetGalley
“This was a fast-paced, action-filled read and I enjoyed it.” --Flipping Pages Blog
“This action packed, phenomenal, page turning adventure also has so many elements
that readers absolutely love!...Another Michelle McLean book I could not put down
from start to finish I highly recommend!” --Celtic Barb

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT MICHELLE MCLEAN
Michelle McLean is a jeans and t-shirt kind of girl who is addicted to chocolate and
goldfish crackers and spent most of her formative years with her nose in a book. She has
a B.S. in History, a M.A. in English, and loves her romance with a touch of suspenseful
mystery. She resides in PA with her husband and two amazing children.
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How to Blackmail a Highlander
by Michelle McLean

Lady Alice Chivers is done being controlled by her family. On the run from an arranged
and unwanted marriage, what she really needs in order to escape is a strong Highlander.
And she’s pretty sure she’s found him. Only Philip MacGregor insists on sending her
back to her pampered life… so she’ll just have to blackmail him instead.
Seems simple enough, until they accidentally get married.
Philip is cautious, in control, and in way over his head with his unexpected wife. She’s
intense, spontaneous, and can’t follow an order to save her life. Oh, and he might be
falling for her. However, her distractions are putting everyone in danger. Now he must
somehow undo the damage before his friends pay with their lives.

The MacGregor Lairds Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640637054
1/14/2019
212
3.99 USD
Historical,
Highlander,
Blackmail, Fish out
of Water, Forced
Proximity, Marriage
of Convenience

“This is a quick, light-hearted read that will have you laughing at their arguments and
witty banter.” --Maggie Jo, NetGalley
“Lots of action and more headstrong women and Scots than you can shake a fist at!”
--Marlene S., NetGalley
“A cute romance, easy to get lost in with an enjoyable story. This would be a good book
to read at the beach or while on vacation!” --Marcie C., Goodreads
“Full of life, love, amusing quips, and romance!” --Maggie W., NetGalley

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT MICHELLE MCLEAN
Michelle McLean is a jeans and t-shirt kind of girl who is addicted to chocolate and
goldfish crackers and spent most of her formative years with her nose in a book. She has
a B.S. in History, a M.A. in English, and loves her romance with a touch of suspenseful
mystery. She resides in PA with her husband and two amazing children.
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How to Ensnare a Highlander
by Michelle McLean

When Lady Elizabet Harding’s family is targeted by the notorious Highland
Highwayman, she finds herself wounded and an unwelcome guest of the charming
outlaw who’d ruined her reputation earlier that day. Elizabet only wants to get even
for her family’s downfall, but the more time she spends with the scoundrel, the more
complicated her feelings become.
By day, Laird John MacGregor graces the court of Charles II. By night, he exacts
revenge on his enemies – one of whom is betrothed to the fiery heiress who has, quite
literally, fallen into his arms. The daughter of one enemy and promised to another,
Elizabet should be the last person John wants. Yet even as she exasperates him, she is
all he has ever desired for himself. When her life is put in danger, he will do anything
necessary to protect the women he never expected to love…even if it means they
cannot be together.

The MacGregor Lairds Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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9781640634787
2/12/2018
227
3.99 USD
Historical,
Highlander,
Bodyguard, Enemies
to Lovers, Forbidden
Love

Rights Sold in Audio

“This is one very sweet, exciting read. I loved how this book draws you right into the
drama on the very first page...There is drama, danger, suspense and of course love.”
--Samantha C., Goodreads
“This was such an enjoyable highly entertaining read, loved the dialogue between
Elizabet and John, he was everything a honorable hero can be and so sexy in a kilt!”
--Maria D., NetGalley
“John and Elizabeth are sooo swoony! This was such an exciting, page turning read!”
--Erika C., NetGalley
“Many twist and turns and intrigue bring this story full circle and you will fall in love
with the characters. Looking forward to the rest in this series!” --Lori D., Goodreads

ABOUT MICHELLE MCLEAN
Michelle McLean is a jeans and t-shirt kind of girl who is addicted to chocolate and
goldfish crackers and spent most of her formative years with her nose in a book. She has
a B.S. in History, a M.A. in English, and loves her romance with a touch of suspenseful
mystery. She resides in PA with her husband and two amazing children.
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How to Lose a Highlander
by Michelle McLean

Forced into marriage by their king in order to stop years of inter-clan feuding,
Sorcha Campbell and Malcolm MacGregor are each determined to drive the other
away. Malcolm knows he can never trust his new shrewish wife, despite the fact that
everything he observes seems to prove that she’s not only trustworthy, but utterly
perfect for him. Sorcha knows she can never let her guard down around the man she
believes betrayed her father, yet the longer she’s with him, the more she discovers
he is nothing like she was led to believe. They’ll have to fight their way through past
prejudices and their own determination to destroy their union in order to gain their
perfect HEA in this Taming of the Shrew meets How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days tale.

The MacGregor Lairds Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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9781633759459
5/15/2017
247
3.99 USD
Historical,
Highlander,
Enemies to Lovers,
Forced Proximity,
Opposites Attract

“Michelle McLean has a winner in this enjoyable witty romance, a swoon-worthy
highlander, a stubborn and feisty heroine, and, of course, a villain in their midst.”
--Maria D., Goodreads
“It’s too funny, Sorcha and Malcolm are both quite entertaining, and their banter made
me laugh so much.” --Books Eater
“Surrounding the budding romance the story explores the ideas of loyalty, friendship,
home, and family. All of this is woven together in a well-written, thoroughly enjoyable
read... So grab a drink and get comfortable because you won’t want to put it down until
you find out how it ends!” --Julianne, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT MICHELLE MCLEAN
Michelle McLean is a jeans and t-shirt kind of girl who is addicted to chocolate and
goldfish crackers and spent most of her formative years with her nose in a book. She has
a B.S. in History, a M.A. in English, and loves her romance with a touch of suspenseful
mystery. She resides in PA with her husband and two amazing children.
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Romancing the Rumrunner
by Michelle McLean

Prohibition Era Chicago
She’s worked too hard to be run out of town…
Jessica Harlan spends her nights as The Phoenix, the owner of the most popular
speakeasy in town. Her days are spent running her respectable butcher shop and
dodging prohibition agents and rival club owners who all want to put her out of
business.
He’s worked too hard to let his heart get in the way…
When the opportunity arises to go undercover for the Feds to catch The Phoenix,
Gumshoe Anthony Solomon jumps on it. But he never suspected the notorious
rumrunner would be a dame—or that he’d be so drawn to the feisty little minx.
They play a dangerous game of cat and mouse, knowing they can’t trust the other, but
unable to walk away. While their hearts dodge the crossfire, the mobsters raise the
stakes, and even the Phoenix may not rise again.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622667321
6/9/2014
253
2.99 USD
Historical, Enemies
to Lovers, Mistaken
Identity, Opposites
Attract

“Kudos to the author. When the book ended I wanted more and that is always a
brilliant thing. I recommend without reservation to romance readers.” --USA TODAY
bestselling author Stacy Reid
“This is a book that should not be missed for any romance fan who wants to expand
their reading diet to different and unique places and times...” --Patty McKenna Van
Hulle, Goodreads
“A sizzling romance filled with speakeasies and secrets set in era of the Roaring
Twenties!” --Lori, Goodreads

ABOUT MICHELLE MCLEAN
Michelle McLean is a jeans and t-shirt kind of girl who is addicted to chocolate and
goldfish crackers and spent most of her formative years with her nose in a book. She has
a B.S. in History, a M.A. in English, and loves her romance with a touch of suspenseful
mystery. She resides in PA with her husband and two amazing children.
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A Bandit’s Betrayed Heart
by Michelle McLean

North Carolina, 1866.
Lucy Richardson may know how to sling a gun and pick a stubborn lock, but she
doesn’t have anything in her arsenal that would have prepared her for her first
heartbreak. Her sisters taught her to fight like hell for what she wants… and she wants
Finn. But he he’s always pushed her away and she never understood why…
Finn Taggart is bad news. His dark and tortured past always catches up to him, and
Lucy deserves better than to be tainted by his touch. He couldn’t have her seven years
ago, and he can’t have her now because being near him would only put her in harm’s
way. He couldn’t prove his worth then but damned if he isn’t going to try now and
finally win the love they both have waited so long for.

Blood Blade Sisters Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622662906
1/13/2014
257
2.99 USD
Historical,
Forbidden Love

“Michelle McLean will keep you riveted from start to finish!...I absolutely loved this
book!! Its witty humor, fast paced plot, and sweet romance will keep you turning page
after page.” --April, My Book Addiction and More
“The whole series is a perfect mix of romance, drama, and history as these feisty sisters
make their mark through history. I’d highly recommend this entire series!” --Toni Kerr,
author of Descendant
“...the brilliance of Michelle McLean is that she kept me hooked...As rare as it is for me
to acknowledge, this book was all about the heroine...The story is very, very well written
and moved quickly with no maddening plateaus...So, well done Ms. McLean.” --Wendy
“Sebella Blue” Mitchell, Rage, Sex and Teddy Bears Blog review

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT MICHELLE MCLEAN
Michelle McLean is a jeans and t-shirt kind of girl who is addicted to chocolate and
goldfish crackers and spent most of her formative years with her nose in a book. She has
a B.S. in History, a M.A. in English, and loves her romance with a touch of suspenseful
mystery. She resides in PA with her husband and two amazing children.
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A Bandit’s Broken Heart
by Michelle McLean

Boston, 1858.
Brynne Richardson gave up her bandit activities when she left California to make a
fresh start in Boston. Working for a handsome doctor fulfills her need to be useful and
independent, but he creates another yearning she can’t deny.
Dr. Richard Oliver assumes Brynne is just another debutante hunting for a rich
husband, until she intrigues him with her steady hand for stitches…and guns. He can’t
put her out of his mind, but the young widow has mysteries he’s determined to unravel,
and a heart he hopes to gain…

Blood Blade Sisters Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622662289
7/8/2013
250
2.99 USD
Historical, Second
Chance

“I can’t wait to read the next book in the Blood Blade Sisters Series to find out what
happens with Lucy!” --My Book Addiction and More MBA
“A true story of second chances, finding love where you least expect it and danger! I
enjoyed the first book in the Blood Blade Sisters series, but found A Bandit’s Broken
Heart even more entertaining. A definite keeper. Read this story in one sitting ... you
won’t want to be interrupted!” --Nancy, Goodreads
“I loved the first book in the Blood Blade Sisters series and book 2 did not disappoint!”
--Toni Kerr, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT MICHELLE MCLEAN
Michelle McLean is a jeans and t-shirt kind of girl who is addicted to chocolate and
goldfish crackers and spent most of her formative years with her nose in a book. She has
a B.S. in History, a M.A. in English, and loves her romance with a touch of suspenseful
mystery. She resides in PA with her husband and two amazing children.
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A Bandit’s Stolen Heart
by Michelle McLean

California, 1855.
Cilla Richardson robs from the corrupt and gives to the poor, but an accidental
kidnapping leaves her with a handsome captive named Leo Forrester…and an idea to
save her town.
On the wrong side of the feisty redhead’s pistol, Leo reluctantly agrees to help Cilla’s
cause. But the more time he spends with the sexy thief, the more determined he is to
steal her stubborn bandit’s heart…

Blood Blade Sisters Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622660964
4/1/2013
254
2.99 USD
Historical, Western,
Opposites Attract

“Where To Trust a Thief brought me back to regency romance, A Bandit’s Stolen Heart
made me want to pick up another western immediately after. Michelle uses expert
characterization and rich setting together to root the reader firmly in the ground of her
story.” --K.L. Lantz, Goodreads
“A Bandit’s Stolen Heart was so much fun! I loved reading about bandits and unlawful
sheriffs! And a train heist! And gold!” --Angie, Goodreads
“Way to go Michelle McLean! This book is excellently written with dynamic characters
and an excellent Wild West setting which has you hooked from start to finish! I couldnt
put it down!” --My Book Addiction and More MBA, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT MICHELLE MCLEAN
Michelle McLean is a jeans and t-shirt kind of girl who is addicted to chocolate and
goldfish crackers and spent most of her formative years with her nose in a book. She has
a B.S. in History, a M.A. in English, and loves her romance with a touch of suspenseful
mystery. She resides in PA with her husband and two amazing children.
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To Trust a Thief
by Michelle McLean

England, 1855
Minuette Sinclair thought her biggest problem was getting out of her aunt’s finishing
school as a proper Victorian lady. But now she’s pretending to be engaged and her fake
fiancé is in debt up to his neck. What’s more, her father is in a Caribbean jail, falsely
accused of murder. A legendary lost necklace might be their salvation and Min is
determined to find it.
Master thief, Bryant Westley, is after the fabled necklace, too, and has every intention
of seducing his quirky and beautiful competition to get it. He offers to partner up in the
search - even though Min is a distraction he can’t afford.
Amidst treachery and double crosses, it may be more than a necklace getting stolen—it
may be their hearts.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
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9781622668663
1/21/2013
267
2.99 USD
Historical, Across
the Tracks,
Opposites Attract

“Filled with romance, mystery, intrigue and characters I could really care about, this is
a fun read. I am looking forward to seeing what else Ms McLean writes in the future!”
--Christine Fonseca, author of Transcend and the Requiem series
“Fast paced thrill ride from beginning to end...Filled with danger, secrets, legend,
family heirloom, deception, murder, and love...A must read story!” --April, My Book
Addiction and More
“Recommended for fans of clumsy heroines whose plans often outshine their abilities,
of heroes with tarnished pasts yet golden hearts, and of tons of mischievous adventure,
sprinkled with a good dose of chemistry and seasoned with a dash of good oldfashioned romance.” --Jess the Romanceaholic, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Greek

ABOUT MICHELLE MCLEAN
Michelle McLean is a jeans and t-shirt kind of girl who is addicted to chocolate and
goldfish crackers and spent most of her formative years with her nose in a book. She has
a B.S. in History, a M.A. in English, and loves her romance with a touch of suspenseful
mystery. She resides in PA with her husband and two amazing children.
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Everything a Lady is Not
by Sawyer North

Lucy Locket, the long lost granddaughter of a duchess, has never been a part of Society.
One day, she was living a secluded life as a prisoner, and the next day she was an heiress
in a world she did not even remotely understand. She does not embody the typical
qualities of a well-born lady...at all. She can’t curtsy, she doesn’t hide her emotions, she’s
too clever by far. But in three months, she must marry a suitor with a royally-bestowed
title, or she forfeits a fortune—leaving her and the duchess in dire straits.
All Henry Beaumont wants is to prove himself to Society and step outside of his halfbrother’s shadow. So when the duchess asks him for a personal favor involving her
newly found granddaughter—with a hefty thank you reward at the end—he leaps at the
opportunity.
It seems as if Lucy is trading one prison for another. Henry has now become a
permanent fixture as her charming yet iron-fisted taskmaster and tutor in the ways of
High Society. Like oil and water, Lucy and Henry spar in an epic battle of wills—and
even rapiers. But Lucy’s past and her surprising, undeniable feelings for Henry may
doom their undertaking if he declares his love for her...because without a title, he can
never be hers.

Bow Street Beaus Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
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9781649370204
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2.99 USD
Historical,
Historical Regency,
Forbidden Love,
Forced Proximity,
Opposites Attract,
Ugly Duckling

“...unique and entertaining.” --Chris C - A Midlife Wife, Goodreads
“I highly recommend Everything a Lady is Not and can’t wait for more of this series.
If you want to check out more of Mr. North’s historical romance, give Fair Weather
Enemies a read.” --Lindsey Gray, Goodreads
“The author keeps the drama entertaining and even some intrigue will await you! I
enjoyed his book immensely!” --Vicki, Goodreads
“Everything a Lady is Not is a lovely quick read that is sure to keep you entertained and
leave you waiting for the next book in the series.” --Lovely Loveday, Goodreads

ABOUT SAWYER NORTH
Sawyer North began writing historical romance after a torrid affair with the genre several
years ago. As he is male, this proved a surprising turn of events. An engineer by day, he
spends nights and weekends inventing characters, plotting stories, and trying witty banter
on his wife until she makes him stop. Fair Weather Enemies is his first published romance
novel.
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Fair Weather Enemies
by Sawyer North

The Hancocks and Ashfords have had a long-standing feud between their families long
before Miss Jane Hancock couldn’t stand the sight of gentleman farmer Adam Ashford.
But after both families fall on hard times and an unscrupulous creditor forces Jane and
Adam to sign a devil’s bargain, they’ll finally understand the true meaning of keeping
your enemies close at hand.
The terms of this bargain? Locate a lost treasure shrouded in deception and mystery.
The catch? Only one can claim it to win...the loser is left to ruin.
As Jane and Adam embark on a trek throughout England they plan to hate their
adversary, no matter how attractive, generous, and kind they are.
Sometimes, plans change...

“An adorable sweet read!” --Desiree B., NetGalley
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682815311
2/10/2020
289
3.99 USD
Historical, Regency,
Enemies to Lovers,
Forbidden Love,
Forced Proximity

“Fair Weather Enemies by Sawyer North is a sweet and intriguing historical romance.
A story of forbidden love, enemy families, and a difficult treasure hunt through the
lake district of nineteenth-century England. The characters are well-written with
witty banter and a slowly building romance that will sweep you off your feet.” --P.L.,
Goodreads
“I have to say the witty dialogue pulled me in right from the beginning and made me
laugh out loud. As their journey began to find the gold, it really was an adventure and
kept my interest until the end. A great first book for this author in this genre.” --Lori D.,
Goodreads

ABOUT SAWYER NORTH
Sawyer North began writing historical romance after a torrid affair with the genre several
years ago. As he is male, this proved a surprising turn of events. An engineer by day, he
spends nights and weekends inventing characters, plotting stories, and trying witty banter
on his wife until she makes him stop. Fair Weather Enemies is his first published romance
novel.
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Engaging the Earl
by Diana Quincy

England 1819
Vivacious Lady Katherine Granville is the toast of the ton, but society’s most eligible
miss secretly yearns for her childhood love, an untitled loner who vanished long ago
after her father forbade their marriage.
After years abroad, the dark and brooding Edward Stanhope returns to England a
changed man. No longer a second son with no prospects, his battlefield strategies
have won him an earldom. His return should be a victorious one, but the new Earl of
Randolph is battling secret demons that no one can discover. Least of all, Kat.
When the man she can’t forget reappears at her betrothal ball, Kat’s perfectly arranged
future is thrown into tumult. Edward remains cold and distant, hoping she’ll marry a
man worthy of her. But nothing is settled when Kat sets out to win back her first love.
Can the new Earl of Randolph resist the woman he’s loved for so many years?

Accidental Peers Series, Book 4
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622667000
6/9/2014
271
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Forbidden
Love, Reunited
Lovers, Second
Chance

“Sweet, steamy and thoroughly enjoyable...equal parts action, passion and fun.” --New
York Times bestselling author Grace Burrowes
“This author gifts the reader with excellent plotting, captivating characters, delicious
sensuality, and danger.” --Book Maven
“...well-written, entertaining and very fun read...but it’s the witty, entertaining and
intelligent dialogue I enjoyed the best.” --Bookworm2Bookworm
“I discovered a new favourite author and I can’t wait to read more stories by Diana
Quincy!!” --Stella Ex Libris

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT DIANA QUINCY
Amazon bestselling author Diana Quincy is an Emmy-nominated former television
journalist who decided she’d rather make up stories where a happy ending is always
guaranteed in the Regency world of dashing dukes, irresistible rogues, and the bold
women who capture their hearts. As a U.S. Foreign Service brat, Diana grew up roaming
the world, but is now happily settled in Virginia with her husband and two sons. When not
bent over her laptop or trying to keep up with laundry, she enjoys reading, spending time
with her family, and dreaming up her next travel adventure.
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Compromising Willa
by Diana Quincy

England, 1805
Lady Wilhelmina Stanhope is ruined and everyone knows it. Back in Town for the
first season since her downfall, Willa plans to remain firmly on the shelf, assuming
only fortune hunters will want her now. Instead she focuses on her unique tea blends,
secretly supporting a coffee house which employs poor women and children. If her
clandestine involvement in trade is discovered, she’ll be ruined. Again.
No one is more shocked by Willa’s lack of quality suitors than the newly minted Duke
of Hartwell. Having just returned from India, the dark duke is instantly attracted to the
mysterious wallflower. His pursuit is hampered by the ruthless Earl of Bellingham, who
once jilted Willa and is now determined to reclaim her.
Caught between the clash of two powerful men, a furious Willa refuses to concede her
independence to save her reputation. But will she compromise her heart?

Accidental Peers Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622664146
12/9/2013
268
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Marriage
of Convenience,
Unrequited Love

“...sensual and entertaining...” --Night Owl Reviews
“...suspenseful and romantic with delicious banter...” --Caffeinated Book Reviewer
“It’s deliciously fun, with a clever narrative and engaging characters.” --Book Trib
“This romance was definitely a page turner!” --Bookworm Blurbs
“Fast paced and filled with suspense, and passion...A must read!” --My Book Addiction
“Witty Character interactions, intrigue, action and scandal abound...” --Talking Books

Rights Sold in Audio & French

ABOUT DIANA QUINCY
Amazon bestselling author Diana Quincy is an Emmy-nominated former television
journalist who decided she’d rather make up stories where a happy ending is always
guaranteed in the Regency world of dashing dukes, irresistible rogues, and the bold
women who capture their hearts. As a U.S. Foreign Service brat, Diana grew up roaming
the world, but is now happily settled in Virginia with her husband and two sons. When not
bent over her laptop or trying to keep up with laundry, she enjoys reading, spending time
with her family, and dreaming up her next travel adventure.
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Tempting Bella
by Diana Quincy

England 1810
Mirabella can hardly remember the man she married as a girl. And it’s just as well. She
feels nothing but contempt for the man who wed her for her fortune and promptly
forgot she existed. The ton may call him “The Saint” but Bella knows better.
Forced to marry as a teen to rescue his family from certain ruin, Sebastian has been
apart from his child bride since their wedding day. When he encounters an enchanting
impish beauty at the opera, he’s is thrilled to find she is none other than his long-ago
bride and he is more than ready to make her his wife in truth.

Accidental Peers Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622662487
9/9/2013
204
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Marriage
in Trouble, Marriage
of Convenience

“A sweet romantic read with just a hint of spice.” --Night Owl Reviews TOP PICK!
“A delightfully entertaining novel...I absolutely adored the hero...A great read for
anyone who enjoys historical romance.” --My Book Addiction Reviews
“...intriguing, romantic, witty and refreshing...drama and suspense with clever little
twists that kept me on the edge. The sexual tension between Sebastian and Bella was
delicious.” --Caffeinated Book Reviewer

Rights Sold in Audio & French

ABOUT DIANA QUINCY
Amazon bestselling author Diana Quincy is an Emmy-nominated former television
journalist who decided she’d rather make up stories where a happy ending is always
guaranteed in the Regency world of dashing dukes, irresistible rogues, and the bold
women who capture their hearts. As a U.S. Foreign Service brat, Diana grew up roaming
the world, but is now happily settled in Virginia with her husband and two sons. When not
bent over her laptop or trying to keep up with laundry, she enjoys reading, spending time
with her family, and dreaming up her next travel adventure.
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Seducing Charlotte
by Diana Quincy

From enemies to lovers...
The wealthy and handsome Marquess of Camryn can have any woman he desires, but
the charismatic bachelor shocks everyone by falling for the rather prudish Charlotte
Livingston—who happens to abhor everything the rising politician and captain of
industry represents.
Opposites attract...
When the no-nonsense social campaigner shows zero interest in him, Camryn is even
more drawn to her and sets out to seduce the lady’s mind—as well as her body. But as
the attraction begins to burn between them, a violent rebellion rages across England,
pitting the two against each other, and leaving their love caught in the crossfire.

Accidental Peers Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622661039
4/15/2013
176
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Marriage
of Convenience,
Mistaken Identity

“Equal parts action, passion and fun. As well written as it is well researched.” --Grace
Burrowes, New York Times bestselling author
“ ...the dialogue is very clever, a façade of social niceties that hide cutting truths...an
enjoyable, fast paced and interesting novel with well drawn and deserving characters.”
--Romance Historical Lovers
“...a charming and captivating historical romance...one of my favourite reads of this
year!” --Stella, Ex Libris
“...Quick, fun read that is fast paced and passion filled. Filled with industry, textile mills,
secrets, and did I mention passion?” --My Book Addiction

Rights Sold in Audio, French, & Japanese

ABOUT DIANA QUINCY
Amazon bestselling author Diana Quincy is an Emmy-nominated former television
journalist who decided she’d rather make up stories where a happy ending is always
guaranteed in the Regency world of dashing dukes, irresistible rogues, and the bold
women who capture their hearts. As a U.S. Foreign Service brat, Diana grew up roaming
the world, but is now happily settled in Virginia with her husband and two sons. When not
bent over her laptop or trying to keep up with laundry, she enjoys reading, spending time
with her family, and dreaming up her next travel adventure.
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The Earl in My Bed
by Stacy Reid

For years, Daphne Wentworth, Countess Carrington has loved her powerful, enigmatic
husband, despite the fact that they married under less than ideal circumstances. But
no more. Finally at her breaking point, Daphne intends to create a scandal so big, her
austere husband will have no choice but to divorce her. Except everything goes awry
when he surprises her with the last thing she expected.
Sylvester Wentworth, Earl of Carrington, has returned to London for one reason—to
seduce his wife. After a near-death experience, he is in need of an heir and means to
make his marriage a real one. To his shock, though, his wicked, beautiful countess
wants the exact opposite, and he must now do everything possible to entice his countess
to stay forever.

Rebellious Desires Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640634763
4/9/2018
257
3.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Blackmail,
Enemies to Lovers,
Marriage in Trouble,
Revenge, Unrequited
love

Rights Sold in Audio & Italian

“Yes, yes, and yes again. I loved Daphne and Sylvester’s book and I recommend it.”
--Amira, Goodreads
“Another masterful work by Reid!” --Historical Romance Lover
“Every time I read a new book by Stacy Reid I am reminded of why I love her writing.
She engages me from the first page and keeps me awake late into the night anxious to
see what happens, but at the same time wanting the story to go on forever.” --Lori D.,
Goodreads
“The Earl In My Bed held me captive from the first page to the last and the well-drawn
characters easily come to life and captures the era in which the story is set.” --Kat W.
Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR STACY REID
Stacy Reid is an avid reader of novels with a deep passion for writing. She especially loves
romance and adores writing about people falling in love. Stacy lives a lot in the worlds
she creates and actively speaks to her characters (out loud). She has a warrior way, never
give up on her dreams. When Stacy is not writing, she spends a copious amount of time
drooling over Rick Grimes from The Walking Dead, watching Japanese anime, and playing
video games with her love, Dusean Nelson.
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Duchess by Day, Mistress by Night
by Stacy Reid

Georgiana Rutherford, the Duchess of Hardcastle, seemingly has it all—wealth,
pedigree, and the admiration of the ton, except her heart hungers for a passionate affair.
She meets the enigmatic and ruthless Mr. Rhys Tremayne, a man known to low and
high society as the Broker. The attraction between them is impossible to deny, but she
cannot be feeling it for this man.
Rhys Tremayne has built his wealth and empire by dealing secrets on the black
market of the London underworld. He is determined to take his sisters away from the
depraved world they’ve known their entire lives, and the duchess is the perfect woman
to help sponsor his sisters into society. The only problem is that he wants more from
Georgiana, even if the social divide between them ensures she can only ever be his lover
in secret.

Rebellious Desires Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640633735
11/13/2017
294
3.99 USD
Historical,
Accidental
Pregnancy,
Bodyguard, Enemies
to Lovers, Fling,
Forbidden Love

Rights Sold in Audio & Italian

“I’m a fan of Stacy Reid’s and I really enjoyed the story of Rhys and Georgiana. They
had such chemistry and passion!” A great read!” --Windy F., NetGalley
“Wow, this is an utterly spellbinding and sensual novel with delightful characters.”
--Book Diva, NetGalley
“This was a story that you have to read in one sitting and I doubt that anyone could stop
part way!” --S.H., Goodreads
“This is lovely twist on the usual historical romance with the woman in a place of
strength. There is danger, intrigue and fights along with laughs, sex and fun. Great
characters that hopefully we might meet again in other books. I loved it.” --Petula W.,
Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR STACY REID
Stacy Reid is an avid reader of novels with a deep passion for writing. She especially loves
romance and adores writing about people falling in love. Stacy lives a lot in the worlds
she creates and actively speaks to her characters (out loud). She has a warrior way, never
give up on her dreams. When Stacy is not writing, she spends a copious amount of time
drooling over Rick Grimes from The Walking Dead, watching Japanese anime, and playing
video games with her love, Dusean Nelson.
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How to Marry a Marquess
by Stacy Reid

Lady Evie Chesterfield is a darling of the ton who refuses to become engaged. She’s been
desperately in love with her brother’s friend, Richard Maitland, Marquess of Westfall,
since forever. But the dark, dangerous marquess only sees her as a friend and refuses to
marry any woman. When circumstances change and Evie has no choice but to take a
husband, she decides to convince London’s most notorious gentleman to marry her by
seducing the scoundrel.
Richard Maitland decided long ago that he wanted nothing to do with love. So when
the gorgeous, off-limits Evie asks him for lessons in seduction, Richard knows he’s
playing with fire. Despite Richard’s determination to protect her from his dastardly
reputation, he is tested at every turn by his need for the infuriating, but enticing, Lady
Evie. Before too long he is faced with making an impossible choice…

Wedded by Scandal Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640632585
8/14/2017
300
3.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Friends
to Lovers, Older
Brother’s Best
Friend, Unrequited
Love

Rights Sold in Audio

“I love this series and I love this book. It is full of banter, angst, and sensual moments.
Evie and Richard are wonderfully written characters. Ms. Reid knows how to write
characters that will leave an impression on you. Tears of joy! A fantastic read!” --Angela
D., Goodreads
“I loved every page!” --Petula, Warrior Woman Winmill
“Stacy Reid never fails to amaze me with her wonderfully written books, this one not
withstanding. It is scorching hot with just enough sweetness thrown in.” --Brenda T.,
NetGalley
“This book had me laughing, cursing and crying. Such a well written and complicated
tale. You should get this book!” --Marlene, Starts at Sixty

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR STACY REID
Stacy Reid is an avid reader of novels with a deep passion for writing. She especially loves
romance and adores writing about people falling in love. Stacy lives a lot in the worlds
she creates and actively speaks to her characters (out loud). She has a warrior way, never
give up on her dreams. When Stacy is not writing, she spends a copious amount of time
drooling over Rick Grimes from The Walking Dead, watching Japanese anime, and playing
video games with her love, Dusean Nelson.
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Wicked in His Arms
by Stacy Reid

Tobias Walcott, the Earl of Blade, has learned it is best to exercise rigid control over his
passions and emotions in all that he does. Uncaring that it makes him seem cool and
aloof to most in the ton, he is content with his desire to only woo agreeable and demur
females. Then unforeseen circumstances see him trapped in a closet at a house party
with the last woman he would ever make his countess.
Lady Olivia Sherwood is everything he should not desire in a female—unconventional,
too decisive, and utterly without decorum. But passion ignites between them and they
are discovered. Honor demands they wed, and while Tobias finds himself unwillingly
drawn to the bewitching beauty, he must do everything not to tempt the passion that
burns in him for her, lest it leads to disastrous consequences.

Wedded by Scandal Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758513
1/23/2017
300
3.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Accidental
Marriage, Enemies
to Lovers, Opposites
Attract

Rights Sold in Audio & Italian

“This book was utterly romantic, intense, sensual and absolutely lovely and I couldn’t
put it down.” -- Michelle, Goodreads
“Wicked In His Arms by Stacy Reid was a non-stop entertaining story that I wanted to
just continue reading - a story that I did not want to tear my eyes away from. A book
full of magnificent, heartfelt, endearing characters, who held this reader captive to the
words on the pages, with a scoundrel or two thrown in the read.” --Talking Books Blog
“Stacy Reid has quickly become on of favourite authors. Her story telling skills are
brilliant.” – Marlen S., NetGalley
“…the sexual tension is strong... I truly enjoyed this book and just as the previous book
by Ms. Reid I could not put it down!” --Sissy’s Romance Book Review for You

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR STACY REID
Stacy Reid is an avid reader of novels with a deep passion for writing. She especially loves
romance and adores writing about people falling in love. Stacy lives a lot in the worlds
she creates and actively speaks to her characters (out loud). She has a warrior way, never
give up on her dreams. When Stacy is not writing, she spends a copious amount of time
drooling over Rick Grimes from The Walking Dead, watching Japanese anime, and playing
video games with her love, Dusean Nelson.
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Accidentally Compromising the Duke
by Stacy Reid

England, 1817. Miss Adeline Hays is out of options. Determined to escape marriage
to a repugnant earl, Adeline plans to deliberately allow herself to be caught in a
compromising position at a house party with the much kinder man she’d hoped to
marry. Instead, Adeline accidentally enters the wrong chamber and tumbles into the
bed of the mad duke.
Edmond Rochester, the duke of Wolverton, is seeking a wife to care for his two
daughters. A young lady of sensibilities, accomplishment, and most importantly, one he
is not attracted to—a complete opposite of the bewitching beauty who traps him into
marriage. But despite the lust he feels for his new duchess, Edmond is resolved to never
allow them intimacy, refusing to ever again suffer the tormenting loss of a loved one.

Wedded by Scandal Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633756533
5/30/2016
283
3.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Marriage
of Convenience

“Loved this book!! I could not put it down...one read sitting for me!” --Sissy’s Romance
Book Review For You
“Ms. Reid’s story of loss, love, laughter and healing is all that I look for when reading
romance and deserving of a 5 star review.” --Isha C., Hopeless Romantic
“You can’t put this one down...fun, sweet, romantic, steamy...” --Reviews of a Book
Maniac
“If the first book in the series is this good, I can’t wait for the rest!” --Romantic Reads
and Such

Rights Sold in Audio & Italian

“Loved it! Absolutely loved Edmond and Adel.” --Amira, Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR STACY REID
Stacy Reid is an avid reader of novels with a deep passion for writing. She especially loves
romance and adores writing about people falling in love. Stacy lives a lot in the worlds
she creates and actively speaks to her characters (out loud). She has a warrior way, never
give up on her dreams. When Stacy is not writing, she spends a copious amount of time
drooling over Rick Grimes from The Walking Dead, watching Japanese anime, and playing
video games with her love, Dusean Nelson.
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The Royal Conquest
by Stacy Reid

Miss Payton Peppiwell has had enough of lords and the scrutiny of high society.
After the ton’s fickleness leads to her being jilted and the resulting disdain, Payton
vows to marry someone as ordinary as she. Fate delivers in the form of a scandalous
encounter with Mikhail Konstantinovich, an intriguing—and untitled—horse breeder.
Mikhail abhors anything to do with intimacy. Yet Miss Peppiwell stirs hunger and
a need long forgotten in him. But he has a dark past—one that means his lust must
be sated in a way entirely unsuitable for a lady. His biggest secret may be hardest for
Payton to forgive: Mikhail is not only titled, he’s a prince…

Scandalous House of Calydon Series,
Book 4
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633755185
11/30/2015
192
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Victorian, Across the
Tracks, Royalty

“THE ROYAL CONQUEST is raw, gritty and powerful, and yet, quite unexpectedly, it
is also charming and endearing.” --The Romance Reviews
“The story completely grabbed this reader and the characters were pure magic to read.
The best book in the series by far.” --Talking Books Blog
“An absolutely delightful read!! A masterfully written book with wonderful characters
and story.” --Marlene S., NetGalley
“What a magical book! I love romantic historical fiction, but this book took it to a new
level for me.” --Amy H., Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR STACY REID
Stacy Reid is an avid reader of novels with a deep passion for writing. She especially loves
romance and adores writing about people falling in love. Stacy lives a lot in the worlds
she creates and actively speaks to her characters (out loud). She has a warrior way, never
give up on her dreams. When Stacy is not writing, she spends a copious amount of time
drooling over Rick Grimes from The Walking Dead, watching Japanese anime, and playing
video games with her love, Dusean Nelson.
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Sins of a Duke
by Stacy Reid

Young ladies whispered about the Duke of Mondvale in hushed tones, their eyes
following his tall, dark figure. For the newly-ostracized Lady Constance Thornton,
the Duke is magnetic and desirable. Since her reputation is already ruined in London
society, why shouldn’t she dance with the scandalous Lord of Sin?
The beautiful and innocent Lady Constance is fun to be sure, but she is also his means
to exact revenge. By ruining her, he will have his vengeance against her brother. Except
that the Lady is full of surprises... and she could well be the ruin of him.

Scandalous House of Calydon Series,
Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633752375
3/10/2015
251
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Victorian, Across the
Tracks, Revenge

“I love historical romance! And this book totally sealed the deal for me. It was soo
good!” --Pearl Angeli, Goodreads
“A gripping, emotional tale of two people who, I felt, shouldn’t have ever fallen in love
but did. For listening to their hearts, they experienced a love so grand it defied logic
and redefined what it means to love.” --Miriam, Goodreads
“This is a romance that lets the ‘white knight’ look good in and out of her dress. One for
the ladies...Sins Of A Duke is nothing short of a romance lover’s blessing!” --WTF Are
You Reading?, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR STACY REID
Stacy Reid is an avid reader of novels with a deep passion for writing. She especially loves
romance and adores writing about people falling in love. Stacy lives a lot in the worlds
she creates and actively speaks to her characters (out loud). She has a warrior way, never
give up on her dreams. When Stacy is not writing, she spends a copious amount of time
drooling over Rick Grimes from The Walking Dead, watching Japanese anime, and playing
video games with her love, Dusean Nelson.
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The Irresistible Miss Peppiwell
by Stacy Reid

With a longing for adventure, the last thing Phillipa Peppiwell wants is to marry. After
a past betrayal, she is wary when she unwittingly catches the attention of roguishly
handsome—and sinfully tempting—Lord Anthony Thornton. Forbidden desires she
secretly yearns for threaten to crumble her icy facade and reveal a scandal best kept
buried.
Dissatisfied with his empty life, Lord Anthony seeks a deep and lasting connection...
and finds himself intrigued by the Ice Maiden of the haute monde. Undaunted by
Phillipa’s aloof nature and her distaste for the idea of matrimony, he sets out to thaw the
bewitching beauty by proving to her that adventure doesn’t have to end at the altar. But
he, too, hides a scandalous secret...one that could tear them apart if discovered.

Scandalous House of Calydon Series,
Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633750494
8/11/2014
231
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Victorian, Across the
Tracks

Rights Sold in Audio, Indonesian, &
Japanese

“The Irresistible Miss Peppiwell is a wonderfully readable and sexy
romance. “--Romantic Historical Reviews
“The writing here is exquisite--and I don’t mean overwritten, but with each word
beautifully placed on the page. I found I held my breath more than once. I tensed. I
happy-sighed. And yes, I swooned.” --USA TODAY bestselling author, Sarah Ballance
“The story’s fast pace and many plot twists make this the perfect read for someone for
whom Regency Romance may not be a first choice.” --WTF Are You Reading?
“For those of you who loves historical romance with a taste of sexy and passionate
scenes and with a satisfying ending, consider reading this. :) It’s worth a read.” --Pearl
Angeli, Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR STACY REID
Stacy Reid is an avid reader of novels with a deep passion for writing. She especially loves
romance and adores writing about people falling in love. Stacy lives a lot in the worlds
she creates and actively speaks to her characters (out loud). She has a warrior way, never
give up on her dreams. When Stacy is not writing, she spends a copious amount of time
drooling over Rick Grimes from The Walking Dead, watching Japanese anime, and playing
video games with her love, Dusean Nelson.
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The Duke’s Shotgun Wedding
by Stacy Reid

Lady Jocelyn Rathbourne was taken in by a pretty face and even prettier lies, leaving her
family’s reputation at stake. When the man who made promises to her announces his
engagement to another woman, she knows the only way to avoid a scandal is to marry
the cad’s brother, the cold, formidable Duke of Calydon.
Sebastian Thornton, the Duke of Calydon, is in need of a wife. Bored with the
simpering ladies and overly-forward seductresses populating the ton, Sebastian longs to
find a woman with fire and spirit. He never expected the perfect candidate to barge into
his home, aim a derringer at his heart, and demand he marry her...

Scandalous House of Calydon Series,
Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622665495
4/14/2014
112
0.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Victorian, Across the
Tracks, Marriage of
Convenience

“WELL DONE!! A delightful Victorican Historical Romance...A fast paced tale of
romance, secrets, passion and finding your HEA” --My Book Addiction and More
“Emotional, Enjoyable Read! An emotional novella about the Duke of Calydon and
Lady Rathbourne’s fiery meeting and subsequent betrothal. So many steamy moments
between the characters that leave you hot under the collar.” --Talking Books
“A lovely, enjoyable read, The Duke’s Shotgun Wedding was a wonderful historical
romance novella.” --Farrah, Goodreads
“Stacy Reid has a spectacular, fresh voice that sings and the book is super sexy, which
I’m all about!!” --Jess Michaels, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio & Indonesian

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR STACY REID
Stacy Reid is an avid reader of novels with a deep passion for writing. She especially loves
romance and adores writing about people falling in love. Stacy lives a lot in the worlds
she creates and actively speaks to her characters (out loud). She has a warrior way, never
give up on her dreams. When Stacy is not writing, she spends a copious amount of time
drooling over Rick Grimes from The Walking Dead, watching Japanese anime, and playing
video games with her love, Dusean Nelson.
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When the Earl Met His Match
by Stacy Reid

When Hugh Winthrop, the future Marquess of Albury, decides to advertise for a
wife in the London paper, he never expected an anonymous response from a woman
who matches him wit for wit. Their back-and-forth letters on the true nature of love,
something they disagree on wholeheartedly, leave him shocked—and intrigued. But
then the woman he’s been corresponding with shows up on his doorstep, enticingly
beautiful and offering a marriage of convenience in exchange for his protection…
Lady Phoebe Maitland expected to marry for love and nothing else, until the man she
gave her trust betrayed her. The more intrigued she becomes by the mysterious and
devastatingly handsome Hugh, however, the more she realizes he’s holding back from
opening his heart due to long-held secrets she struggles to understand. As passion flares
wickedly between them, their marriage bed is quick to heat up. But when Phoebe’s
past threatens to destroy the fragile bond they’ve formed, even a budding belief in love
might not be enough to save them.

Wedded by Scandal Series, Book 4
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781649370525
9/14/2020
350
3.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Accidental
Pregnancy, Marriage
of Convenience,
Overcoming Odds

“Sweet, sassy, sexy, and steamy.” --Emily P., NetGalley
“Lovers of old school, rip your heart out, stomp on it, then hand it back to you type
relationship angst will certainly want to meet this rich, handsome, refuses to love to the
point he is his own worst enemy hero.” --A. K., Goodreads
“I thought the amount of emotion the author was able to evoke in this story was
unbelievable. And the action was nonstop.” --Patricia M., NetGalley
“An enchanting five-star romance.” --Viper S., Goodreads
“This is my first book by Stacy Reid but will not be my last. This was delightful from
beginning to end.” --Bethany K., Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR STACY REID
Stacy Reid is an avid reader of novels with a deep passion for writing. She especially loves
romance and adores writing about people falling in love. Stacy lives a lot in the worlds
she creates and actively speaks to her characters (out loud). She has a warrior way, never
give up on her dreams. When Stacy is not writing, she spends a copious amount of time
drooling over Rick Grimes from The Walking Dead, watching Japanese anime, and playing
video games with her love, Dusean Nelson.
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An Unsuitable Lady for a Lord
by Cathleen Ross

Lord Aaron Lyle has one hell of a choice: a bankrupt dukedom, or marriage to some
simpering society miss so his spendthrift father can get his hands on her huge dowry.
He won’t do it. He has a reputation to maintain, and besides, he’d rather run naked
through the streets of London than marry anyone at all. Surely, there must be a third
option.
Then Lady Crystal Wilding walks into his life, a bluestocking, full of subversive
thoughts, who hates the notion of marriage even more than he does. He is intrigued...
and suddenly he has an idea. He invites the totally unsuitable lady home on the pretext
of presenting her as a possible match...but in truth, Aaron has something far more
pleasurable in mind. For her part, Lady Crystal has her own reasons for going along
with his harebrained scheme.
Imagine their shock when his highly proper family loves her and starts planning the
wedding. Good lord. Now what?

“Wow! This was an incredible story. The depth was fantastic and the emotions so real.”
--Mina V., Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682815618
4/13/2020
400
3.99 USD
Historical,
Regency, Marriage
of Convenience,
Opposites Attract

“A witty and entertaining read with some scorching scenes. An entertaining first in a
series.” --Elodie N., Goodreads
“I was amused from the very beginning.” --Alicia M., Goodreads

ABOUT CATHLEEN ROSS
Cathleen Ross is a quirky writer who lives on Sydney Harbor with her husband, daughter
and very loved dog, Denzel. As an English teacher and editor, she has always surrounded
herself with books. When she’s not giving psychic predictions for her family and friends,
she’s writing romances where her heroines always get their man. She’s a multi-awardwinning author who regularly hits the Amazon best-seller lists.
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His Lordship’s Wild Highland Bride
by Kathleen Bittner Roth

Far from her beloved Highlands, Lainie MacGregor’s fate is sealed.
Ridley Malvern, Lord Caulfield, desperate for her dowry, agrees to marry a wealthy
Scot’s daughter sight unseen. He is unaware his tantalizing bride is running from
the law. Despite their sizzling attraction, all Lainie desires is to return to her clan.
Attempting to make things right, Caulfield takes his wife back to the Highlands only
to discover why her father sought the marriage—Lainie is wanted for murder. For her
safekeeping, they must remain in England. Now Ridley needs to win her affections and
prove that a wild Highland lass and an English lord, can find a love match, after all.

Those Magnificent Malverns Series,
Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633757783
12/12/2016
277
3.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Victorian, Enemies
to Lovers, Marriage
of Convenience,
Redemption

“Absolutely brilliant! His Lordship’s Wild Highland Bride is a fast-paced romance full of
mystery, passion, and excitement. A must read!” --Eliza Knight, USA Today bestselling
historical author
“Rarely does a book grab me from the very first sentence and hold me all the way
through,but this one DID. I did not want to put this book down for anything... even
sleep -- LOL! This was a FANTASTIC book! It’s one of the best historical romance
books that I have read in a while.” --Tam, Goodreads
“What a wonderfully written story!.” --Maria D., Goodreads
“This is such an engaging story that is a bit different and enjoyable, you will love it.”
--Maggie J., NetGalley

ABOUT KATHLEEN BITTNER ROTH
Kathleen Bittner Roth thrives on creating passionate stories featuring characters who
are forced to draw on their strength of spirit to overcome adversity and find unending
love. Her own fairy tale wedding in a Scottish castle led her to her current residence in
Budapest, Hungary, considered one of Europe’s most romantic cities. However, she still
keeps one boot firmly in Texas and the other in her home state of Minnesota.
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Portrait of a Forbidden Lady
by Kathleen Bittner Roth

England, 1859
Lady Georgiana Cressington is living a nightmare. Coerced by her father into returning
to her childhood home, the young widow becomes a pawn in another of his heartless
games. Her return to Summerfield Hall reunites her with the man she once loved before
their hearts were shattered by a devastating betrayal.
Sir Robert Garreck, an artist knighted by the queen, lives in a mansion near the
family estate Georgiana’s father won in a crooked card game. Rob sets out to regain
Summerfield Hall to keep Georgiana’s son from inheriting Rob’s rightful home.
However, when he and Georgiana are thrown together, he craves the forbidden lady he
never stopped loving. Facing danger and a long-hidden truth, Georgiana and Rob try to
claim the powerful love hey once had.

Those Magnificent Malverns Series,
Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633756236
3/21/2016
268
2.99 USD
Historical,
Historical Victorian,
Overcoming Odds,
Redemption

“You will not be disappointed by buying this book.” --Anna,Goodreads
“Kathleen Bittner Roth is an author to watch for!” --Gina Danna,USA Bestselling
Author of Her Eternal Rogue
“This story touched my heart, even as it made me smile. I truly enjoyed this engaging
love story.” --Wendy, Goodreads
“Kathleen Bittner Roth’s novel, Portrait of a Forbidden Lady, shows just how good a
story can be when coupled with a great writer.” --Jennifer, Goodreads

ABOUT KATHLEEN BITTNER ROTH
Kathleen Bittner Roth thrives on creating passionate stories featuring characters who
are forced to draw on their strength of spirit to overcome adversity and find unending
love. Her own fairy tale wedding in a Scottish castle led her to her current residence in
Budapest, Hungary, considered one of Europe’s most romantic cities. However, she still
keeps one boot firmly in Texas and the other in her home state of Minnesota.
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The Seduction of Sarah Marks
by Kathleen Bittner Roth

England 1857
After a blow to her head, Sarah Marks awakens in a strange bed with a strange man and
no memory of how she got there. Her handsome bedmate, Lord Eastleigh, tells her she’s
suffering from amnesia and the best course of action is to travel home with him until
she recovers her memory.
Lord Eastleigh has his own reasons for helping Sarah and keeping her close. Reasons he
cannot tell Sarah. As they struggle to restore her memory, their undeniable, inadvisable
attraction grows—until Sarah finally remembers the one thing that could keep them
apart forever.

Those Magnificent Malverns Series,
Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622666997
6/9/2014
274
2.99 USD
Historical,
Historical Victorian,
Bodyguard,
Overcoming Odds

“What a great twist! I didn’t see that coming, which only means that it needs an extra
star!” --Maggi Hesseling, Goodreads
“I thought I was getting tired of Regency romances. Turns out, I was just getting tired of
the same old stories. This is not one of those.” --Virginia Boylan, Goodreads
“With all its twists and turns, clever dialogue, giggle-worthy wit, and delicious hero,
The Seduction of Sarah Marks was a fabulous read that kept me up, turning pages, way
past my bedtime.” --Lauren Christopher, Goodreads
“A lovely and enjoyable historical romance, The Seduction of Sarah Marks was a
fantastic read. I absolutely loved this delightful book.” --Farrah, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Japanese

ABOUT KATHLEEN BITTNER ROTH
Kathleen Bittner Roth thrives on creating passionate stories featuring characters who
are forced to draw on their strength of spirit to overcome adversity and find unending
love. Her own fairy tale wedding in a Scottish castle led her to her current residence in
Budapest, Hungary, considered one of Europe’s most romantic cities. However, she still
keeps one boot firmly in Texas and the other in her home state of Minnesota.
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The Earl’s Wager
by Rebecca Thomas

When the straight laced earl of Grandleigh, Will Sutton, is challenged to turn the
obstinate American ward of his friend into a biddable lady suitable for the Marriage
Mart, he gladly takes the wager. Then has to decide whether the prize, a prime racing
stud horse, is worth changing the impudent beauty’s temperament he’s come to enjoy.
Will believes he can save the family’s impoverished estate by investing in a racehorse,
but the price is too steep. His brother-in-law offers him a deal: tutor his American
ward in proper English customs, so she’ll be marriage material, and Will can have one
of his horses. Maybe Miss Georgia Duvall prefers being a jockey, is obstinate and high
spirited, but once she’s cleaned up and presentable, he’ll have no trouble finding her a
quality suitor. She might even be quite pretty beneath the racetrack dust.
The last thing Georgia wants is to be married off to an English peer. But she won’t defy
her father’s wishes, and sets her cap for the oldest lord she can find--a man who’ll die
quickly and leave her alone to manage her inheritance. The Earl of Grandleigh might
think he’ll teach her manners and marry her off to someone younger than eighty, but
there hasn’t been an obstacle yet Georgia can’t overcome. Including a stuffy, overbearing
English lord.

A Reluctant Bride Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633757295
7/25/2016
220
2.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Ugly
Duckling, Wager

“Now this is how a good, fun, steamy historical romance is supposed to go!”
--CeeMarie, Goodreads
“Enjoy this light-hearted romance. I did.” --Maggie Jo, NetGalley
“This is a highly entertaining historical romance with great characters, superb scenarios
and plenty of humorous moments, too.” --Elaine, Splashes into Books
“A lovely read with amazing chemistry between the 2 characters!” --Linda, Goodreads
“This book was amazing, I loved and enjoyed the characters so much.” --Rhonda,
Goodreads

ABOUT REBECCA THOMAS
Robyn lives with her husband and two sons on the outskirts of Melbourne, one of the
most livable cities in the world. Writing romance helps to balance the effects of living in
an all-male household. She loves to cook, hates to clean up, and keeps very odd hours. She
thinks that lattes are one of the most significant inventions ever- right up there with fire,
the wheel and electricity. She collects art glass and spotted dinnerware, loves movies of all
descriptions, and is almost certain that pavlova and cheesecake form the sixth major food
group.
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The Earl’s Christmas Colt
by Rebecca Thomas

Lady Arabella Sutton is stunned to learn her brother has betrothed her to a stranger
despite his promises for a season in London. Although she is the first to admit no
man would suit, since she’s more interested in horses than marriage, the last thing she
wants is to become a brood mare to a stuffy old earl. Facing a future she cannot abide,
she takes an impetuous ride to clear her head and ends up tending her injured mare
instead.
Oliver Westwyck, the Earl of Marsdale, can’t believe his luck when he stops at an inn
the night before he’s to meet his fiancée. In the stable, while tending the colt he intends
to give to his future wife, he happens upon her—rain-drenched but beautiful. She
assumes he’s a stable hand, a fine joke he means to end…until Lady Arabella declares all
noblemen are egotistical, conceited, and arrogant. How can he reveal his true identity
before he’s managed to change her mind and win her heart?

A Reluctant Bride Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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9781622664399
11/9/2015
70
0.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Holiday
Romances, Forced
Proximity, Marriage
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Mistaken Identity

“If you’re looking for a sweet, charming and short Christmas story this holiday season
then The Earl’s Christmas Colt should be on your reading list.” --Keeper Bookshelf
“A sweet, lovely historical romance, The Earl’s Christmas Colt was a wonderful read. I
really enjoyed reading this sweet romance.” --Farrah, Goodreads
“This little book was such a sweet read!” --Angie Elle, Goodreads
“I’ve loved every book I’ve read by this author...I found it to be a brilliant, engaging,
historic romance that I thoroughly enjoyed reading!” --Elaine, Goodreads

ABOUT REBECCA THOMAS
Robyn lives with her husband and two sons on the outskirts of Melbourne, one of the
most livable cities in the world. Writing romance helps to balance the effects of living in
an all-male household. She loves to cook, hates to clean up, and keeps very odd hours. She
thinks that lattes are one of the most significant inventions ever- right up there with fire,
the wheel and electricity. She collects art glass and spotted dinnerware, loves movies of all
descriptions, and is almost certain that pavlova and cheesecake form the sixth major food
group.
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The Blacksmith’s Son
by Rebecca Thomas

Captain Quentin Drake returns home after his Naval commission ends to find a
young groom being beaten in the village stables. Weary from his travels, Quentin only
wants a good night’s sleep, but refuses to turn a blind eye to the lad’s mistreatment. He
intervenes, taking the lad to his room, only to discover a woman masquerading as a
boy.
After Ally Lockwood’s family dies, she supports herself by assisting the local blacksmith
with his horses. She’s not allowed to do the work as a woman, so she dresses as a boy,
but her ruse is up when, due to injury, she’s disrobed by a handsome stranger. What
starts as a shared supper, leads to so much more…

“The Blacksmith’s Son is a cute, Historical Romance novella with a twist.” --Pinkindle
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622663798
11/25/2013
88
0.99 USD
Historical, Historical
Regency, Forbidden
Love, Mistaken
Identity

“A lovely little novella, The Blacksmith’s Son was an enjoyable read. Romantic and full
of secrets, this novella was a wonderful read.” --Farrah, Goodreads
“...this was an intriguing, fun read that I quite enjoyed.” --Jonel, Goodreads
“Romantic and mysterious, The Blacksmiths Son will quench your thirst for a little
historical love story.” --Kristin, Goodreads

ABOUT REBECCA THOMAS
Robyn lives with her husband and two sons on the outskirts of Melbourne, one of the
most livable cities in the world. Writing romance helps to balance the effects of living in
an all-male household. She loves to cook, hates to clean up, and keeps very odd hours. She
thinks that lattes are one of the most significant inventions ever- right up there with fire,
the wheel and electricity. She collects art glass and spotted dinnerware, loves movies of all
descriptions, and is almost certain that pavlova and cheesecake form the sixth major food
group.
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